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The Lepol Grate Preheater

SUMMARY
The modern semi-wet Lepol process of Portland Cement 
manufacture relies on a filter pressed, 13-15% moisture, mix 
of clay/shale plus chalk/limestone, being first dried and then 
partially calcined on a travelling grate. The cement clinkering 
reaction then takes place in a shortened version of a conventional 
rotary kiln.
A significant improvement in both process efficiency and 
clinker output is envisaged if a larger proportion of the 
calcination reaction could be removed from the kiln and 
transferred to the grate section. This process alteration, 
of course, needs extra heat and this can be supplied by some 
form of fuel injection to the grate chamber. Such a process 
modification is known as pre-caicining.
The research described in this thesis involves the
establishment of the fundamental aerodynamic mixing patterns
"fchwhich occur in real Lepol kilns, through the aid of a 1:24 
scale perspex replica, backed-up by "cold" trials on a working 
prototype. These results were then used to develope a compatible 
coal fired burner system, which would deliver approximately 30% 
of the total process heat requirement, direct to the grate 
calcination chamber.
The flow regimes, exhibited in the model by polystyrene 
beads, suggested that approximately 20% of Lepol grate area was 
not being utilised for heat transfer. Areas of slow moving gases 
were observed, their position coinciding with areas of alkali 
dust build up in the real kiln. These aerodynamic flow m a l ­
distributions were, effectively, cured by the installation of 
undergrate baffles in the kiln model.
The modification of the Lepol grate system to accomodate 
auxiliary precalcination firing proved to be a far more 
intractable problem. The high momentum flows required to 
ensure adequate burn out for conventional coal burners only 
succeeded in exasperating the existing aerodynamic problems.
Oil or gas burners would-have produced better results but 
would have been quite uneconomic, excepting only that very
cheap waste fuels might have tipped the balance.
The ultimate solution to the problem proved to be a vortex 
combustion chamber, fitted over the grate, as a source of clean, 
low momentum hot gases.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The depletion of the world’s fuel resources is by no 
means a new problem. However, the loss of relatively cheap 
oil supplies following the Crisis of 1973 and the unpredict­
ability of that market ever since has created urgent demands 
on both Government and Industry to attempt to adopt clear- 
cut energy policies. Present thinking suggests that the 
turn of the century will see an increased reliance upon 
nuclear energy to maintain a high proportion of the nation’s 
electricity generating capacity. The same scenario also 
envisages a reinstatement of coal as a "fuel of the future", 
while the gap between the available supply and expected 
demand is to be bridged by the "alternative option" from 
wind, wave , solar or geothermal sources.
Until such policies are realized, however, conservation 
of existing fuel supplies remains as the most important short­
term consideration.
The work carried out in this thesis.deals with one 
aspect of the cement industry’s move towards the more efficient 
operation of existing plant, as well as the possible develop­
ment of new techniques which will maintain that industry well 
into the twenty-first century.
1.1 Cement Making Plant
Throughout this century the physical and chemical 
reactions necessary to transform appropriate raw materials 
into cement clinker have been performed within the confines 
of a long rotary kiln. The necessary heat requirement for 
each specific reaction has been supplied by a large burner, 
firing coal,oil, and to a lesser extent,gas, situated on 
the axis at the discharge end of the inclined brick-lined 
rotating cylinder.
At the input,or back-end the material initially encounters 
gas temperatures of up to 300°C,under which the physical 
removal of moisture is accomplished. On moving to the next 
zone, at about 900°C, carbon dioxide is evolved from the 
material. Such a reaction is termed calcination. A partial 
phase change, referred to as sintering, occurs in the hottest 
part of the kiln at around 2000°C, followed by a cooling of 
the clinker to handling temperatures in an appropriate heat 
exchanger after being discharged, (figure 1.1) \
The Semi-Dry process, introduced in the late 1920’s, 
improved the efficiency of the original long wet-kiln process by 
removing all the meal drying and a proportion of the calcining 
stages from the kiln. These reactions were now established 
within the confines of a more efficient, totally enclosed, 
downdraft, single pass, travelling grate, followed by a much 
shortened kiln in which the remainder of the calcination and 
entire clinkering reactions were performed. Such a combined
Figure 1.1 Reaction zones in the rotary long-wet p rocess kiln
preheater/dryer unit was called a "Lepol” grate - the name 
being the conjunction of its inventor, Lellep , and the 
original manufacturing company, Polysius2.
In an even more recent development, the dry process 
"Suspension Preheater" performs a similar function through 
the intimate contact of hot kiln exhaust gases and finely 
ground raw material within a series of cyclones, before 
entering an even more truncated rotary kiln. To further 
increase the efficiency of this process, an extra source 
of heat, supplied either by the direct injection of fuel 
or the installation of independently controllable burners, 
has been introduced, into the lowermost preheater cyclones. 
This modification enhances the evolution of CC^ to such a 
degree that almost the entire calcination reaction occurs 
prior to the material entering the rotary kiln, thereby 
generating a much higher product throughput for the same 
amount of fuel consumed. Such a modification is referred 
to as "pre-calcining".
1.2 Improving the Lepol Process
The major portion of the research deals with the intro 
duction of an auxiliary firing system into the confined 
calciner chamber of a Lepol grate preheater, and how such 
a modification influences the aerodynamic flow within, the 
system. As with the suspension precalcining kilns, the 
theoretical advantage Envisaged by such a modification to 
the grate preheater is a potential improvement in the over­
all process efficiency through an increase in the proportion 
of calcination, prior to the rotary kiln, from the present 
20-30% up to 60+%. Of equal importance is the possibility 
of regaining some of the 20% or so of bed area available to 
heat transfer which had been previously lost to the poor 
airflow distribution which exists within present designs 3,4 
One third practical advantage of an auxiliary fired grate 
is that some of the perturbations in kiln operation,brought 
about by fluctuations in raw meal quality,can be normalized 
by better material preparation on the bed.
The Problem
Despite nearly sixty years* operation, very little 
research has been carried out on improving the efficiency 
and performance of the Lepol grate, nor on understanding 
the mechanism of fluid flow.and heat transfer that takes 
place around the raw meal nodules on the travelling bed.
As with all large engineering plant, complicated 
systems such as grate preheaters do not readily absorb 
the disruptions brought about by physical changes.that 
must be imposed in order to investigate these character­
istics .
Further complications are also associated with the 
three interactions involved with the combustion reaction:
1) The flow of fuel and combustion air into the grate 
and the intimate mixing of the two;
2) The reaction between the fuel and combustion air;
3) The heat transfer from the reaction of the combusted 
products to the material.
If the efficiency of the process is to be optimized, 
then there is a need to increase the overall heat transfer 
by utilizing all the available energy to the greatest 
extent and in the smallest possible volume. To achieve 
such a goal, more specific parameters of the combustion 
reaction need to be recognized, the most important being 
the interaction of the flame with its environment- encom­
passing such characteristics as temperature profile, radia­
tion spectra, structure, mixing mechanism, chemical as well 
as physical changes in the unburnt fuel products. Once f 
this has been undertaken, further information is required about 
the flame's behaviour,. such as the effect of furnace 
aerodynamics on its position, the heat transfer to the 
charge through radiation, conduction and convection, the 
furnace atmosphere in the region of the charge, and the 
impingement of the flame on the refractory surfaces of 
the furnace.
In the Lepol grate, the problem is even more acute 
for such characteristics as flow and mechanisms of heat 
transfer are totally unknown. Although W e b e r 5 does pro­
vide very useful gas conditions and velocity profiles in­
side the kiln as well as gas temperatures in the drier 
and calciner sections, any more information, especially 
concerning auxiliary firing, must be gathered and adapted 
from other well documented processes with similar features.
1.3 Physical Modelling of the Process
The Solution -
One conceivable approach to the problem is the use of 
a protoype furnace for direct experimentation on the effect 
of various parameters under investigation. However, such 
an approach on a full scale industrial plant is not only 
expensive, but also the choice of variables and ranges with­
in which they can be changed is limited. Most significantly, 
the results obtained may remain applicable only to the sys­
tem on which they are recorded. Such could be said of 
Weber’s work on an operating grate, which also suffers from 
a limited application due to there being no performance data 
recorded for changes in operating conditions.
The second approach is that of modelling. This term 
applies to techniques aimed at simulating certain aspects 
of a process, not only in the more familiar form of geo­
metrically scaled representations and mathematical simulated 
techniques, but also of analogues in which the physical and 
chemical processes are quite different from those of the 
prototype.
Appropriate, well proven modelling methods are tools 
which aid the assessment and realization of energy saving 
ideas in practice, and, as such are a valuable resource in 
improving fuel utilization.
Although it is obvious that such models lack any
representation of the physical properties of the prototype, 
such as the buoyancy effects of high temperature gases 
and flames or of chemical reactions taking place in the pro- 
cess,''the versatility of the approach can accommodates whole 
range of factors of special interest.
Modelling can be used for investigations on flame 
stability, combustion efficiency, and pressure loss or 
erosion and deposition, and,with appropriate modifications,, to 
exhibit similar flow characteristics of the prototype in a 
plane as well as in space.
With such a wide range of characteristics available 
in a controlled laboratory environment, the modelling 
solution has found application in all quarters of industry 
with varying degrees of accuracy, at a fraction of the time 
and cost of on-site investigations. The confidence expressed 
in such results is, paradoxically, due to a very much better 
understanding of why the model cannot behave, even aero- 
dynamically, like the real thing6 .
A great deal of the legitimacy afforded to scale 
techniques is owed to the pioneering work of Chesters7 ^ later 
supported by the cold trials performed by Hulse^- on open- 
hearth furnaces and regenerators in the steel industry. 
Because of the unique nature of the Lepol precalciner invest­
igation, it has not only been necessary to refer to this 
early work, but also to other investigations in which in­
dividual aspects of the system, such as rotary kilns, chain
grate stokers, boiler grates, turbulent diffusion flames 
and vortex combustors have been modelled. However, a 
model is useless unless suitable techniques are adopted 
which give results in an appropriate form from which 
valid conclusions applicable to the prototype can be made.
As an example, in many combustion related problems, 
the chemical reactions occurring in that prototype are 
of secondary importance to the physical mixing which 
brings fuel and combustion air into intimate contact within 
the combustion zone. A simplification of the modelling 
of such reactions can therefore be achieved from a fluid 
flow assumption.. One method in which such a simulation 
occurs, is the acid/alkali representation.
In its original form, Hawthorne9 - was able to
accurately model the burning reaction by using an analogous 
neutralization technique with a weak acid representing 
combustion air and an alkali, plus an appropriate indicator, 
the fuel, in a water model. Although the method was 
further refined by W e d d e l 10, it was still not applied to 
a specific process.
However,since then it has found application in jet mixing 
studies of gas flames, such as those performed by Kristmansen 
and Danckwerts1 1. as well as research related to existing 
industrial prototypes by Inman1,2 Fricker, Page and Chew,13 and 
Khan- and MacFadyen who have successfully applied the method 
to determine the flame characteristics in glass tanks.
Street and Twamley 15 have used it5 in modified form, to study 
the characteristics of soaking pits in the steel industry 
through the aid of an air model. More allied to the subject 
of this thesis is the work of Ruhland16,using the acid/alkali 
simulation technique as part of the development of a universal 
rotary kiln flame length formula.
In other qualitative methods, jet mixing and aerodynamics 
can be observed through the :aid of inert tracers such as 
cotton twine, balsa wood particles, air bubbles, polystyrene 
beads or alluminium particles injected- into isothermal air 
or water scale representations. A complete description of 
the appropriate applications of these tracers has been 
presented in Dance’s 17 flue gas investigations.
The effects of buoyancy - the deviation of the path 
of a jet from its initial trajectory due to the density 
differences brought about by combustion - has been simulated 
through the use of fluids of different densities or tempe­
ratures in a scale model. In one method, Horn18 used a 
magnetite slurry to represent a flame or reactant jet.
This heavy colloid was injected into a quiescent water tank
0
representing combustion air. The buoyancy effect in such 
a system was therefore illustrated in inverted form by the 
action of gravity on the slurry.
The method has been applied by S m i t h 19 to a more com­
plex model of an existing rotary kiln prototype in which 
the ratio of nozzle radius to mixing length, rQ/L, was for
that of a confined jet, as opposed to Horn’s free jet ana­
lysis.
For quantitative results, Gray and Robertson20 have 
reviewed several laboratory techniques that can be used to 
study flow distribution problems, along with an assessment
of the type of flow measurement instrumentation used. One
21
interesting quantitative method used by Davies et a]. 
is that of naphthalene sublimation to simulate the conduct­
ive heat transfer reaction in a furnace. By covering the 
interior surfaces and charge in an air model with the 
chemical, which sublimes at room temperature, they were 
able to deduce the heat transfer from the weight loss in 
each appropriate section of the model in a given period 
of time.
In another quantitative approach, for gas turbine 
combustion investigations, Clarke et al22 used a water filled 
perspex replica, into which acified ammonium ferrous sulphate 
was injected to represent the fuel. The scale of jet mixing 
was recorded by removing samples of liquid from various parts 
of the combustor and adding the chemical thio-cyclonic acid 
to each. The iron content of these samples was then assessed 
by measuring the density of the purple mixture using an 
absorptiometer, with the results being expressed in terms 
of equivalent air:fuel ratios. Such ratios were also obtained 
by Forstall and Gaylord23 in turbulent diffusion jet invest­
igations, but in their experiments sodium chloride was used 
as the quantitative tracer.
However, it is essential that when adopting an isothermal 
modelling technique, whether it be quantitative or quali­
tative, certain criteria need.to be satisfied in order to 
give credence to the simulation. In modelling reviews 
such as those of Beei24 , Philbrook25 or Spalding26 , the 
investigator is presented with a guide to the problems 
associated with accurate representation of flow in a model 
and the restrictive criteria necessary.
If the prototype incorporates a jet, especially non- 
isothermal, information on the appropriate scaling of 
nozzle dimensions and stream momenta is required to maintain 
validity. The theory of jet criteria as detailed in the
27 28
important works of Thring and Newby , Craya and Curtet ,
and Becker et al 29 is applicable to such modifications.
The recording of the qualitative model results has 
been comprehensively covered in Winter and Deterding’s 
definitive account of the type of techniques available 
to make the retrieval of such information relatively easy, 
and covers such details as lighting, timed exposures, 
fast and ultra-violet photography suggestions as well as 
the most advantageous tracer techniques.
As an aside, although of little application to large 
models, Schlieren31 interference and holographic methods 
are frequenctly used in the study of reactions in confined 
volumes, such as shock tubes and explosion chambers.
Finally, the papers of Bacon 32 and Putnam and U n g a r 33
review the type of results that should be expected from the 
application of modelling techniques, relating them to 
the prototype, along with corrections associated with 
reactions such as combustion.
The model used in this investigation was a 1: 24th scale 
perspex replica of a 20.9 metre long by 4.1m wide Lepol grate.
The choice of fluid medium usually dictates- the tyue of results 
cold water generally used for the acquisition of qualitative 
information, giving "conclusions at a glance", while cold 
air models exhibit quantitative results through an analysis 
of velocity distributions.(Table 1.1).
In order to preserve any dynamic similarity between the 
prototype and its associated scale replica, the Reynolds 
number (velocity*,length/kinematic viscosity) is maintained 
at a comparable turbulent level (>104) in the model. As the 
kinematic viscosity of hot furnace gases is about 12 times 
that of cold air and 120 times that of cold water, it follows 
that a 1 ; 12 scale air model requires the same gas velocity 
as the prototype, whereas the 1 : 12 scale water model requires 
only one tenth the velocity. For this reason, water models, 
although more expensive and more complicated than their air 
counterparts, ar.e ideally suited to flow visualisation.
The modelling procedure consists of:
(1) Obtaining, where possible, the flow rates, temperatures 
and design data for the prototype kiln and experimental 
burners;
Table 1.1 Comparison between air and water modelling systems
Modelling fluid Air Water
Fabrication Time Short Long
Data Retrieval Time Long Short
Type of Data Qualitative Qualitative + 
semi-qualitative
Flexibility Good Good
Type of Result Macro-mixing Micro-mixing
Visualisation (a)Pitot tube- 
point velocity
(a)Polystyrene beads- 
flow pattern
Cb)5-way pitot- 
velocity and 
direction
(b)Dye injection- 
jet spread and 
decay
(c)hot wire anemo­
meter velocity 
+ direction + 
turbulence level
(c)Acid alkali- 
entrainment 
and jet mixing
(d)Laser anemometer - 
velocity + 
direction + tur­
bulence level
(e)Gas tracer - mean 
residence time
(2) Evaluating the expected Reynolds number and modelling 
parameter ranges in both;
(3) Maintaining the parameters within the limits to maintain 
suitable similarity, such as Re : > 101*;
(4) Setting up the isothermal model system accordingly with 
distortion in dimensions in areas applicable to main­
taining comparable flow rates;
(5) Allowing for the influence of effects such as buoyancy, 
chemical and physical changes when making conclusions 
from the results.
All the flow visualization results from the model were 
recorded on either 35 mm still, 16 mm cine or VHS format 
video film.
Although physical modelling techniques are on the 
decline - a situation brought about in part by the evolution 
of highly sophisticated computer modelling simulation - they 
still maintain a strong link in the developmental chain of 
an industrial process. It is quite possible, however, that 
such a decline may be arrested by the instant information 
retrieval and processing associated with the more advanced 
video recording systems.
CHAPTER 2A
CEMENT MANUFACTURE WITH SPECIAL REGARD TO
CALCINATION WITHIN THE LEPOL GRATE PROCESS
The research carried out in this thesis concentrates on 
the aerodynamics of the Lepol grate preheater calciner 
section and is particularly concerned in how such established 
flow regimes are altered through the introduction of auxiliary 
firing into that section. Although the use of pertinent 
similarity criteria has enabled such a study to be undertaken 
within a controlled environment through the aid of isothermal 
scale modelling, it is important not to become too divorced 
from the prototype operation and thereby fail to appreciate 
the type and scale of chemical and physical reactions that 
occur during the manufacture of Portland cement in the semi- 
wet/semi-dry process.
2.1 The Manufacture of Portland Cement
The name "Portland Cement" and its manufacture were 
originally patented by Joseph Aspdin in 1824, but it was 
not until some sixteen years later that I.C. Johnson 
developed a product that we today would recognize as 
cement1 . In fact Aspdin’s process produced only a form 
of hydrated lime due to.the premature removal of the material 
from heat immediately after calcination, whereas Johnson 
discovered, by accident, that it was necessary to burn an 
accurately proportioned mixture of chalk and clay well past 
the point of vitrification to obtain the required product.
The first rotary type kiln for the manufacture of cement 
was patented in England in the late 1870’s, although its 
commercial development took place in America - a situation 
little changed for new technological innovation today. 
Re-introduced to England in the early 1900's, these kilns 
were brick-lined steel cylinders some 30 metres long by 2 
metres diameter, inclined at about 1 in 30 and rotating at 
one revolution per minute.
In operation, the raw material mixture of limestone 
and clay was fed as a dry meal or wet slurry into the open, 
upper end of the kiln. The heat required for the physical 
and chemical reactions was originally supplied by gas or oil, 
and later coal, blown into the cylinder through a jet at its 
lower end, where the vitriated clinker was discharged, white 
hot, into a cooler. The output from this orginal style 
plant was around 50 tonnes/day.
The same principle remains today, but on a very much 
larger scale. With design improvements in the drying and 
calcining zones, outputs of up to 4000 tonnes/day are 
common.
The actual process of cement manufacture can be divided 
into four distinct stages:
(i) Comminuting the raw material to the fineness necessary 
for the desired chemical reactions to occur during 
. burning, followed by a mixing and blending of the meal 
into the required proportion of constituents;
(ii) Heating the mixture in the kiln to drive off the water, 
CO 2  and to fluidize the clinker;
(iii) Cooling the resulting clinker;
(iv) Grinding the cooled product, with a small amount of 
gypsum to control the setting time, to the fineness 
required for the chemical reactions to take place when 
the product is wetted.
The type of cement manufacturing process is classified 
according to the moisture content of the raw meal. In the 
wet process, the meal in the form of a slurry, has a water 
content of 32-421, while for the dry process the proportion 
can be as low as 81. Between these two extremes, ranging in 
content from 12% to 20%, is the semi-wet process - in which 
a slurry is filtered to remove water - and the semi-dry - in 
which water is added to a relatively dry raw meal in a dish 
nodulizer prior to entry into the kiln.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the type of mechanical process 
involved in each of the classifications.
Within the rotary kiln itself, the reactions encountered 
by the moving.material, arranged in order of increasing feed 
temperature, are:
I. 100°C: Evaporation of water from the feed;
II. 500°C: Evolution of combined ^ 0  from the clay;
III. 805°C: Evolution of CO 2  from the limestone at the start
of calcination;
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IV. 800-900°C: Formation of Dicalcium silicate (^ S )  ;
V. 1095-1205°C: Formation of C^A and C^AF
VI. 1260-1455°C: Formation of C^S and the progressive
disappearance of free lime, CaO.
3 k
Figure 2.2 is that of the heat profile in a wet
process kiln and shows the temperature in the three kiln
zones as well as the temperature difference between the 
kiln gas and the feed.
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Figure 2.2 Temperature profiles in long wet kiln
The important calcination reaction, which involves 
the evolution of CO 2 from the meal, is endothermic and 
takes the form:
Ca CO^ (high calcium limestone) + Heat CaO (high calcium quick lime)
/
+ CO, +
and CaGO^ MgOO^ (dolomite limestone) + Heat^ CaO MgO (dolomitic quick lime
t
+ 2 CO2 1 ;
whilst its commencing temperature depends upon the relative 
proportion of the limestone constituents. In the feed any
material that is not completely calcined before entering the 
sintering zone is found to be extremely difficult to burn, 
and presents one of the main reasons for upset kiln conditions.
It is therefore essential that complete calcination is achieved 
in order to ensure smooth operation of the kiln.
In the clinkering or sintering zone, the lime rich mixture 
containing silica, alumina, ferric oxide and a small percentage 
of other oxides is heated up to the sintering temperature and 
becomes viscous. The formation of the important compound C 3S 
does not commence, until the free lime, produced from the cal­
cination reaction, has reached a temperature of approximately 
1260°C. Further increases in temperature result in even 
higher C 3S formation, thereby enabling the lime and silica 
to combine, until between 1370-1400°C, all of the available 
free lime has disappeared completely. It is to this final 
temperature that the material must be raised in order to 
ensure a good quality product.
By the time the clinker has reached the discharge end of 
the kiln, its temperature will, h a v e .droppedyslightly below 
the burning temperature. Provision is made to cool the 
product down to handling temperatures of about 60°C in various 
types of heat exchanger, either integral with the rotary 
kiln as in the case of planetary coolers, or separate in the form of 
travelling grate or rotary type. The heat recovered from 
these coolers provides preheat temperatures up to 850°C 
to the secondary air travelling through them.and into the 
rotary kiln. Air flow through the system is maintained and 
controlled by an induced draught fan and damper system at
the solids input end, with the exited flue gas being re­
leased to the atmosphere^following cleaning in cyclone 
chambers or electrostatic precipitators.
2.1.1 Kiln Firing
The high temperatures required in the rotary kiln are 
provided by the combustion of coal, oil or gas. The fuel 
burner, which is normally a plain cylindrical nozzle, is 
fired directly along the inclined axis, with preheated 
secondary combustion air supplied co-axially to it from 
the clinker cooler.
For coal firing, the fuel:.is ground in either a ball 
or roller mill and injected into the kiln in a pulverised 
form. Two types of firing are advocated - direct or in­
direct. . In the former, hot air taken from the kiln hood 
is used to blow the coal through the mill and into the kiln 
through the firing pipe. The rate of firing is therefore 
controlled by the variation of raw coal feed to the mill.
In the indirect method, the pulverized fuel is collected 
by filters or in a cyclone immediately after grinding and 
stored in hoppers, from which it can be controllably ex­
tracted: when required. This type of system not only removes 
the bottleneck that occurs because of the dependence of 
firing on the mill but also reduces the amount of water 
vapour from the coal that .is blown into the kiln. The primary 
air.requirement of an indirect system is far lower than that 
for direct firing - 101 compared to 301 - thus reducing the 
primary air fan power required considerably 35.
However, not all of these.considerations are advan­
tageous to the operation of the kiln. The removal of water 
vapour from the coal reduces the jet momentum, which in 
turn tends to reduce the flame temperature and kiln through­
put. This reduced mixing associated with the lower momentum 
also has a deleterious effect on kilns, where below certain 
limits, too low a primary air value reduces the combustion 
efficiency level which can be achieved36. The third 
problem encountered with indirect firing is concerned with 
the safe storage and handling, difficulties involved with p.f.
35 . .
Figure 2.3 illustrates the various mechanical compo­
nents associated with both systems.
For oil firing, a heavy grade burner oil of 3500 sec 
is used, being trace heated from storage tank to firing pipe 
in order to permit easier uninterrupted flow. The associated 
burner pipe is situated in a similar position in the kiln as 
for coal firing, but with an oil atomiser located at the 
nozzle end. By using spill-return burners, with a good 
turn-down ratio, the primary air requirement to both atomize 
and project the liquid fuel into the furnace is not more 
than 1 0 %.
If a kiln is converted from coal to oil firing,-the 
heat consumption rises by about 1 0 % due to the changed flame 
characteristics of that fuel and the extra heat losses gene­
rated from.the flue gases. Also lost is the ash deposition 
advantage associated with p.f..firing, with the result that 
the production rate is reduced.
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(a) Direct N o ta tio n :
1 Bowl M il l
2 W cig h -B c ll-F c cd e r
3 R aw  C oal S ilo
4 D am p er
5 Booster A ir  H e a te r
6 D ust T ra p
7 C lin k e r C oo ler
8 R otary  K iln
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(b) Indirect N o ta t io n :
1 Bowl M il l
2 W eig h-B e lt-F eed er
3 D am p er
4 R aw  C oal Silo
5 V ent Kan
6 D ust C ollector
7 Booster A ir  H eater
8 D ust T ra p
9 C lin k e r C oo ler
10 R otary  K iln
11 I ’ r im a ry  A ir  Fan
12 P rim ary  A ir  D a m p e r
33 Storage silo fo r ground coal
14 R o ta ry  V a lv e
15 C yclone C ollector
Figure 2.-3- Comparison of coal firing systems 35
Where supplies are readily available, ethane, natural 
gas or oil refinery gas is used for kiln firing. The 
primary air percentage with such fuel is very low or completely 
absent in order to avoid dangerous pre-mixing. In plants 
where the g a s .composition is subject to variation, a pilot 
oil burner is used to maintain flame stability.
The choice of fuels is not limited to one of the fossil 
types, however.. Cement manufacturers, especially on the 
Continent, Australia and the United States are adopting a 
more flexible approach to fuel firing with a number of kilns 
being adapted to operate on an almost daily fuel availability 
and price basis. A further increase is also envisaged in 
the use of high calorific waste products such as liquid 
solvents or wheat husks as alternative fuel supplements, 
either by direct injection into the back end of the kiln or 
as an additive to the raw meal in order to liberate more 
heat further down.the process, while some companies are 
looking at the feasibility of burning refuse in the process.
2.1.2 Preheating and Calcining
The cost of producing Portland Cement is dependent upon:
Capital charges 
Labour and supervision 
Maintenance 
Fuel consumption 
Power consumption.
Of these five costs, fuel and power represent some 50% 
of the total 1 , and are the only ones that can be effectively 
reduced in order to increase the production efficiency.
In the late 1920’s it was realized that the heat con­
sumption involved in clinker production is dependent, not on 
clinkerization as originally.believed, but on drying, and 
that the all important rate control of the process was depen­
dent upon the calcination reaction. In its basic form, this 
reaction
805°C f
Ca CO, + Heat ^  CaO + CO 2
is endothermic and requires some 422 kcal/kg of clinker to 
initiate. This value represents about 65% of the total heat 
requirement of the entire process.
Added to this fact was the observation that, in the long 
rotary kiln, because the material is arranged on a slope 
running along the lower part of the shell, the gas material 
contact is relatively small. Therefore, the reactions in 
the drying and calcining zones rely entirely upon conduction 
as the major heat transfer mode.
In 1928 Otto Lellep submitted a patent 2 in which all 
the feed drying and part of the calcining reactions were 
removed from the kiln, and established on a downdraft travelling 
grate inside an enclosed chamber. In his design, illustrated 
in Figure 2. 4,almost the entire surface area of the raw meal 
on the bed, in the form of nodules, is in contact with hot 
gases from a rotary kiln. The theoretical improvement in
N odulizer
rotary kiln shute
induced draft 
fan
i
Pre'neater roof
solids flow 
gas flow >im»af7lriwuwi«mrTTwi>MriiimiTi)m
u»iW tcnitntffi * w n r t g f n n r t n r * in t f . f t ln > t f j
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Figure 2 .4 Lellep's original grate preheater patent
both convection and radiation in the system is such that, 
for equal volumes, the heat exchange coefficient corres­
ponding to the.grate is up to ten times as great as that 
of the equivalent rotary kiln. With this increased coeffi­
cient it was possible to reduce the length of the associated 
kiln, thereby promoting further savings in capital and power 
consumption.
A later idea, patented in Czechoslovakia in 1934 by 
M. Vogel-Jorgensen35- an employee of the contruction firm 
F.L. Schmidt and Co. - attempted to enhance the gas/material 
heat transfer during the drying and calcining reactions even
further by greatly^increasingF E E D
m a t e r i a l  F L O W  
g a s  f l o w
V ;
KILN
Figure 2.5
their intimate contact and 
residence time within a series 
of cyclones constructed before 
the rotary kiln inlet.
Unfortunately, due in 
part to uncontrollable dust 
levels within the system, it 
was not until 1951 that the 
first commercial unit, referred 
to as a suspension preheater 
by its construcors - the Humbold 
Company - became operational.
The system as illustrated in
3*4Figure 2.5 consists of seve­
ral cyclones, arranged one upon
another, with each cyclone and its associated gas duct 
forming one preheater stage. Each discharge opening is 
connected by raw mix pipes which convey material into the 
gas duct beneath. The raw mix pipe in the lowest stage,
IV, flows into the much shortened rotary kiln. In the 
uppermost stage, the gas withdrawn by the induced draught 
fan, responsible for generating the vortex flow in each 
cyclone, is expelled to the atmosphere following normal 
cleaning operations. One can appreciate the possible 
reduction in size of plant for these preheater systems 
from the comparative solids and gas temperature recordings
5
gathered by Weber as illustrated in Figure 2 .6 .
2.2 The Lepol Grate Preheater
The original Lepol grate preheater proved to be a most 
attractive plant for the manufacture of Portland Cement, due 
to its lower fuel consumption compared to the original long 
wet-process rotary kiln. In present day operation, the multi­
pass grate has reduced the production heat requirement to 
approximately 800 kcal/kg of clinker. Despite the enormous 
expansion of the more recently developed suspension pre­
heater kilns, the Lepol remains predominant in situations 
of unfavourable raw material, such as high alkali content.
Its advantage is that of versatility, being used not only 
for cement, but also for the burning of crushed rock, such 
as limestone or dolomitic granite and the pyroprocessing of 
nickel and iron-ore pellets.
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The main features of the system, illustrated in Figure 
2.7 are a ’short’ rotary kiln, some 701 of the length of a 
wet-process kiln, working in conjunction with a totally 
enclosed travelling grate. The grate itself - a mechanical 
belt of interlocking slotted plates - is covered by a 15- 
2 0  cm deep layer of raw material in the form of pellets or 
nodules, with moisture contents of 12-141 for the semi-dry 
and 2 0 1  for the semi-wet processes respectively.
Plate 2.1 shows the interior of RPC Rochester works 
Lepol grate and gives an idea of the size and the plate 
arrangement inside the calciner section. The top of the 
kiln shute can just be seen in the middle background, while 
the inspection hatches utilized in the model work are clearly 
visible.
In contrast to their original single chamber pre­
decessors, the modern grates operate with two or more separate 
zones, with.a physical division between each. The gases 
leaving the kiln pass up through a steep incline - the shute, 
or in present idiom, the preheater/kiln interface - entering • 
the calcining section of the preheater. Here the hot gases 
(^1 0 0 0 °C) are drawn down through the moving material bed 
and pass,via a series of suction tubes below the grate, into 
cyclone dust collectors.
The now partially cleaned, partly thermally degraded 
gases are delivered, by an intermediate induction fan, to 
the chamber above the drying zone, from where they are drawn 
through the bed a second time by the main kiln induced draught
Plate 2.1 Interior of Rochester Works Lepol Grate
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Figure 2.7 Gas flow scheme in Lepol grate preheater
Rugby Cement Co. Rochester Works (Kent) 
Grate under construction

fan, to be eventually expelled through the stack following 
appropriate cleaning. Because of the filtering effect of 
the bed of nodules, the dust load of the exhaust gases is 
low,while the exit temperature and moisture content make 
them ideally suited for electrostatic precipitation 
cleaning techniques.
The system’s ability to produce a high quality clinker 
is evidenced by the intermediate circuit dust removal of 
exit gases and the discarding of alkali loaded dust generated 
inside the alkali condensation area. Even further reductions 
in alkali content can be achived through the installation 
of a bypass arrangement in the roof of the calciner zone, 
close to the kikn end. Some of the ex-kiln gases diverted 
through this duct are cooled by gas passed directly from 
the clinker cooler. The alkalis in the by-pass commence to 
precipitate out and are collected in dust filters and dumped. 
Such a system maintains a low alkali content clinker while 
obviating a reduction in the system throughput due to a 
constriction of flow from a build-up in the shute and on 
the chamber walls. A more theoretical description of the 
alkali-cycle is detailed in a subsequent section.
2.2.1 Drying on the Grate
/
The heat consumption of the wet Portland cement- process 
is not determined by the heat requirement of calcining or 
sintering, but by that of drying, forr above a limiting value 
of 8 - 1 2 %,the amount of moisture in the raw meal increases 
the consumption considerably. An indication of this is given
in the consumption figures of various processes tabled by 
Weber 5 in Figure 2.8.
Process: type .
Throughput H eat
clinker)
Theoretical
heat
requirement
(kcal/kgcl)
Cooling
losses
(kcal/kgcl)
Lepol kiln 18.6 818 366 99
Suspension
preheater 17.3 892 396 109
Lons wet 
process kiln 30.6 1382 389 84
Figure 2.8 Comparison of heat consumption
A breakdown of typical specific heat requirements for each
stage in the Lepol process is given below:
Drying
kcal/kg.
Heating
kcal/kg
Evaporation 90 32
Sensible heat 35 204
Clinker burning 160
The complicated analysis of the drying of nodules on 
a bed has been simplified by Treybal 3 7 in which the material 
drying rates on the grate were determining for changes in 
moisture content from a construction of the moisture content 
versus time curve, using the relation
N= - L . AX/A . At (2.1)
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Figure 2.9 Batch drying, constant conditions
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Figure 2.10 Drying rate curve, constant conditions 37
where AX is change in moisture content;
At is time interval;
A is the cross-sectional area of the bed perpendicular 
to the flow direction;
Lg is the mass of dry solid;
and N is the drying rate.
The equation can be re-arranged in terms of drying time:
At = L s/A 1  dX/N (2.2)
X 2
Figures 2.8 and 2.9 illustrate the moisture content versus 
drying time curves for the four distinct drying regimes that 
exist in the relation.
During the initial adjustment period, AB, the solid and 
liquid surfaces are usually colder than the ultimate surface 
temperature, thus the evaporation rate at the start of the 
drying section increases with temperature.
There then follows a constant rate period, BC, in which 
drying is accomplished from the surface of the nodules.by 
the diffusion of water vapour to the air stream passing 
through the bed. The drying time for this period is deter­
mined by the relation 
Lq (X, - x 2)
t = — --- =----- —  (2.3)
A . N
c
where X^ and X 2  are moisture rates at the start and end 
of the period, and N is the constant drying rate.
However, it is in the third period, CD, that the real 
factor which influences the drying time occurs - that being 
the mechanism by which moisture trapped inside the nodule 
is transferred to the surface. Therefore, from the end of 
the constant rate period, it is this diffusion rate of water 
alone that controls the drying. Once the moisture content 
has fallen to the equilibrium value for the air humidity in 
the final period, the drying reaction will cease. The time 
taken for this falling rate zone is given by:
L (X -X*) In (X-, -X*)
t = — --- ^------ .     (2.4)
N c A (X2 -X*)
where Xc and X* are the critical and equilibrium moisture 
contents respectively.
The total drying time is the sum of 2.4, 2.3; giving
In (X1  - X*)L_ (X -X*)
t = — --- 5=-----
N c - A
+ (X, - x2) 
(X2  - X*)
(2.5)
From this relationship, it becomes apparent that it is 
possible to minimize the drying time by maximizing both the 
area of the bed available to the transmission of the gas 
stream and the drying rate, while maintaining an original 
low moisture content of the raw meal.
Following the drying process, the material on the Lepol 
grate passes under the dividing wall and into the calciner 
section.. It is in this zone that the most important rate 
controlling reaction of the process is initiated - the 
calcining reaction.
2.2.2 The Calcination of Limestone
The reactions that occur during the calcining process 
are a combination of:
t
CaGO^ (high calcium quicklime) + Heat ^  CaO (High calcium quicklime) + CC^t
and
/
CaCO^MgCO^ (Dolomitic limestone) + Heat CaOMgO (Dolomitic quicklime) + 2 C0 2 +
On the grate this dissociation of carbon dioxide is highly 
endothermic, the amount of heat required and the commencement 
temperature being dependent upon the proportion of
5 38each compound in the raw meal. Weber and Gygi give dis­
sociation values of 390-442 kcal of heat required for every 
kilogram»of CaCO^ present, decreasing as its proportion in 
the raw meal is reduced.
The temperatures at which the above reactions occur are 
given by Johnston 3 9 and Boynton 110 as 898°C and 402-405°C 
for calcite and dolomite respectively.
In this research, the raw meal composition for a typical 
grate was such that the heat of dissociation was 422 kcal/kg, 
while the temperature at which the reaction commenced was 
taken to be about 800°C.
On a microscopic level, the rate at which each nodule 
of limestone is calcined is given by the semi-empirical 
equation of Furnas as
Log 1 0  R' = 0.003145 T - 3.3085 (2.6)
where R 1 is the calcination rate in cm/hr
and T is the temperature of the nodule, °C.
For the Lepol preheater, the efficiency of the calcining
reaction can be deduced in terms of heat losses in the system ,
such that:
Qft Qvk Heat supplied 1 + 2 r? 7 ^
nV K  = -------  =  ^ - (2.7)
^VK QvK Heat 10st
The constituents of each term are given by:
where
q v k  - AQp + a Qm n  + AQ0 + AQy (2.8)
■ AQC0 + AQs k  + AQa g (2.9)
q n  = ^E + Qm W + %
(2.10)
0 trj
II heat required for calcining raw meal
Qm w heat contained in raw meal
IIOO' heat contained in kiln exit gases
^SK = radiation losses
R a g exhaust gas losses
Qco = exhaust gas CO content
r: - **Eigen
5
and Weber have.carried out extensive plant
trials to obtain temperature measurements along the grate, 
with the latter using a series of long trailing thermo­
couples in order to compile a reasonably accurate preheater 
temperature profile. From Eigen's theoretical and practical 
assessment, typical temperatures encountered at each inter­
face are:
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Figure 2.1! Material temperatures of Lepol bed
Calciner/drier Preheater/kiln 
Material temp erature 110 ± 15°C 550°C
Gas temperature 270 ± 15°C 750 ± 30°C
However, Weber observed that only part of the gas emerging
from the rotary kiln, with a temperature of over 750°C,
actually interacts with the bed of nodules of 550°C. The
remaining gas is drawn down through nodules of a considerably
lower temperature further down the grate with a high proportion
passing under the interface wall and directly into the drier
3
section. Meerabux’s isothermal model results showed clearly 
that such prototype observations were the result of the poor 
aerodynamics generated by the design of the calciner section 
and the kiln shute.
Both Meerabux and Weber’s observations are important when 
considering the theoretical conditions that are required for 
calcining, and the actual plant conditions that are encountered. 
The importance placed.on efficient system aerodynamics is 
exemplified by the three essential factors that are required 
not only for maximum efficiency of existing Lepol preheaters, 
but even more so for those modified to accept precalcining 
burners. These factors are:
(1) As high a proportion as possible of the meal on the grate 
must be raised to the dissociation temperature;
(2) This minimum temperature, but in practice a higher one, 
must.be maintained for a certain duration;
(3) That the calcination reaction being reversible, makes 
it imperative that all the CC^ evolved must be removed 
as quickly as possible in order to avoid recombination.
It has become evident from both laboratory work and 
field trial observations that such criteria are not being 
completely satisfied under present designs.
2.2.3 The Dust and Alkali Cycles in the Lepol Grate 
Preheater
In a conventional long rotary kiln, the physical action 
of rotation and high volume air flow, along with the chemical 
reactions occurring within the heating zone, generate ex­
haust gases with high dust and alkali contents. If these 
gases are not eradicted from the system, their products 
combine with the incoming raw meal, repeating the process, 
but with a reinforcement of'the content liberated in every 
subsequent cycle.
By nature of this operation, the filtering effect of 
the grate bed and the ’dumping’ of material collected in the 
intermediate circuit cyclones presents the Lepol preheater 
as an ideal system for removing high dust and alkali con­
centrations that develop in the associated rotary kiln. In 
adopting the precalciner option, the influence of such 
cycles on kiln management needs to be understood, especially 
with respect to the aerodynamic changes involved with the 
introduction of alkali by-pass conduits in the calciner. 
section.
Of the two operational problems - high dust pick-up and 
alkali build-up - those pertaining to the alkali cycle are 
the most influential. However, there are two ways in which 
its reduction can be secured, either:
(a) Permitting none of the alkalis to vaporize in the rotary 
kiln - such a solution is also beneficial in energy terms 
as fuel consumption is proportional to the amount of al­
kali liberated;
or
(b) By paying the energy penalty and enhancing the evaporation 
but allowing very little, if any, of the alkalis to 
condense within the system.
This latter alternative, along with some form of ’valve* 
incorporated in the preheater, is one way in which a low 
alkali content product can be produced from a high content raw 
meal.
In order to identify which parameter exerted the most
if 3
effect on the alkali cycle, Goes undertook a series of 
laboratory simulations of the vaporization reaction. He con­
cluded that:-
(a) The volatility of the alkalis depends upon the SO^ and 
iron content of the raw meal, increasing with decreasing 
content of each;
(b) The volatile vaporization commences at 800-1000°C and 
increases with temperature and retention time;
(c) The volatility increases with SO^ content in the kiln 
gases and an increased presence of water vapour.
A typical alkali balance for the Lepol preheater compared 
to a conventional long wet process kiln is illustrated in 
Figure 2.1.35 .
The volatilization cycle itself consists of two components - 
internal and external. The external cycle is comprised of all 
the alkalis that enter and leave the kiln as raw meal or clinker 
product, while the internal cycle is generated by alkalis vapor­
izing in the sintering zone. The advantage of the Lepol system 
is that not only can it reduce the effect of both cycles through 
the intermediate removal of dust from the calciner section, but 
can also, in some instances, ensure that none of the internal 
alkalis condense within the grate confines through the imple­
mentation of the alkali by-pass. Both of these characteristics 
act as one way ’valves’ in maintaining a low alkali clinker 
product.
The actual precipitation of the alkalis on the grate depends 
primarily on the bed porosity and increases with bed density 
brought about by the build-up of dust. The amount of such dust 
in the kiln and preheater is a combination of physical inter­
actions, such as high gas velocities or a high proportion of 
fines in the raw meal, the heating rates, the number of heat 
exchanger inserts within the system, and the severity of nodule 
disintegration on the grate. This latter phenomenon is partly due to 
differential heating of the core and surface of the raw meal 
particle and is usually associated with uneven temperature
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distribution in the drying zone, followed by a sudden tem­
perature rise as the nodules enter the calciner zone. The 
reaction is dramatic, with the sound of exploding nodules 
clearly audible outside the grate.
As with alkali vaporization, there is also an internal 
and external dust cycle in the conventional process, with 
the former consisting of dust generated in the kiln being 
'dumped* in the preheater. Theoretically, the external 
cycle consists of dust removed from the preheater and returned 
to the kiln inlet. However, in the Lepol system, the external 
chain is broken, as almost all the dust collected in the 
intermediate cyclones is dumped, with the remainder being 
returned to the drier chamber.
However, a combination of burst nodules, coupled with 
the mechanical action of the travelling grate gives rise to 
another source of dust in the form of riddlings, which con­
sist of material that has fallen through the slots in the 
individual bed support plates. This dust, representing some 
10$ of the preheater throughput, is directed into the rotary 
kiln by screw conveyor and elevator arrangement.
As with alkali precipitation, the porosity of the grate 
bed has a significant effect on the dust build-up in the 
chamber. A dense bed with a high air flow resistance in 
the calciner section is created by the bursting nodules. Such 
a bed traps more dust, .from the kiln until, at a stage where 
little falls through to the riddling intakes below, the bed 
becomes totally 'blind', thereby severely reducing, gas flow 
and throughput.
2.3 Precalcining
The thermal conditions required for making good, 
that is strong, cement in a rotary kiln are to have heat well 
up into the calcining zone along with high temperatures on 
the nose ring in the clinkering zone. This situation becomes 
more apparent from the nature of the chemical reactions in­
volved in each zone, with the already familiar calcining reaction
805°C /
Ca CCU-j-fr-CaO + C02, AH = +422 kcal/kg
being highly endothermic and requiring heat to initiate, 
while the clinkering reaction
1650°C
CaO + 2Ca0,Si02 ---- ► 3 C a 0 S i 0 2, AH = -126 2kcal/kg
is exothermic, with temperature being its only requirement.
Such.-requirements, lead to two important conclusions:
(1) In a conventional rotary cement kiln, long flames are 
desirable;
(2) Cement production could be significantly improved if 
a large proportion of the available heat in the kiln is 
supplied directly to the calcining zone.
This second conclusion is.the principle behind pre-cal- 
cining.
Unfortunately, the rotary kiln exhibits such a poor gas/ 
material contact that any additional heat input into the 
appropriate zone is inefficient. Lellep and Vogel-Jorgensen's 
design overcome this problem by enhancing such contact either
by forced draught penetration of a travelling bed of semi- 
wet/semi-dry nodules or through intimate contact and high 
residence time afforded by a cyclone vortex.
Having removed a high proportion of the calcining reaction 
to these preheaters, the possibility exists to improve the 
heat consumption of the entire system even further by raising the 
gas temperatures in these units, from the normal 1100°C, to 
say, 1600-1700°C, thereby completing almost all the C02 evo­
lution prior to entry into the kiln. One way of parti ally fulfilling 
these temperature requirements is to increase the heat content 
of the ex-kiln gases through-a change, in flame profiI.e..,The back-end 
temperature is governed principally by three factors: speed 
of I.D fan, fuel rate and feed rate. Of these, the I.D. fan 
speed and fuel rate are the usual.causes of.back-end tempe­
rature variation. A more thorough examination of the re­
lationship is given in a later section concerning flame 
length, while 27 basic control conditions are given in Appen­
dix i f
The flame profile could be appropriately changed by an 
increase in excess air passing through the cooler from an 
increase in the I.D. fan draught. Unfortunately, such a 
solution leads to calcined material in the preheater con­
densing and sticking to the walls of the kiln/preheater inter­
face or shute, thereby lowering the kiln throughput. In the 
kiln itself, the short hard flame generated by the higher 
excess secondary air would affect the refractory lining in 
the sintering zone, with the risk of.its premature destruction 
creating an increased 'down-time' due to unwarranted re-; :
bricking as well as increasing the localized heat loss by 
radiation from the kiln shell to the outside environment.
The commercial precalcining concept avoids such problems 
by introducing an independent source of heat directly into 
the preheater either in the form of a simple mechanical 
system for injecting fuel, or a sophisticated auxiliary 
burner arrangement capable of delivering up to 60$ of the 
total process heat requirement*into the^zone.
The auxiliary burner system does present one major problem - 
namely,an oxygen requirement .to ensure complete and efficient 
combustion'. In some instances, such as the case where product 
quality is more important than system efficiency, cold ambient 
air is supplied by inleakage into the preheater. A more 
efficient method is to supply more oxygen to the preheater 
by increasing the back-end percentage ex-kiln through an in­
crease in I.D. draught and.increased secondary excess.
The problems caused.by such a solution have already been 
mentioned.
One solution that is employed by the most thermally 
efficient commercial systems utilizes a separate duct from 
the cooler or kiln hood to supply preheated air directly 
to the precalciner chamber.
The theoretical advantages of adopting the precalcining 
option manifest themselves in two ways: *
(i) If precalcining is introduced into an existing plant, 
the production rate can be multiplied by 1.3 to 2.5*by an in­
creased throughput in the rotary kiln for the same overall fuel
consumption per kg of clinker produced.44
(ii) In a prototype plant, the size of the kiln can be decreas 
to give a similar output to that of a conventional kiln.
This smaller unit requires a smaller construction lot 
with an associated reduction in both capital cost and power 
demand - the latter being due to the replacement of a rotating 
system by a mechanically simpler static one. As an example 
of the capital cost savings, compared with a conventional 
suspension preheater, the highly developed "flash-calciner 
suspension system" - described in detail in the next section - 
requires 25% less construction cost and space, although the 
rotary kiln diameter is slightly increased. This latter 
feature may be an added benefit, for within certain limits, 
a short, large diameter kiln exhibits much lower heat losses 
through radiation and convection.
Figure 2J3 gives a comparison between a convection sus­
pension preheater and one with a-flash calciner addition.
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2.3.1 Commercial Precalcining Kilns and Operational 
Requirements
The information presented in this section emphasizes the 
problem confronted by the author in preparing a background 
for this research.,The development of suspension preheater based 
pre-calciner systems has been extremely well documented 
regarding design, commercial operation and plant performance 
statistics. In vast contrast,however,any information pertaining 
to Lepol grate modifications to accept auxiliary burner sys­
tems has been limited to a very few brief, unprofessional 
internal reports, word of mouth, personal observation and 
even industrial espionage. Few, if any, operators have 
persevered in trying to eradicate the problems involved 
in introducing a burner system into the confines of the 
calciner section and have tended to follow a ’suck-it-and- 
see’ approach.
On the other hand, mainly due to a need to avoid the in­
fringement^ of certain patent laws, there are as many and 
varied types of suspension - mix based precalciner systems 
as there are plant manufacturers, ranging from simple modi­
fications to existing systems up to complicated, purpose 
built,prototype plant.
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In the simplest of these systems -produced by F.L.Schmidt,an 
extra degree of calcination is achieved through a modifi­
cation to the rotary kiln end-seal which manifests a 
'whirling1 of the raw mix in the hot ex-kiln gases (see 
Figure 2.14).. By increasing the exit gas temperature slightly, 
the enhanced gas-material contact in the shute increases
1. Raw mix from stage IV
2. Raw mix from stage III
Figure 2 *14 FLS - Integral kiln with nrecalcining 
at inlet
the calcination rate to a possible 50-60%.
A similar use of the shute as a heat exchange zone is 
undertaken in the Polysius-Rohrbach process. A .fuel conduit 
is positioned in the riser duct of the lowest suspension 
preheater cyclone and through it is fed a proportion of the 
total fuel consumption. Lumps of coal, up to 50 mm diameter, 
injected into thi^ duct drop against the ex-kiln gas flow and start 
to b u r n . I f _these particles are too large to be carried upwards 
they fall into the kiln only partly combusted and continue 
to burn whilst mainly floating on the material bed. The
heat liberated increases the temperature of the kiln inlet
gases, thereby indirectly contributing to the calcination.
The claimed advantages of such a system are simplicity, 
low investment cost and cheap auxiliary fuel preparation.
Another important factor is that the modification is compa-
tible with any type of clinker cooler as it requires no 
large expanse of air conveyance ducting that'is associated with 
the more sophisticated systems(see Figure 2..15 ).
raw
mix
fuel ‘
fuel
Figure 2 .15 The Polysius Rohrbach Process
In Japan, the Ishikawajima-Harima industrial company has 
developed a system in which the raw mix is precalcined in a 
'flash calciner chamber1, incorporated into the suspension 
preheater cyclone tower. An extremely high percentage of 
the total process heat requirement - 60+% - is supplied 
directly to this chamber, along with lower temperature exit 
gases separately ducted from the top of the clinker cooler. 
Components of these latter gases condense on the raw mix 
nodules and are returned with them to the hiln, thus avoiding 
a build up of coating, on the chamber and kiln shute surfaces. 
Ninety percent of the heat in the 'flash calciner1 is 
transferred by forced convection, with radiation the 
remaining component. The coal used to fire the chamber 
burners is limited to those grades which have ash melting points
well above 1100°C in order to prevent a slag build-up within 
the system.
An illustration of the complete process is given in Figure 
‘ .. 2.16 below.
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Figure 2.16 The Ishikaw^iima-Harima SF Process
An even more complicated system, again from Japan, 
utilizes a spouted bed and vortex chamber furnace in the 
lower stages of the suspension preheater to obtain its 
high calcination proportion. The Kawasaki industries KSV 
bed consists of an inlet throat and cylindrical chamber, 
Figure 2. ] 7, into which some of the raw mix is fed.
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The heat input is supplied by several burners located just 
above the bed where the concentration of the meal, through 
turbulence, is highest. The vortex extension above the 
burners has two openings - one for the ingress of kiln 
exhaust gas, the other for raw mix and outlet gas leading 
off to the lowest preheater stage (see Figure 2.18).
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There are many other variations on the basic suspension 
system, most being designed and built according to operational 
requirements. However, the underlying principle of all pre- 
calciner operation is enhancing the intimate contact of the 
raw meal with higher heat content gases either through the 
aid of a fluidized bed or vortex chamber. Coal-fired burners have 
been used successfully in such systems as the vortex and 
cyclone chambers exhibit the high residence times required 
for complete and stable combustion, with no discernable CO 
evolution.
In the Lepol grate the heat transfer is dependent upon 
the surface area of material exposed to the hot gases, the 
difference in temperature between each, and the material 
retention time within the gas stream. These factors create 
an upper limit to the heat absorption capacity of the nodules 
on the bed. Therefore, because of such a limit, it is of 
little benefit to the overall system efficiency to maintain 
more than 20-301 of the total heat requirement through
t+2
auxiliary burners located in the calciner section7 •
In order to gain the full benefits of the modification, 
it is usual practice to increase the throughput of the 
rotary, kiln. If this is achieved by increasing the fuel 
firing rate, at .constant excess air, above certain limits 
the flame length will increase to such a stage, that CO 
will commence to burn in the bed with inleakeage air. This 
reaction causes a blockage effect on the grate, thus
reducing the gas throughput and with it the firing rate.
This phenomenon is referred to as Cycling'.
In order to achieve stable running, the flame must not 
reach the Lepol until the firing rate is well above that 
suitable for the kiln. Any excessive use of secondary air 
to reduce the flame length creates shute blockage and over­
heating problems that were discussed earlier in this chapter. 
As with suspension preheater based systems, a Lepol precal- 
ciner grate will also require a separate air supply from the 
kiln cooler.
To date the author has information on only four Lepol
+i5
grates that have been.modified - Dunbar in Scotland,
South Ferriby on Humberside, Couvrot in France and Neubecken
hi
in Germany - with only the latter being publicly documented.
In all, either gas or liquid fuel burners were installed in 
the preheater end wall, except for Ferriby,w h e r e , following 
recommendations from this work, they were located in the roof. 
In the crudest system, these burners have been introduced 
through existing inspection ports, with their air requirement 
being supplied by increased back-end oxygen or entrainment‘ 
of ambient inleakage air.
hi
Fig. 2.1.9 is that of the Neubecken kiln, and illu­
strates the burning conditions with and without the auxiliary 
system^
The only performance data to hand suggests that in an 
oil fired auxiliary system, 241 of fuel on the grate produced
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Figure 2.39 Lepol grate system with auxiliary firing.
a 10% increase in production for a practically unchanged 
heat consumption per kg of clinker, along with an unascert-
1 c
ainable increase in CO • Although such results appear to be 
satisfactory, the marginal increase in kiln performance was 
outweighed by increased fuel costs when burning gas or oil.
The conclusions of the Dunbar report45 are significant 
in the light of such fuel costs, in that the authors recommend 
that a manufacture* of combustion equipment be approached to 
develop a coal-fired burner with requirements compatible to 
the calciner. section of the grate.
Such a reliance on these relatively expensive fuels 
has brought about the shelving of most installations, although 
Ferriby is designed to handle waste solvents.
With.such prizes in energy conservation to be claimed, 
it was imperative that a coal firing system compatible with 
the grate could be developed..
2.3.2 Precalciner Operation
In the suspension preheater., the overall reaction time 
is governed, not by the transfer of heat, but by the speed 
of chemical reaction. Because the calcination reaction is 
reversible, it is essential that all evolved CO 2  is elimi­
nated quickly if favourable equilibrium conditions are to 
be achieved.
One further operational problem..of importance when 
developing a suspension precalciner, is limiting the heat
so as not to carry the calcination proprtion too far. In 
even the most 1 potent’ systems, this reaction is left un­
completed, with an upper maximum of 95% being maintained.
If this proportion is exceeded, clinkering actually commences 
in the precalciner. In such a phase the physical properties 
of the material change completely, becoming viscous, with 
the risk of significant sticking to the walls and shute of 
preheater and kiln. In fact, the lowest heat consumption 
of a cyclone precalciner has been achieved between 65-80% 
calcination35 , which is well below the critical limits.
In such a system, the finer grained particles are only just 
calcined in the preheater, whilst the coarser grains are 
found to be more economically'calcined in the rotary kiln.
The combustion of any type of fuel within confined 
volumes creates its own particular problems. In such a 
situation it must be completely burnt to avoid excessive 
CO release, while, to avoid an unduly high temperature rise 
within the zone, the heat release of combustion must be 
absorbed as rapidly as possible, by the endothermic calcina­
tion reaction. The vortex burner chamber associated with 
various precalcination systems provides a solution for such 
a problem by increasing.the gas/material contact and residence 
time considerably. Any excess a i r ’inside the system is 
maintained within the limits of CO elimination and fuel 
economy, while any excessive heat is diluted by relatively 
low temperature gases ducted, from the cooler to maintain 
a consistent temperature of about 1200°C.
One beneficial throughput phenomenon that has been 
observed in modified preheater units is the maintaining of 
a constant bed restriction with the introduction of auxiliary 
firing. Any increase in the proportion of carbonation on 
the bed, which has the effect of reducing the pressure drop, 
was counterbalanced by the reduced ex-kiln volume of gas.-' 
due to the reduced CO 2  evolution - which increased the bed 
restriction back to its original value.
The final operational consideration involves firing 
systems. It has been found that for precalcining systems 
burning coal, two mills - one for the kiln and one for the 
preheater - are necessary to maintain full independent 
control35*In order to reduce the amount of gas entering the 
preheater, the calciner is usually installed with an in­
directly fired low primary air burner.
However, fuel and production efficiency are not the only 
criteria,involved in. auxiliary firing. Consideration is 
also given to the change in aerodynamics in the chamber, the 
exhaust gas temperatures, the NO levels and a reduction in• A
the effect of the alkali cycle. By maintaining a sufficient­
ly high temperature in the calcining zone any internal cycle 
alkalis condense. well outside the grate.,, although such a 
temperature would have to be limited by the proportion of 
the smallest particles that are liable to become sintered 
before entering the kiln. Such was the case in the Neubeckum 
kiln, where with 101 of fuel supplied to the grate, there 
was found to be less coating formation or a reduction in
hardness of coating in the kiln/grate interface.
With more CC^ being evolved in the preheater, the pro­
portion in the kiln is reduced, thereby lowering the problem 
of dust pick-up. Thus, the effect of the dust cycle is 
lessened, preventing a blinding of the bed, and in turn a 
reduction in the gas cleaning equipment load. An expected 
gas volume reduction calculation is given in Appendix II.
Needless to say that, at the time of writing, although 
gas and oil burners have been used with limited success, no 
Lepol grate preheater has been installed with a coal firing 
auxiliary burner.
2.B THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN MODELLING TURBULENT COMBUSTING
JETS
2.4 The Turbulent Jet
The modification of a Lepol grate to accept a precalci­
nation flame introduces aerodynamic problems of imposing the 
characteristics of. a turbulent diffusion jet profile on to the, 
assumed, existing plug-flow scheme. An understanding of the 
influence of such a jet is necessary, especially when in­
stalled in such a confined area.
Such an understanding starts with the simplest form, 
that of the free jet.
2.4.1 Free Jet Theory
A turbulent free jet is formed when a high velocity fluid 
stream passes from a small orifice into a large unconfined 
space in which the surrounding fluid is either at rest, 
quiescent, or moving relatively slowly. Such a stream has 
sufficient momentum to preserve its flow direction for some 
distance from the orifice, until all the kinetic energy due 
to its initial velocity is dispersed into turbulent mixing 
regions of the jet by the fluid entrainment.
The pressure’of the jet stream is almost the sdme as that 
of the surrounding fluid but is separated from it by a 
surface of discontinuity^. Apart from local instabilities
this boundary is well defined and in entraining the surround­
ing fluid dissipitates the jet stream velocity. Because the 
pressure and momentum remain constant along the stream, the 
only variable is that of fluid mass, which increases with 
distance from the source. This action is manifested by the 
spreading of the jet in the shape of a solid semi-cone of 
defined angle.
The interaction of a jet with its surroundings can be 
divided into three main regions hl :
I The potential cone;
II The mixing Region;
t
III The transition Region;
following which the jet is described as fully developed.
nozzle
Figure 2.20 The free iet**7
The potential core region extends to a distance of about 
4-5 nozzle diameters downstream of the orifice. In a fully 
developed free jet with axial symmetry, Corsin found that 
the turbulence only exists in this region, and out to a 
radius at which the velocity is half that on the jet axis.
The uniform velocity profiles in the core start as a "top 
hat" distribution and eventually transform to a Gaussian form 
by the end of the zone.
The mixing zone encloses.the potential core and gradually 
absorbs it. Entrainment of the surrounding fluid by the 
jet begins in this zone and increases proportionally with 
distance from the nozzle. Thus, unlike the core, the jet 
in this zone contains both primary and secondary fluid.
The transition zone extends to about 8 nozzle diameters 
downstream of the injection source, by which time the velocity 
and concentration profiles will have attained a shape which 
will be sustained throughout subsequent zones. It is in 
this zone that the jet is described as a fully developed
self-preserving system and in which the jet laws apply.
Provided that the Reynolds numbers are high enough to 
ensure a turbulent stream in this zone, all free jets with 
the same cross section are regarded as similar from both a 
dynamic and fluid conservation point of view.
2.4.2 The Similarity of Free Jets
The decay of fluid velocity along the free jet axes can 
be derived from the conservation of momentum equation:
I = 2 tt p u 2y dy (2.11)
0
where y is the radial distance from the axis; p is the fluid 
density and u the mean fluid velocity.
If we start with a fully developed free jet, then the flow 
profiles of all jets are similar and can be expressed as
^  - f (y/x) 1 (2 .1 2 )
u 0
At sufficiently large distances, x, from the nozzle, this 
relation may be simplified to
um = constant./x (2.15)
From the conservation equation (2.1]), the initial momentum
is
I = #  Po uo2 r02 (2.14)
and at a distance far enough from the nozzle, where p = pa 
of the surroundings.
I = 2ir pa u 2m x 2 - (2.15)
As momentum in the free jet is conserved, we can equate (2.14) 
and (2.15) such that
1 r_oum _ ( Po 1 J 1,9
u
(2.16)
I Pa J x
The same reasoning can be used to develop a relation 
for the concentration profile in the form
= kc [ |o ] -  Io -s ( 2 a 7 )
o L . Pa J X
Thereby, at each point along the fully developed free 
jet axis, the axial velocity and concentration of the in­
jected stream depends upon the distance to the nozzle.
For an axially-symmetric jet, Hinze and Van der Hegge- 
'•50
Zijnen developed an equation for entrained mass flow m  
the form
m
x = k.
*0 1 2ro
Po 
. Pa -
(2.18)
where m refers to the mass flow rate in each cross section
X
of the jet and m the mass flow rate at the nozzle. Ino
their analysis the constant was given the value 0.40 
such that
mX;
—  = 0 . 4 0 —  (2.19)
m 0 2r0
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Ricou and Spalding made direct determinations of the 
mass flow drawn by the jets from their surroundings and 
suggest a more appropriate constant value of 0.32, with 
the proviso that such a phenomenon is turbulent (Re > 2.5 x l O 11)
and occurs more than six nozzle diameters away from the
injection point.
ft
= 0.32 —  (2.20)
m 0 2r0
From this equation, the mass flow of fluid drawn from its
surrounding environment m is given by
a
If the temperature of the jet is higher than that of its 
surroundings, equation 2.18 is modified;
—  =  k  —  
*o 1 2ro
P ‘ 1 Ko
2 Fr - i (2 22 )
where Fr is the Froude number, which is a measure of the 
inertial force compared to the forces of buoyancy or gravi­
tation and.is given by
rr, > UqF„ = —  + Cn (T. - T ) 
r mH ° 1 0 g d
O
po
pa
(2.23 )
52In the case of such a non-isothermal jet, Thring suggests 
the introduction of an Equivalent nozzle radius’ for the in­
jector, in order to calculate and establish velocity and 
concentration profiles. This new term is defined as the 
dimension through which the fluid mass rate and momentum 
values are those of the original jet, while the density of 
the fluid is equal to that of the new temperature. Thus the 
equivalent nozzle radius r0 ’ is defined:
in
. » =  o
o
(2.2,4)
O  Pf i0 )2
or in the case of mathematical scale model observations
S m n
r , = ------5 r (2.25)model f . T a\Cir P f . l 0)2
where S is the scale factor, p£ the flame or hot jet 
density and I0 , m0 the original momentum and mass flow rate.
The non-isothermal velocity and concentration equations now 
become:
respectively.
If the free jet no longer issues into a quiescent surround­
ing, but into a co-flowing fluid stream, its width, rather
than increase proportionally to , will increase asympto-
0
pically to a smaller limit than that of the submerged jet.
More importantly, although of similar shape to its counter­
part, the velocity values in the flowing stream will be higher, 
such that equation 2.16 then becomes:
Po'
pa
1
2 r0 53
x , kn = 12.6 “ - (2.28)
2.4-3 The Enclosed Jet
A free jet, to which solid boundaries are introduced at 
a finite distance, undergoes certain basic changes. Such a 
jet may become ’confined1, where the definition is given in 
terms of the ratio of two associated dimensions - the length 
scale parameter L and the nozzle diameter d. An enclosed or 
confined jet is recorded as one in which -ij- is less than 20, 
while free jets occupy" .-the range of greater than 20
As with the submerged free jet, the enclosed jet can be 
divided into three regions. In similar fashion to its 
counterpart, the primary potential core and discontinuity
layer make up the first zone of the jet. However, the con­
finement initiates an additional high shear zone near the j'et 
boundaries which increases as the flow develops.
By the start of the mixing zone this enlarged shear layer has 
consumed the potential core, and both it and the wall 
boundary layer continue to grow until either merges or all 
the surrounding fluid is consumed. ; In order to satisfy the 
increase entrainment needs of the jet, fluid from downstream 
is returned to the source. This phenomenon is termed recir­
culation.
It is the interactions that occur in the mixing zone that 
give rise to the differences between free and enclosed jets. 
Because the amount of fluid has become finite, the rate of 
entrainment changes. Recirculation will occur when that rate 
exceeds the recovered capacity of the surrounding fluid. This 
reverse flow of fluid back to the jet source can affect the 
prediction of jet performance as normal free jet expansion 
has been interfered with, impinging at some point with the 
surrounding walls and changing its characteristics completely.
In the final region, the jet is described as fully 
developed. Although its original momentum is eventually 
converted into static pressure and uniform mixed velocity,
the pressure within tne jet increases with distance from the
- -5k • „■ - : - •   ""  r
nozzle _ .... - f
The various regions described above are illustrated 
. 55
in Figure 2.21 for a boiler and cement kiln burner jet.
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Figure 2.21 Flow pattern of confined jets
2.5. Similarity of Confined Jets
Fully turbulent constant density jets in infinite quiescent 
surroundings are all aerodynamically similar, except in the 
potential core region that extends up to five nozzle diameters 
from the injection point. Unfortunately, the ’ same cannot 
be said of confined jets due to the introduction of 
additional parameters that affect the stream’s characteristics 
However, although they may not be similar between themselves, 
the reproduction of hot furnace flames as jets in isothermal 
scale models can be achieved through a comparison of their 
unique concentration and velocity distributions and the 
related parameters connecting them.
As with free jets, several theoretical relationships have 
been evolved to enable the prediction of enclosed jet per­
formance and recirculation.for a universal set of systems.
The first of these to.be widely ,used in the study of com-
-27
bustion was that, of Thring and Newby .
2.5.1 The Thring-Newby Criteria
As the entrainment of a confined jet proceeds, its 
nozzle concentration can be given by the relationship: 
m
- C - =  V  (2.29-)
m o + m a
where m a is the mass flow rate of surrounding fluid.
If similarity is to be maintained between all confined jet
systems, then this mass concentration C 
equal in all., thereby ensuring that when the entrained fluid
j must be 
. ro ) .
is too limited, the resulting recirculation is in the same 
proportion.
50
Taking Hinze and Van der Hegge-Zijnen’s equation
m Y
—  = K, —
m  1 ?rn  L 1 1
(2.18)
with the mass flow rate of the entrained air given as
m x = m a + m o
leads to an equation of the form 
0. 20 x
itu = nr 
a  o -  l ]  ;
which when arranged in terms of xQ , gives
m 0 + m a
x0 = 5.0
m
o
(2 .2 1)
(2.30)
Substituting this into (2.29) gives
x = 5 -° ro 
C°°
(231 )
At this stage, Thring and Newby define a parameter, of 
similarity, G, in terms of the mass concentrations as
e = J _ I 2
Coo L
(2.32 )
Therefore, combining 2.31 and 2.32
m^ + A,
0 =
m.o
-
L
(2,33)
In the case where the burner is a pressure jet or steam 
atomized oil type, an equivalent nozzle radius r0 ! is sub­
stituted, being defined as .that aperture which the mass flow 
m0 would have passed at the density p£ and momentum I0 , 
such that
r' = ----------  (2.24)
o , v
(Pf ir I0)
2
This change in density of the nozzle fluid due to evaporation 
of the liquid fuel droplets does not alter the similarity 7 
due to the maintenance of a constant jet momentum.
2.5.2 The Modified Thring-Newby Approach
Quite simply, the original Thring-Newby parameter: 
m „  + ih r’
Q = — ------ — 2_ '(2.34)
m 0 L
is based on the Hinze and Van der Hegge-Zijnen entrainment 
rate, equation (2.15) with constant = 0.4. The modifica-
51
tion uses Hicou and Spalding’s experimentally determined 
constant K£=0.32 for its derivation. Thus,
m a
= 0.32
m o 2ro
- 1 (2.21)
56 . -
In the jet system illustrated in Fig. 2.2 2 the point at 
which the expanding jet first touches the confinement wall 
is given by
x_ =
P tan (p
(2.35)
er
2L
establishment recirculation plug flow
entrainment xc
x = 0 x = 6dQ
Figure 2-22: The Enclosed Jet Mixing Model 56
System Re 2 <J>
Water 5,000 16°
17,500 14°
30,000 121°
.Aix 20,000 221°-
30,000 20°
40,000 19°
Table 2-3: Variation of Jet A n gle with R e . 57
The jet- angle required is given in Table (2.3} from the
57
results of Donald and Singer . Using the half angle found
58
most applicable by Field et al, the point of impingement is 
taken to be
xp = 2.925 L
Zero entrainment of the surrounding fluid occurs when
m r = 0, and as in = m 0 - m_ ,r a o -
therefore, m = m .’ a o
Thus from Equation (2.18) with = 0.32
2 rnx =  Q
0.32
_o 
I P s J
(2.36)
(2.37)
Now, the Thring-Newby theory assumes that the enclosed 
jet will entrain as a free jet up to a point mid-way between 
the theoretical impingement point, xp , and the point of 
zero entrainment, xQ . That is
x = 5 (x„ + x_) n 2 v o -pJ
- i 
2
To
0.16
—  ] 2 + 2.925d "| 
. Pc ;
At such a point, xn , the Thring-Newby parameter 6 is 
given by
e = *o
I P,
(2.38)
(2.39)
Thus, the recirculation equation is now of the form
m
ft.
L  - 0.47
0
- 0,5 (2.40)
In the cement kiln, however, the primary turbulent jet 
is responsible for mixing. This means that all the secon­
dary air is entrained before recirculation takes place.
Therefore, equation (2.40) is modified using a redefined
parameter e', given a s :
r • •
• m + in a’ p
6 ’ = s o 0 0
mL 0
“D
, ps .
(2.41)
The value of x^ remains unchanged, but xn is now 
different, being given by:
1T1 + 171s o
m
= 0.32 s
Po
n
o
(2.42)
Thus, substituting (2.4 2) into (2.3.8) leads to a new position 
given by:
xn = 6.25 6L. (2.43)
56 .
Table 2.4 gives a quantitative illustration changing 
parameters in the various regions of an enclosed jet.
Jet reRioti Linita Jet diameter Jet entrainment rate Jet velocity Kixing
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2.5.3 The Craya-Curtet Parameter for Confined Jets
2 8
Craya and Curtet have introduced a rigorous analysis 
for the performance of an enclosed jet using the mean values 
of the Navier-Stokes equations, simplified and integrated in 
conjunction with the continuity equation. From these mani­
pulations similarity equations were produced for both non- 
dimensional and axi-symmetric enclosed systems (Figure 2.23).
In its final form, the similarity parameter, m, for 
determining the onset of recirculation in a duct of constant 
height is defined by:
m = -f R2+ R + KR2/(r0/L)2 f2.44)
where R is known as the discharge ratio of q:Q,
q = ir(u0 - u a) rQ 2 and (2.45)
Q = 7imo (L - 6*)2 + q (2.46)
cL
and K = a shape factor.
The term 6* is referred to as the boundary layer displacement
5 9
thickness. Coulsonand Richardson suggest that this dis­
placement is related to the flow, such that,
6* = 1.74 Re~^ (2.47)
As an example, consider a fully turbulent kiln system with 
Re > 105. The value of 6* at a point one foot inside the 
tube will be 0.00551ft. Such a thickness is unlikely to 
affect the similarity parameter and is therefore ignored.
excess
discharge
mixing 
zone j
ambient fluid
wall
L = half height of mixing chamber
ya = fluid velocity in free stream outside the jet
y = mean axial component of velocity at position M inside
the jet (with ordinate y) y - y
a
W = the velocity difference = y -y at point Ma
Wm = the same difference on the jet axis of symmetry
rQ = the jet nozzle radius
Figure 2.23 Typical inlet velocity profile: Theory of 
Craya and Curtet 28
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A further simplification can be made using Patrick's 
conclusions, which suggest that, as the jet has a 'top-hat' 
profile at the nozzle, its shape factor, K, can be taken to 
be unity.
The value of the recirculation parameter, m, varies from 
zero to infinity, with the onset of recirculation occurring 
in axi-symmetric jet systems, when that value is greater 
than 1.5, and increases with increasing m.
2.5.4 The Becker Throttle Factor for Confined Jets
2 9
Becker has shown that Craya and Curtet's confined jet 
similarity parameter is a unique function of the ratio of 
kinematic to dynamic mean velocities, an^ that the
pattern of a confined turbulent jet differs profoundly from 
that of a free jet. This latter conclusion is more apparent 
in a system, such as a cement kiln, in which the secondary 
air flow.is too low to satisfy the entrainment capacity of 
the primary jet and recirculation occurs.
By treating the enclosed jet as a point source, Becker 
has provided the first of a family of closely related para­
meters from a consideration of the thrust integral of the jet. 
In his derivation, the kinetic flow integral is given in the 
form:
 ^1* o
M. dr ,
J0
where the dynamic initial velocity is given by:
recirculation
eddy
Go
eddy
Figure 2.24 Enclosed jet system: Becker et al
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Figure ?2 . 25 29Zones of an enclosed jet
i rL *
M 2d = —  (pu + P - P c T) dr2
pL2 >o S>1
(2.48)
In simplified form these relationships are 
m _
u, = u
and
k T 2 a
ttL p 
o
I + 5 I ,2 _ xo 2 a
cl
(2.49)
(2.50)
7T p L
a
respectively.
The so-called Becker Throttle factor is therefore expressed
as
Th ■
1 Ulc
r r  ud
with its values ranging from 0 < T^ < 1.
(2.51)
2.5 .5 Comparison of Parameters
The three similarity parameters are summarised below;
(a) Thring-Newby
6 =
• j. • i
m o a ro
ih
(2.33)
with r*l = r^ o o iPfJ
(2.52)
This equivalent nozzle size allows the modelling of an 
actual flame by the relation149
m.
in + m o a
_L_
model
(7T p • i 0 y 2L
— - f  - ■ .—
m o + m a
(2.53)
furnace
(b) Craya-Curtet
m = ^  R2 + R + kR
2 (r0/L)2 (2.44)
where R = q/Q
q = t t ( u 0  - u a) rQ
LaQ = (L - «*.)2 + q
and k = 1 
(c) Becker
i Ur-
Th = -7= 777 (2-51)
ud
m 0 + 7ruaL :
where uj^  =
tr L 2 p0 
2 _ ^ o  + i I a
U d TT"
* paL
Craya and Curtet established that between the similarity 
parameters there exists a relationship in the form
e .m2 = f e, —  ] (254 )
L •*
In the particular case of a combustion chamber where the 
radius of the nozzle, r , is small compared to the chamber 
radius, the jet can be treated as having a point source, 
and consequently
' m = S'2 (2.55)
Becker presented another similarity parameter, referred 
to as the Curtet number and defined as
m = I (T, “ 2 - 1)
From Equation (2.51) 
h
Therefore, =
and
(2 + e2)^
Ct e *
(2.57)
(2.58)
(2.59)
r 1 rp
Forstall. & Shapiro and Squire and Trouncer , in considering 
point sources suggest that similarity depends upon the 
velocity ratio U Q /U a where m values are low - that is for a 
free rather than an enclosed jet. In this case
uo
u. + 1
N
2 uo 1
. Ua _
2
f T° ]
L
2
+ 1
L J
(2.60)
As an indication of typical operation parameters, Moles,
65
Watson and Lain have compiled a survey of some 53 wet-process 
cement kilns and from the data have evaluated their range and 
operation, in terms, of excess air, size ratio and similarity 
parameters. A selection of relevant data is summarised below.
(i) Excess air - majority operation 2-61 excess
(ii) Equivalent size ratio
(iii) Geometric size ratio
(iv) Velocity ratio
(v) Thring-Newby parameter 0.35 < 0  <0.80
(vi) Craya-Curtet parameter 2.0 < m  <10.0
(vii) Becker Throttle Factor
0.14 < r T0 /L <0.24 
0.06 < r *0 /L <0.11 
20 < uQ /ua < 50
0.20 < T h <0.45
Barchilon and Curtet63 give data showing the positions 
of N,C,P, the points being defined as:
N - start of recirculation 
C - core of recirculation eddy 
P - point of jet impingement
Figure 2.26 compares the positions of these points for
the original Thring-Newby and Craya-Curtet theory.
original Thring-Newby 
theory0.8
e 0.6
Craya-Curtet theory
0.4
0.2-
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0 .8 5
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Figure 2.26 Comp arison of 6 and m: due to Curtet
A further comparison is illustrated in Figure 2.27 
for-data collected from fifty cement kilns. The solid curves 
are calculated values from equations 2.57 and 2.55 respectively.
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Figure 2.27 Plot of in vs 6 and m vs. Th
The main disadvantage of using the Thring-Newby parameter 
in such systems is due to its limited applicability in the 
case of large jets issuing into confined areas (Figure 2.28). 
Robertson66 and Cohen de Lara and Riviere67 have suggested 
that using the parameter in such systems causes an excessive 
distortion of predictions in the vicinity of the nozzle, and 
limit the criteria to systems in which rQ/L is less than 0.05 
1 in 20.
From the survey of Moles et a l 65 it is apparent that 
the range of rQ/L values for cement kilns are far too high 
to permit the accurate use of the Thring-Newby criteria.
However, Davidson68 has avoided the distortion problem when 
modelling boilers by directly scaling the nozzle dimensions 
and placing a wire gauze in front of the jet to establish 
it in a position corresponding to the flame front. (Figure 2.28)
In his work on systems in which flow patterns and mixing 
are equally important, Robertson introduced an equivalent
i
mixing length term, L - , defined as:A
] = k .[ L 'x 1 (2.61)oao
furnace r° Jmodel
where L x = Lx / . S (2.62)
with S being the scaling factor.
The theories of Craya-Curtet and Becker avoid such modi­
fications by adjusting the flowrates in such a way as to be 
able to predict the size and position of the recirculation
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and are applicable in cases where the sizes of the nozzle 
are comparable to those of the confining space.
In concluding, it is important to appreciate that the 
scaling of a burner nozzle provides one of the greatest 
problems in the isothermal modelling of enclosed jet 
systems.
2.6 A Jet Influenced by Cross-Flow
The review of turbulent jet mixing and similarity has 
only examined the interaction of free or enclosed jet 
streams issuing into quiescent or co-flowing surroundings.
Under such conditions the radius and entrainment ratio 
of the jet decreases as the ratio of the secondary to primary 
velocity,increases, while the length of the primary core also 
increases to an asymmetric value, due to the turbulence in 
the two merging streams.
In a free jet encountering a cross-flowing stream, the 
picture is different, with the jet being subjected to a 
positive upstream pressure and a negative wall pressure.
The sides of the now deflected jet are affected by lateral 
. shearing forces, changing the cross-section to that of a 
kidney shape containing a pair of vortices. These vortices 
greatly assist the process of entrainment, increasing its 
rate significantly greater than that of a normal merged
jet. This has the effect of shortening the potential core 
of the jet, and the decay of jet properties with distance from 
the nozzle becomes greater than for jets in a stagnant envi­
ronment69 ; (Figure 2.29 f?
In an isothermal system, the ratio of the system to jet 
velocities is given by the parameter X . For non constant 
density conditions,
X =
stream
pjet
Vstream
V- j et
(2.63)
From Patrick’s60 detailed research on transverse jets, the 
position of the axis of a jet penetrating at right angles 
into a stream is given by
x- = i.ox-°-8S
n
(2.64.)
where x is the stream direction, y is the jet direction and 
n is 0.34 and 0.38 for concentration and velocity data 
respectively.
Sanderov70 gives a similar, empirical equation in the form
2»55
X
d_
= X2 ’  JL + J L 1 +X2 cot a
. dQ . do . -
(2.65 )
where a is the angle between the direction of the axis of 
the nozzle and the direction of the deflecting flow.
Another empirical equation for the axis of a circular jet
71
deflected by a flow was derived by Ivanov through a range 
of angles from 60° to 120°,
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Figure 2.29 The influence of cross-flow on a jet 53
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The empirical equations 2.65 and 2.66 at a = .j have the 
form
x
d
= X l - t )
. d j
2*5 5
(2.67 )
and
-T- = (X2)1*3
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If the hydraulic radius of the chamber is given by the 
curving mean angle of the primary fluid jet can be given by
a - a EXP m o - a
I r
II 2
I1 L
(2.69)
where a = 0.1
53
In such a chamber, the proportion of recirculation is;
1 a 10
c ” = 6 —r e i
Pjet (2s m  a I*m
 ^pstream
where 6 is the Thring-Newby parameter,and 
I + 7 .  = ( I *  + + 21 c1-; cosa)2 ,s 3
i = ( ci1 + 12) ( i p
t
and e is a proportionality co-efficient depending on 
the jet’s angle of incidence.
2.7 Flames and Flame Length
In the rotary cement kiln.:the temperature of the flame 
at any point can be determined by an algebraic equation:
Heat received from radiation from surroundings
+
Sensible heat carried into flame by the com­
bustion air and precalcined gases
+
The heat liberated by the combustion of the 
fuel
The radiative and convective heat losses to the 
kiln surfaces
The sensible heat of the flame gases.
The type of flame that is established, within these kilns 
as well in the majority of other industrial heat processes, 
is referred to as a turbulent diffusion flame. The inter­
action of t d f ’s with their environment, whether it be
a rotary kiln or the calciner section of a Lepol grate pre­
heater can be established using isothermal scale modelling 
techiques, as its mixing and velocity delay can be assumed 
to be similar to that of a confined jet, but with the effect 
of the temperature of the reactants superimposed
2.7.1 The Turbulent Diffusion Flame
Flames are formed by the combustion of a jet of reactants 
with the oxygen of the surrounding atmosphere. In order to 
achieve the high combustion rates often demanded in industrial 
heating processes, the fuel must be jetted into the combustion 
chamber at a very high velocity, wherein it must interact 
with the combustion air which is usually delivered separately. 
Flames arising in this manner are termed diffusion flames, as 
opposed to pre-mixed, in which the fuel and total amount of 
combustion air are already in contact prior to entry into the 
furnace. The combustion of the pre-mixed flame is limited, 
not by the reactant mixing rate, but by the rate at which 
the chemical reaction associated with combustion takes place.
The diffusion flame can be further categorized according 
to the manner in which the material exchange proceeds. If 
such an exchange proceeds only by the molecular diffusion 
of the constituent reactants, the flame is said to be laminar.
However, the most commonly encountered industrial flame 
is one in which only a small, proportion of material ex­
change is accounted for by molecular diffusion. In this 
flame the greatest proportion of the exchange is maintained
as a result of the turbulent transverse movements of the 
jet flow which results in the combustion rate being con­
trolled by reactant mixing. Such flames are termed turbu­
lent diffusion flames.
Flames pass, their heat to the environment by 
radiation, with only a small degree being transferred by 
direct contact.with the material to be burned. The total 
radiation contribution in a rotary kiln can be classified 
into six constituent interactions:
(i) Between the flame and the charge;
(ii) Between the flame and the gases;
(iii) Between the flame and the kiln walls;
(iv) Between the gas and the walls;
(v) Between the gas and the charge;
(vi) Between the walls and the charge.
With such a large contribution attributed to radiation,
73
it is possible to increase the heat transfer in a kiln by:
(a) Increasing the flame temperature;
(b) Increasing the concentration of CO 2 and H 2 O ‘
in the combustion gases as these products absorb and emit 
radiation in discrete bands in the spectrum, with co-effi­
cients that vary with the temperature of the gas and radiation 
source;
(c) Increasing the interior surface area available by an
7k
increase in kiln diameter,up to approximately metres.
(d) An appropriate change in the choice of fuel burnt.
In general, it is those flames which have low emissivity 
and radiate less that have a higher flame temperature. Such 
a statement appears to be completely contradicted by Walberg75 
who states that, from experience, the flame temperature of 
natural gas is approximately 125-270°C lower than that of 
a coal dust flame, although the latter has the highest emissi­
vity. These radiative properties are due to the high pro­
portion of C02 , H 20 and suspended inert dust and ash part­
icles present in the flame.
However, although the flame temperature and heat value 
of coal is lower than that of oil or gas, its average con­
sumption of fuel per unit weight of cement produced is less?6
Table 2.435
Fuel Fuel Consumption flbl Btu/lb Kcal/kg
Clinker ftonl
coal 471 2159 1550
fuel oil. 327 2943 1632
natural
gas
6365 cf. 3278 1817
Two factors instrumental in maintaining such a low figure are 
the added production advantage of having the residue ash dis­
charged and sold with the clinker along with a reduction in the air 
volume requirement necessary with p'f ; coal^ combustion." This 
reduction results in a lower bulk:: gas velocity, leading to 
an increased heat exchange rate from gases to charge due to 
the higher kiln residence time.
As an example, in an operational kiln^lOOO btu of a heat from
a coal flame generates 11.3scf of gases compared to 11.66and 
13.07scf from oil and gas respectively 35.
The burning of fuel oil occupies an intermediate position 
between the surface reaction of a coal dust flame and the 
volume reaction associated with gas firing. Moreover, liquid 
fuel flames tend to be the most flexible of all three, as 
their emissivity can be altered to suit the combustion require­
ments. Although it is some 3.5 and 1.5 times as luminous as 
gas at the burner and kiln ends respectively, its lower F^O 
content results in a reduced non-luminous and convective 
heat transfer in the cooler zones.
For the turbulent diffusion flame, at temperatures above 
1100°C, the chemical reaction rates between combustible 
gases and oxygen are so fast compared with the physical 
mixing process, that the latter is the rate controlling 
process. In the case of natural gas, the combustion rate 
is the same as the mixing rate until about 801 of fuel has 
been consumed. However, the physical nature of coal and 
fuel oil requires that these fuels be:divided and injected 
into the combustion chamber with a differential velocity 
high enough to ensure a continuous mixing of the fuel 
particles with fresh oxygen, along with a rapid removal 
of the combustion products.
In p.f. firing the coal particles can be regarded as 
.porous solid spheres, filled with*liquid volatiles. Com­
bustion is therefore completed in two distinct stages - the 
emission and burning of these volatiles, followed by the 
residual char combustion, wherein the entire solid mass burns
while maintaining a cenosphere of constant size. The burning 
time of such a particle is the sum of the time taken to 
ignite and consume the volatiles and the char burning time, 
while the rate of combustion is very much dependent on the 
rate at which oxygen can be delivered to the surface of the 
particle. In order to maintain a relatively stationary flame 
within a coal fired kiln, the gas temperature must be at least 
860-900°C, and somewhat higher if the fuel has a reduced 
volatile and increased ash content.
Because of the need to bre&k-up and vaporize liquid fuel
to the required particle size, the combustion rate of oil
76
is some 4% slower than its mixing rate . The rate at which 
the fuel is vaporized is dependent upon a combination of 
contact surface area and temperature between the liquid and 
oxidant, the difference, between the vapour concentration at
i+9
that surface and the mass transfer
If an oil flame’s performance depends on the hintimate 
mixing of reactants. and .oxidant, which is in •turn dependent 
on the vaporization of that fuel, then a significant im­
provement in combustion can be achieved by maximizing the 
surface area available to the reaction. This can be achieved 
by atomization.
The principal functions of atomizers are to disintegrate 
the liquid fuel and to direct and disperse it in the form 
of a fine mist. For oif burning, steam or compressed air 
atomizers or vane-jet swirlers achieve the necessary vapor­
ization for efficient combustion.
A cement kiln is an unusual combustion chamber in that 
all the energy required to perform the .mixing process and
For coal, the maximum flame velocity occurs at a primary
air : fuel ratio of about 3 : 1  , with an associated reduction
77
in the flame length due to an improvement in mixing. A 
further increase in primary air proceeds to lengthen the 
flame again,due to excessive coal particle velocities.
The flame velocity can also be increased by adding oxygen 
to the primary air up to 27-351 or by reducing the p.f. 
particle size which results in an increase in surface area 
per unit mass.
78Beer and Chigier give a relationship for the velocity 
of gases along the axis of p.f. flames as
where y = distance from burner nozzle along the flame axis
For an oil fired kiln, this limitation of flame length 
and velocity is not experienced a s .the particle velocity is 
independent of the primary air velocity and relies primarily 
on the efficiency of the atomizer employed. The 3% primary 
air that is normally required in the case of a steam atomized 
burner is necessary only for cooling the burner, pipe inside 
the hot kiln hood and to initiate and stabilize the ignition
establish recirculation is provided by the primary air.
6.4
1
d * 0.157 + Xo
y _ 5.5 X (2.71 )
X = velocity ratio factor 
' * ^o f o^ldQ = —  —  , with p c as a pressure correlation.
of the oil flame.
Having dealt, albeit very briefly, with the qualitative 
aspects of solid, liquid and gaseous fuel firing, we move 
onto an area of quantitative assessment that has proved to 
be exceedingly difficult, and one in which nearly all pre­
dictions have an empirical basis - flame length.
2.7.2 The Length of a Turbulent Diffusion Flame
One of the most important factors affecting the com­
bustion rate and flame length of high temperature 
diffusion flames is the aerodynamic mixing of the
reactant and oxidiser. Because such an interaction in the 
cement kiln is dependent upon the primary air, its associated 
flame properties are very much dependent upon the magnitude 
and momentum of the fuel jet at the burner nozzle.
In all flame length approximations, several parameters 
continually re-appear, albeit in different forms. These are:
Fuel and air mass flux 
Fuel and air velocities 
Fuel and air momentum flux 
Kiln and nozzle diameter
Primary jet, secondary air and flame gas densities 
Combustion air requirement of fuel.
Provided the Reynolds: number is high enough for a flame 
jet to be turbulent, one characteristic of a constant 
momentum free turbulent flame is that its length remains
79
relatively constant while its width is almost 
independent of air : fuel ratio, fuel type and approach
• t+9
stream velocity and turbulence
‘ Lorn/nor cf/f- Trons.'tton 
‘M/on f/omcs I req/O.i
K.
Progressive change from  lam in ar to turbulent diffusion  
flame w ith  increase in burner nozzle velocity
/ —  Envelope of flame length : 2 —  Envelope of break point.
Figure 2.31 Development of a turbulent diffusion flame79 
Wohl et al80 suggest that the phenomenon may be explained 
by the fact that the mixing of the fuel jet with the ambient 
oxygen increases due to the higher shear rate of the faster jet 
thereby.maintaining a constant length. Similarly, changes in 
density on flame width also have little effect - for any 
increase in velocity resulting from a temperature increase 
is counteracted by a diminished shear and entrainment rate 
associated with the reduced density of the jet.
From their work they have developed an empirical relation­
ship for a town gas flame in the form:
1 + u
  (2.72 J
16
0.00837 £ 
where £ = 0,93 and u = in cm s"1
The independence of length on velocity is exemplified
7 2
in another semi-empirical equation of Chigier :
-  = 6 (R + 1)
PG
Pf >
]2 (2.73)
where Rc is the stoichiometric air : fuel ratio of the gas 
burnt and Pg>p£ the gas and flame densities respectively.
For a free methane flame at 1400°C, this equation gives 
an -j value of approximately 200.
Traustels81 work on free gaseous flames led to the 
derivation of the equation:
L = —  2~— r — — (§ + B ) (2.74)
(*P0) 5 (I0) 5
in which: A is a constant
B is the amount of air in the surrounding atmosphere 
needed for burning 
m Q is the fuel mass discharged per unit time by 
the burner
I0 is the momentum of gaseous fuel flow at burner 
nozzle; and 
pQ is the nozzle fluid density.
Again, for free gaseous turbulent diffusion flames, un-
8 2
affected by buoyancy, Hawthorne et al give a quantitative 
formula in terms of a dependency on the reactant and oxidiser
mixing,
L = 5^ _3 
d ~ Cr
T
F
L- aT TN
M Sc + ri - c ) —  
r rJ mn
i
(2.75)
where Tp is flame temperature in °K
T^ j is the nozzle fluid temperature °K
M s ,M^ j are the molecular weights of the nozzle and
surroundings fluids
C is the mol fraction of nozzle fluid in the unreacted r
stoichiometric mixture 
and a-p is the ratio of mols of reactants to mols of 
products for the stoichiometric mixture.
In a much more recent research programme, Khan and 
: 14
MacFadyen have used the formulae, published originally by
83
G.E.F.G.N. to calculate the flame lengths in their acid/alkali 
modelling of gas fired glass tanks. The formula, based upon 
jet entrainment gives the length , of both the free flame:-:
L = 6 -65 d  .+ *) (2.76)
° (Pf) 5 d 0) 5
and enclosed flame:
Lc = (0.32 /~m + 0.45) L q (2.77)
where m is the Craya-Curtet parameter.
From (2.7?) it appears that a confined flame with 
recirculation is some 20% shorter than its free jet counter­
part , but becomes longer again as m exceeds 4.
The study of liquid fuel burning is made more compli­
cated by the atomizing arrangement, which makes the burner
dimensions no longer readily discernable. Thring 52 has over­
come such a problem through the introduction of an equivalent 
nozzle radius:
In association with Newby this concept was used to 
determine liquid fuel flame lengths such that:
in which the constant A s represents the mass concentration 
of burner fluid. In the fuel flame, the significant dimen­
sions can be calculated from turbulent jet theory based on 
the fuel atomizing agent spray as the momentum source. Thus 
is dependent on the atomizing medium, being given as:
A s = (1 +ct)/15 + a)for 1 kg fuel atomized with akg steam 
and A g =(1+ a)/15 for 1 kg fuel atomized with akg air.
For a pressure jet.atomizer arrangement, the forward 
liquid momentum is small compared to that of the air flow.
In such a system the flame characteristics depend more upon 
the flow pattern. This difference in burner characteristics 
is exemplified in the graph of flame length variation with 
excess air quantity from Reed.and Wallings work on the 
flame characteristics of various types of oil burner. From
(2.24)
where m Q is the liquid mass rate
m a is the atomizing fuel rate
and I is the momentum of the total mixture.o
L = 1Q-*-6- -r-k- ± 10 % (2.78)
the curve, it is apparent that the general effect is for a 
flame to increase in length as the excess air is reduced. 
In the case of mechanical rotary, medium-pressure air, and 
steam atomized burners, a small change in excess air is 
accompanied by a large change in flame length. However, 
for the pressure jet,, without turndown, the relationship 
is almost linear84.
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Figure 2.32 Variation of flame length with excess air 
quantity at full load81*
Stabouleanu*lias developed a theoretical length, for oil 
based -on the equation of motion.
m du 
dt
= -R
where R is resistance, resulting in the length of a 
trajectory given by
u6,vt
L = u t = 
o*.
2,4 cdl 
>• J "a 1 1 .2 r di i
T „ Vi u i J k  J
K  - | 2
(2.79 )
(2.80)
where y and p. are the dynamic viscosities of the ambient 
a l
and injected fluid respectively, 
y , are the respective specific gravities 
t is a time increment 
and d^, dQ are the diameters of the nozzle and the front
section of the spray.
From equation (2.80), it is possible to assess several 
operating trends for conical-spray jets:
(i) The length of the jet and the velocity increase with 
injection pressure;
(ii) The length and jet velocity decrease as the droplet
size, and hence penetration power, decreases;
(iii) The length and jet velocity increase with nozzle size;
(iv) The length and jet velocity decrease with an increased
specific gravity of the fuel;
(v) The length increases with viscosity.
2.7.3 The Interaction of Multiple Turbulent Diffusion Flames
Placing jet flames in a group arrangement generates
interference between each individual flame which increases
as the spacing between them is reduced. The aerodynamic
interaction of a multiple jet system is considered to be the
%
most important factor concerning such interference and 
affects the flame stability, combustion length, temperature 
and concentration distribution along the flame with conse­
quential generation of products such as unburnt carbons
85 '
and NOx
In their multiple interaction research, Putnam and Speich 8 6  
give an approximation for' a buoyancy controlled gas flame 
length as
= 29
V
(2.81)
where Q q = volume flux of injected fuel.
If the jets are very close together compared to the 
height of the flame, the above equation is modified:
multiple _ 2 9  
d
n  Q ,
‘ g dn S
Vs
(2.82)
Thus,
multiple
L • ,single
n 2k (2.83)
If the jets are spaced by a distance, S, the flame inter- 
action is only partial and the height can be given by the 
relation:
(Lmult/Lsing) ~ 1  
n 2/5 -  1
= f source-shape factor, n, S/(Q 0 2 /g) 5
(2.84)
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Chigier and Apak 8 7 also analyzedthe increase in overall 
flame length with increase in burner separation and decrease 
in the number of burners - the effect being more pronounced 
at low swirl levels (Figures 2.34 and 2.35).
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A dimension length factor, L^, termed percent relative 
flame length,was defined as
LR
L - L m s
m
100
where Lg is the single flame length
is the multiple flame length.
( 2 . 8 5 )
For burners in line, this leads to the relation:.
where a is the rim distance of two adjacent burners 
Dg is the burner exit diameter, 
and n is the number of burners
Entraininen
Recirculation
/zon^
8 7
Figure 2.39 Flow p atterns in a three swirling flame system
The authors concluded that:
(1) For flames separated by more than two burner exit dia­
meters there was no significant interaction:
(2) As flames are brought together from X/Dg = 2, interaction 
increases, reaching a maximum when the burners are 
adjacent to one another.
(3) Burner crowding reduces large scale mixing and entrainment
of air from the suivroun dings, thereby. reducing combustion.
(4) Multiple flames are less stable against blow-off.
(5) In predicting the flame length for multiple burners, 
account must be taken of the increase in flame length as 
a consequence of separation of other flames.
From such conclusions it would appear that the envisaged 
separation distance between the two burners in calciner 
section of a Lepol would be great enough to ensure that both 
could be treated as independent jets - ^/Dg being 5.
2C FLAMES FOR CEMENT MAKING
2.7.4 The Length of a Rotary Kiln Coal Dust Flame
The work most applicable to this research was initiated 
by Ruhland16with the aim of determining the effect of various 
parameters on the length of a coal flame. The analysis was 
based on acid/alkali neutralization techniques - the aerodyna- 
mically controlled mixing of the coal t .d. f. being ideally suited 
for isothermal simulation - and quantitative analsyses on a 
prototype kiln.
oo
The flame length equation
= 9.62 I  - B
(2.87)
was used as the starting point of the investigation, with a 
suitable modification for the change in flame length due to 
confinement in the form:
AL
- A (2.88)
16 •
o- o measured 
In its final form, Ruhland1s Universal kiln equationi0is 
given as:
= /k
r » -
21 + 3.862
I  n p  "  1  J
0-642
EXP (a +b)
where k is a factor allowing for the density changes 
associated with the burning reaction:
(2.89)
k =
ifi + rfi o a
in in o a
Po pa
and a and b are defined as
1*24 5
a = 2 . 1 2  —  1
itu D - d
(2.90)
o
b = 0.1052
D - d.
(2.91)
where in , in are the mass flow rate of the primary jet and 
P ^
its surroundings respectively,
D, dQ are the diameter of the kiln and burner res­
pectively.
The k term can be related to the Thring-Newby equation 
through the use of the equivalent nozzle radius term r0' given 
in Equation (2.33 ) such that
P,
6 =
m + in 2 r* o a o
mr 2L
o
Pf J
(2.92)
At a sufficient distance from the nozzle, pQ = p ,. thus
6 = o
m. J 2L
(2.93)
Therefore, combining Equations (2.Q3) and (2.89)
2L
dl
m.
+o a [“'(i + BPJ + 3.862 ^ p ' 1 0*6 b 2
EXP (a + b)] (2. 94)
However, the nozzle sizes used in the investigation were
/
in the range
0.0726 < < 0.1853, and outside the accurate Thr.ing-
- . ... r., . . L _ -
Newby limits of fo'.OS necessary ito avoid a distortion of 
results near the nozzle.
Unfortunately, the accuracy of Ruhland1s results is also 
questionable due to the limited correlation between the 
neutralization model and the insufficient amount of empirical 
data recorded.
In view of this limitation, a more thorough investigation
modelling techniques together with more comprehensive plant 
trial data. The flame length within the prototype was de­
fined as the distance from the burner nozzle to a point at 
which 99.95% of the combustion reactions had been completed 
through a measurement of 0.051 CO concentration in the kiln. 
The gas sampling probes, along with cooling water and sampling 
pumps were attached to, and rotated with the kiln, giving 
continuous analysis. Such an arrangement made it possible to 
monitor the flame profile under normal operating conditions, 
rather than having to tailor the conditions to suit the probe^ 
as was the case wTith Ruhlands less flexible equipment design.
The measured flame length value was substituted into a 
quadratic equation of dimensionless variables in the form:
and interpolated mathematically.
In order to isolate the effect of each parameter, several 
further plant trials were undertaken under different kiln 
conditions.
The final computer correlation gave flame length in the 
form:
was carried out by FERGUS
8 8 ,  8 9
again using both isothermal
d 2
D 2  - d _-2  o u
0.32 -- --15% un - 1 d 2
(2.95)
From such a relation, it is possible to predict the flame
length expected for various sizes of p.f. burner given the
appropriate primary and excess secondary air levels. As
hS
with Stambouleanu’s oil firing analysis, several important 
influences can be identified:
(i) The excess air level is by far the most important 
variable controlling the kiln flame. Increasing the pro­
portion from zero to infinity reduces the flame length 
smoothly from infinity to a minimum value given by:
hr D 2 - d 2
-ji =-■ 20.02 + 0.39  —  (2.96)
o > min d 2o
although it is still possible to reduce this value even 
further through maximizing the combination of excess air 
and velocity ratio.
(ii) The nozzle diameter is the next most influential 
parameter, with its effect being transferred through 
jet mixing by changes in jet velocity and momentum. For
a given primary and excess air level, a decrease in nozzle 
diameter increases the flame length, after passing through 
a minimum.
In certain types of burner, the primary air requirement 
of the jet is zero and the excess air factor is given by 
(1 /n-l) = 0 , thus the flame length reduces to:
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Unfortunately, oil fired kilns generally operate at primary 
air levels < 1 0 1 , which is well below the level investigated. 
Because of this and the complex nature of the design of 
these and gas burner nozzles, overprediction of the diameter 
occurs, which in turn leads to an underestimation of jet 
velocities. It is estimated that under normal firing 
conditions, a gas fired kiln has a flame length some 3-30% 
longer than that of coal, depending on the proportion of 
primary air. For these gas burners it is not advisable to premix 
the fuel to any appreciable extent and the ratio (1 /n-l) is 
taken as 1/E.
2.8 Vortex and Swirl Combustion
The selection of a burner - hence the flame type - is 
dictated by the process by which it is adopted. For the 
rotary cement kiln, the long lazy flame from simple coal 
. burners provides the requirement of temperature on the nose 
ring and heat further down the kiln in the calcining zone.
However, the requirements of establishing a flame within 
the calciner section of a Lepol grate preheater are entirely 
.differently, especially if the prerequisite is for coal 
firing.
One burner that is capable of satisfying the criteria 
and giving possible outputs of 1.3 - 7.0 x 10 6 W / m 2 from 
relatively small units, is the vortex combustor. This unit 
consists of a cylindrical chamber with axial and tangential 
inputs - either of which is used for the fuel or oxidiser - 
and an axisymmetric axial output. The flame that is main­
tained within such a chamber may be considered to occupy an 
intermediate position between the pulverized fuel flame and 
that of solid fuel combustion on a grate.
In a conventional, confined, turbulent diffusion flame, 
characteristics such as combustion efficiency and the heat 
transfer to the walls and charge are influenced by the 
phenomenon of recirculation.
The efficient combustion of the vortex unit is due to 
the enhanced mixing rates and optimizing of residence time 
brought about by ; the multiple recirculation generated within 
the chamber. With such an enhancement, these combustors 
are capable of operating.successfully with very small excess 
air factors (1.05-1.1) and of doing so when firing a large 
range of fuel types. The extremely high centrifugal field 
(7200 g) encountered amplifies the flame speed, while the 
recirculation characteristics provide good flame.stability, 
at these high flow velocities.
The hot gas discharge from the vortex outlet is analogous 
to that of a swirl burner. Therefore, in -isothermal model 
investigations, the similarity parameters and approximations 
applicable to these burners can be used for the vortex 
chamber. It is interesting to note that there is far less 
information available concerning combustion effects inside 
vortex combustors, than for swirl burners - the reason being 
that the former have been used-.exclusively for solid fuels, 
thereby making aerodynamic and most other air stream measure­
ments extremely difficult.
However, to the combustion engineer, the vortex system offers 
a self-contained and easily automated package capable of 
delivering a ’clean' high output from a relatively small 
volume.
2.8.1 Swirling Combustion Flames
Consider a free jet issuing into quiescent surroundings, 
entraining fluid at its potential core boundary. If finite 
limits are now introduced to those surroundings to such an 
extent that the jet is said to be confined - (’L/d < 2 0 ) - 
then that entrainment rate will exceed the now reduced 
enclosure capacity. In such a situation recirculation is 
established, with fluid being returned to the jet from a 
third zone in the enclosure. For a flame - a jet of reactants 
this returned flow is comprised of combustion products.
In furnaces such as a rotary cement kiln, the primary 
air jet, being responsible for aerodynamic mixing, has a 
. relatively high velocity. The secondary air will therefore 
mix to some extent with the recirculated matter before being 
..entrained. The quality of such an enclosed flame depends 
not only upon the type of recirculation r internal or ex­
ternal - but also upon the proportion generated. Karr and 
' 90
Putnan suggest that each particular furnace has an optimum 
recirculation, which when exceeding generates contradictory 
results due to the return of high temperature but diluted 
gases to the burner nozzle. -
If the proportion of these fuel and oxygen deficient 
. recirculated .gases is too high, then they have an adverse
effect on the combustion reaction ra t e 7 , heat transfer 9 1  and
. . 92
soot generation, noise and luminosity . However, m  optimum 
condition^ recirculation provides a source of heat from return­
ing products of combustion near to the burner, thereby aiding
flame stabilization at much higher turbulent intensities than
93
is possible with a simple jet . These recirculated hot 
products increase the reactant mixing rate to provide sufficient 
heat for the evaporation and ignition of hydrocarbons. Without 
such a mechanism the combustion time would be increased and the 
flame would become excessively long, with resulting unburnt 
hydrocarbons, carbon and carbon monoxide being generated in 
the combustion chamber.
The naturally occurring phenomena of external recirculation, 
associated with confined jets, and internal recirculation with 
co-axial multiple arrangements, can be deliberately induced 
by the insertion of a blockage in the jet stream.
A mechanical blockage is referred to as a bluff body and 
provides a boundary layer flow in which a combustion wave 
may propagate in close proximity to a region of continuously 
recirculating flow. Flames can therefore be stabilized over 
a wide range of approach velocities and mixture ratios behind 
such bodies through the continual supply of heat and chemically 
active species to the boundary layer of the jet . Although 
it is an effective stabilization method, the positioning of 
the bluff in the combustion zone of. the flame makes it 
susceptible to physical damage from thermal stress and soot 
deposition.
However, a non-invasive stabilization system can be.produced 
aerodynamically by applying a reasonable level of swirl to.the
tangential
velocity
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a Fee vortex region, V a 1 /r
b Wheel-type motion, V a r
c Transition
V Tangential velocity
p Static pressure
r . Radius •
subscript cCentre of base 
subscript oOuter radius of base
Fig. 2.43 Theoretical tangential velocity and static pressure 
distributions in vortex chamber
jet stream. In this case the low or reverse velocities near 
the jet axis are brought about by the large reduced pressure 
zone created at the centre of the emerging jet, balanced by 
the associated centrifugal forces of the swirling flow. (Fig.2.43).
In their investigations, performed at the I .F .R . F .,Chedaille, 
Leuckel and Chesters 5 5 compared the effects of mechanically and 
aerodynamically induced blockage on the flame profiles of an oil 
burner. They found that the recirculation zone from high aero­
dynamically generated swirl swamped the effects from a bluff 
body -a phenomenon which led to the development of a more 
efficient system, with modifications having further application 
to vortex combustor design.
Whether it is produced by bluff bodies or swirl - the latter 
requiring a higher jet pressure - internal reverse flow has three 
three main effects on turbulent diffusion flame. . (Fig.2.44).
(i) The back flux of gases, which have higher temperatures than 
those recirculated externally, help to stabilize flame ignition;
(ii) The internal recirculation accelerates the mixing of fuel 
and air in the first part of the jet;
(iii) The internal reverse flow increases t h e .residence time 
of combustion matter for a given distance. (Figure 2.45 ).
This last aspect is of little importance for gas or oil 
flames, but is of particular interest to the combustion of p.f.
In the swirl burner, the increased tangential component causes 
the primary jet to be split and deflected radially a t .the 
injection exit. As the amount of swirl increases, the axial 
momentum increases and the jet penetrates the recirculation 
zone. All of these effects result in a shortening of the 
distance required for complete combustion by increasing the 
speed and intimate mixing of the reactants.
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The enhanced recirculation increases the oxygen content at 
each point of the flame, thereby accelerating the combustion 
process and shifting the point of stoichiometric mixture 
closer to the burner nozzle, resulting in a shorter flame.
Several investigations on oil and gas burners suggest a 
possible shortening of the associated flames in the order 
of 50-60% through the introduction of swirl. Manheimer-Timnat 
et a l 9 4 found that, for a natural gas flame in a cylindrical 
chamber, introducing a tangential component, reduced the flame 
stabilization rate by about one third and increased the gas 
temperature by 100°C.
These findings are qualified by the requirement that the 
confining boundaries do not interfere with the jet spread.
The effect of confinement on free swirling jets is complex 
because of two main effects:
(i) The very high rates of entrainment often cause the jet 
to stick to the wall. This is due to the initial part of 
the jet entraining and sucking back fluid from earlier 
downstream, hence causing attachment and another region of 
recirculation.
(ii) At high swirl numbers, the decay of swirl velocity is 
usually uneven across the enclosure, creating strong zones 
of high axial pressure gradient. In such a situation, the 
swirl burner patterns exhibit characteristics analogous to 
those within vortex combustors 9 5  .
One important consequence of swirl is that the flame is 
completed before the effects of buoyancy have had any 
considerable influence. With the non-swirled flame, buoyancy
increases the momentum of the gas in the region where 
combustion is not complete, thereby reducing its length.
The fundamental parameter which controls the character­
istics of the swirl burner, and the analogous vortex chamber 
output, is the dimensionless swirl number, S, given by the 
ratio:
Input Angular Momentum
Output Angular Momentum
where the input momentum is 
■R
G <f) (Wr).pV 2 tt r dr (2.98)
o
and the output momentum is
•R fR
U p U  2n r dr +
o
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x
P_. 2tt r dr (2. <^)
o
Thus
S =
^x D.e
 (2 .1 0 6 )
where is exit throat diameter
U is the axial velocity
and W(r) is the tangential velocity.
This can be simplif ied as;
TT D  D
S = --- ?— ° (2101)
4 A t
where A^ , is the tangential inlet area
and Dq is the diameter of the main section of a swirl
burner or a cyclone combustor.
The level of swirl can also be characterized for .'combustor 
chambers by the relationship: r r-
c = ” De D 0  
4 A x
Tangential Flow Rate 
Total Flow Rate
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(2 .1 0 2 )
For swirl type burners, the value of S ranges from about 
2 - 1 1 , while for vortex combustors, based on cyclone gas 
cleaning principles, higher values in the range of 8 - 2 0  are 
maintained.
The aerodynamics exhibited by the flame of a swirl burner 
and the exit gases of a combustor consist of two regions:
(i) The peripheral or free zone region in which the tangential 
velocity across the output profile drops with increasing 
torque radius according to the law of potential radiation
(Wr = constant).
(ii) The core region, where the law of variation of the 
tangential velocity within the jet cross-section is given 
by W = (constant) r. (Figure 2.43)
Over the entire output, these two relations are combined 
in the form:
Wr 11 = constant, where -1 < n < 1.
The characteristic semi-conical shape of the swirled jet 
is produced by a depression region on the axis, downstream 
of the nozzle. This region is referred to as the Central -
9 7Recirculation Zone (CRZ) . Before such a zone is established, 
an increase in swirl spreads the jet angle no more rapidly 
than in free burner jets. However, once established, the in­
creasing size of the CRZ with swirl shortens the flame 
transition zone and widens the jet angle. For vane type
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swirl generators, Beltagui and MacCallum concluded that 
this increase occurs..until a limiting S value.is reached, 
after which the CRZ size is independent of the amount of 
swirl produced by a change in vane angle.
In modelling such burners, following the appropriate 
scaling, the vane angle is adjusted such that:
---------;----- 99
Tan 6  model 
Tan 0 prototype
p prototype 
p model
(2d03)
The solid spray angle of swirl burners increases with 
nozzle diameter and injection pressure. However, for a 
given diameter, this angle will remain constant for changes 
in injection velocities49.
For liquid fuels, swirl can also be generated through 
the use of mechanical pressure injectors, which perform 
the atomization required with superior characteristics.
Figure 2♦48:Mechanical injector 
with swrirl chamber and recirculation 4 9
The spray angle of such a device is defined as
B
tan
2 K $
1 + (1 - *)!]
(2.1C/4)
where b is the adjustment ratio of q^
such that b = (2.105)
\lf = 1 - (ra/re) 2 (2 .1 0 6 )
where r is the radius of the air content; and a
r is the radius of the nozzle 
e
and K = (2J07)
2 rt 2
The flame length is changed through variation of adjust­
ment ratio, and hence spray angle.
A swirling free jet with a circular cross-section has an 
axial velocity decay given by
%  . 1 2 -64 ro 0.79 B f 2r0 12 100
u
(2.108)
o x r0
where r is the injector radius o J
u is the velocity at the nozzle o J
x is the axial distance from the nozzle 
and B is a constant having dimensions of length and 
is dependent on the swirl number
Similarly, the tangential velocity profile is given by
(2105)
IV _ 2 _
JS = 6965 (1 + A)- |
o
2^o
where A = 53 (r/x ) 2 .
From Equations (2.108) and (2.109) it is evident that 
the tangential velocity, being, proportional to x"*2 , decays 
much faster than the axial component.
As the distance from the nozzle increases, the velocity
profiles of swirled fluid jets begin to bahave like those of 
conventional jets, but at a wider angle.
Two further decay profiles for such jets are given by 
Kerr and Fraser 1 0 1  as:
Umo
U
tan <f> K ?
------  = 1 + —  S
m tan $
(2.110)
o K i
where the subscript "o" denotes the qualities of the now 
swirled jet, and I^/K^ =5. 6 8 ;
and the Chigier and Chervinsky 1 0 2  expression:
U 'i £ -r dum
swirl
6.3 (2.111)
1 + 5.25 x + 7d
where d is the flame width e
A similar comparison by M a i e r 103, for gaseous fuels, gives 
a quantitative flame length for swirling flames as that equal 
to H ottel's 1 0 4  non-swirling flow, less a dimensionless quan­
tity, which, as expected, is proportional to the degree of 
swirl.
_L
d„
swirl
L 1 - B.S. (2.112)
no swirl
or
' _L_ _ 5.31 r P
> ^o - c * ‘ P S'
- 20.855
where C ' is the mass concentration of the fuel in the s
stoichiometric mixture and p , p are the densities of
s ’ o
that mixture and the surrounding medium respectively.
It is evident that the short, recirculatory, high 
intensity flames or jets associated with coal burning 
vortex combustors and swirl burner find ideal application 
to the Lepol Grate calciner section. The desired flow regime 
for a sample combustor is illustrated in Fig. 2.49 from the
9 7
water model studies of Najim, Styles.and Syred .
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Figure 2.49: Schematic rep resentation of aerodynamics
of a Cy clone combustor derived from water model results.
CHAPTER 3
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
3.1 Isothermal Scale Modelling
Increasing experience in the use of isothermal scale 
modelling has helped to transform the study of combustion 
from an art into a science - the technique having evolved 
from ‘trouble-shooting* origins into a serious and con­
sidered tool in assisting design.
Because of the overwhelming importance of phenomena 
such as turbulent jet mixing in the combustion reaction, 
it is possible to make such simplifications as are necessary 
in the model in order to maintain its validity. To justify 
such a representation of a real system it must be assumed 
that:
(i) Any chemical reactions occurring in the prototype affect 
the aerodynamic mixing of the reactants and products through 
their effects on temperature and density.
(ii) In the region where stoichiometric mixing occurs, the 
temperature and density remain constant across all parts of 
the jet with appreciable velocity, and nearly constant along 
its length.
The success of the modelling appraoch depends t o . a 
large extent on ensuring that similarity is maintained
J
between the prototype and its replica. H o w e v e r ,  this situation
would be impossible to attain due to the restrictions
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placed by the number of requirements. Spalding lists some
120 similarity criteria that must be satisfied for complete 
similarity, many of them mutually exclusive.
Therefore, the art of partial modelling is the intuitive 
ability to discern which of the modelling rules need be 
obeyed and which of them can be relaxed, while still main­
taining the m o d e l ’s validity.
3.1.1 Similarity Criteria
For a model to represent its parent, it is not a suffi­
cient condition that only geometric similarity be maintained.
A useful approach to initiate modelling techniques using
10 5
dimensional analysis is proposed by Winter , where the 
parameters are interpolated as:
However, it is not possible to utilize all the parameters 
as there are not seven degrees of freedom in the model.
We can, using the matrix manipulations involved in a
the above terms in a series of relations. If there are a 
given R quantities Q^, Q 2  ••• Qn an(l a relation between 
them, then there exists exactly R-r dimensionless 7r
terms, with r < m  < n being the rank of the dimensional 
matrix. Therefore the function
P (p, w, v, f, g, u, R, S) = 0 (3.1)
10 6dimensionless analysis of Buckingham's tt theorem arrange
(3.2)
solves the problem. These relations are:
Force of Inertia Fi * v 2/l (3.3)
Force of Pressure Fp = P/Pl (3.4)
Force of Friction Fr = vv/12 (3.5)
Force of Gravity F = e 
g
(3.6)
Force of Capillary Fc = c j/p  12 (3.7)
Considering various tt terms, these relations can be arranged 
as dimensionless parameters.
Fi v 1
1. p— = —  = Re, the Reynolds Number 
t£ v
F- '2
2. - —  = Fr, the Froude Number
Fg gl
F p  P
3. -p1- - -—  = Eu, the Euler Number
i Pv2 
Fr Pv2l
4. -p—  =   = We, the Weber Number
i 0
For geometric similarity, R, S are kept constant, while 
for dynamic similarity the dimensionless ratios above remain 
constant.
In a slightly different approach, Douglas, Gasiorek and 
Swaffield107compare the forces which act on corresponding 
masses in the model and the prototype, such that:
(m a)p ^p   = —  (3.8)
(m a)m Fm
For gravitational forces, 
m « pi '
a « v/t
Thus, = f X  1 , (3 .9 )V
f ---  N
V
k gb .m v g b  ,
which is the equality of Froude numbers. 
For viscous forces, Fv « yvl,
(“ a) m (Fv)
(ma) CFV)
Thus
f P1 v ] f -I
I f J
9
p l 3v J
(yvl) m
m
(yvl)
simplified to
CMrHGL
f Pl2 1
yt m  ^ yt
or
r pvl ^
f  p v ^  )
y -m . y J
(3.11)
(3.12)
which is the equality of Reynolds numbers.
The Reynolds number, Re, was suggested by Sommerfield 
in recognition of the investigator's work on the hydrodynamic 
properties and stability in jets changing from laminar to tur­
bulent flow.
Another important quantity was introduced by Moritz Weber
1 08
as the Froude Number 
F r '= v 2/gl (3.13)
In 1869 Froude had been the first to determine the drag 
on ships by means of similarity laws, with his investigations
to later become of basic importance to shipbuilding. The 
relation is important for all flows influenced by gravity.
From the equations of Re and Fr we can recognize that 
difficulties appear - two similarity laws must be satisfied 
simultaneously. If two fields, prototype and model, are 
considered in which the respective Reynolds and Froude num­
bers have the same values, there follows:
v 3Re Fr = —  = constant, 
gv
If the kinematic viscosities v are also equal in both, with
g constant, then v must be constant as a condition of
similarity. This situation- can be avoided by taking a
different viscosity for each field, that is cold water or
108
air to simulate hot combustion gases
3.1.2 Relevant Criteria 
. (i) Geometric similarity
Geometric similarity is the simplest of the model laws 
and is maintained by directly scaling the linear measurements 
of the prototype to a fixed ratio, i.e. 1 : 24.
When non-isothermal reactant jets are modelled, it is 
necessary to distort their linear dimensions in order to 
maintain equal velocity and mass flow ratios in both systems
Therefore:
model
P model protoype^prototype
pflame
(dJ
pprototype -J «
(2.52)
or
nozzle area of cold model _ Density of initial jet fluid 
nozzle area of prototype Density of burning gas
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(ii) Kinematic similarity
Kinematic similarity in the model implies that fluid or 
solid particles follow geometrically similar parts in corres­
ponding intervals of time; that is, the velocity streamline 
patterns or ratios at each position in the furnace are main­
tained throughout the model. The velocity distribution in 
the calciner section under investigation is controlled by the 
momentum of fluid leaving the kiln tube and the auxliary burner 
nozzles. However, these measurements for. a real preheater, 
with or without auxiliary firing, do not exist, and hence 
kinematic similarity could not be maintained.
(iii) Dynamic similarity
Dynamic similarity requires that the force ratios 
causing the acceleration of masses, in the model and prototype 
are maintained. The Reynolds number is the parameter used 
to maintain dynamic similarity, and is expressed as the ratio
f
of intertialforce: friction force,
Re = v 2/l x 4 2/ v v  = vl/v 
or Re = pvl/y
where v is velocity, 1 is the characteristic length, v the 
kinematic viscosity, y the dynamic viscosity,and p the 
density.
In the case of a jet or pipe flow, the length term is 
the diameter, thus for similarity,.
r p d v i r p d_ V \K m m _ P P
P J model I P J prototype
Thus,
v v d
-£ =
V „  V
(3.14)
m ' m ~m
If the viscosity of hot furnace gases is 120 times that of 
cold water, then in a 1 : 12th scale water model, 
v
v = m 10
in order to maintain dynamic stability, whereas for the same scale
air model with a viscosity of only l/12th of the prototype,
v = v . m p
(iv) Thermal similarity
When non-iso thermal .‘jets in the prototype are to be 
simulated with isothermal flow in a model, the geometric 
similarity may have to be abandoned.* In order to maintain 
correct mass and velocity ratios, the no z zle diameter of 
t h e ‘ jet .can be distorted such that:
= r (2.52)
In modelling single axial enclosing burning;jet, similarity 
can be expressed by the dimensionless equation:
l ) (2.53)
hot system
1 =
m ° ‘I JL
•
o. Pf ^
e
. ‘ m a + m o • ■r 1 0 «model m a + m o
However, the relationship tends to break down when r^ > 0.05.
(v) Swirl similarity
The most commonly used parameter for the character­
isation of swirling flow is the swirl number defined as:
S = 2 G & , (Angular Momentum) (2TOO)
D • Gx (Linear Momentum)
As it is not always possible to calculate the swirl from 
measured values of velocity and static pressure profiles 
the swirl number may be satisfactorily calculated from the 
swirl geometry, both on input and exit parameters:
TT D D .
S = ------— - (2101)
4 A t
To allow for combustion, the isothermal swirl, number 
is corrected such that:
Gu
S ’ = G R x c
where R = R c
P •K 1 S 0
pcombustion
Thus,
pinlet 38S = Q (-7 re i
isothermal combustion Pout2et
3.1.5 .^Satisfying Criteria
The Reynolds number for the calciner chamber grate 
area, can be calculated using the hydraulic mean diameter:
= 4 x. cross-sectional area/wetted perimeter,
as the characteristic length term. When the Re becomes 
sufficiently large, greater than 4000, within ducted flow
systems with forced convection, the transfer process of 
momentum, heat and mass are all controlled by turbulent 
forces, with the molecular transport processes being 
neglected. At this stage, all flow patterns, mixing and
dynamic pressure losses are essentially independent of
'23 ’ ‘ 2h 109
the turbulent Re ’ 9 and provided this value remains well
into the turbulent region it can be considerably less than in 
the prototype without seriously affecting the model!s 
validity111 . In Anson's6 boiler remodelling work, he 
suggests a reduction in the order of 50X is possible, 
provided flow is still turbulent.
By maintaining turbulent Re values, there is no need 
to keep Prandtl and Schmidt numbers in model and prototype 
the same 24 , where
Pr =
and
c ii
fluid
Sc = I -4: I fluid
where k is the thermal conductivity, C is the specific
heat, and the diffusivity.
If the ratio of inertial to gravitational forces is 
high, the effects of buoyancy or gravity are negligible 
and there is no need to maintain equal Froude numbers in 
model and prototype.
Fr = v 2/g1 (3.13)
The Froude number is high for such flows as occur in asso­
ciation with the calciner and cement kiln; however,in, the case of 
certain types of large dimension industrial furnaces with 
low velocity burners and air streams, Froude numbers are 
low and the effects of gravity and buoyancy cannot be 
neglected.
In this research, the effect of buoyancy on an enclosed 
turbulent flame is negligible due to the high inertial forces. 
Only when the excess jet velocity ratio falls below 10 does 
buoyancy have an influence19 .
3.1.4 Operational Requirements
The Lepol grate calciner section was modified to accept 
a variety of auxiliary firing burner configurations. The 
introduction of such a system generated its own particular 
operational and.similarity requirements which needed to 
be satisfied.
(i) Burner output
Heat transfer to.the Lepol bed is limited by the heat 
absorption capacity of the nodules on the grate. It is 
therefore pointless maintaining more than a maximum of 301 
of the total heat consumption through the auxiliary burner.
The second operational requirement was that the auxiliary 
firing could deliver 30% by volume of kiln output to the 
calciner section.
(ii) Nozzle velocity
In order to satisfy similarity, the nozzle dimensions
and fluid flow rate were controlled such that Re was kept 
well into above the turbulent limit of 101*, with the dia­
meters simulating prototype values of between. 20 m and 80m.
The velocity ratio of auxiliary nozzle fluid to ex­
kiln fluid was kept above 10 in order to reduce the effect 
of buoyancy within the chamber. To ensure recirculation, 
and therefore maintain flame stability, the Craya-Curtet 
parametei28
2
m = -3/2 R 2 + R + k R
(r0/L)2
110
was kept above 1.45 or 0.83 if the Curtet number
Ct =
t—  m r u i —
_s sm i u - u*—  0 v o s —
(3.16)
where Ct = —  
Tin
was used. 110
3.2 Vortex Burner Theory 
3.2.1 The Vortex Combustor
The principles of management of cyclone furnace o p e r ­
ation present a rational method of intensifying fuel com­
bustion, while its industrial application is justified due 
to the wide range of fuels that it can consume cleanly. 
Combustors have been in regular use in many parts of
the world for a number of years, with interest being shown 
in the refuse industry and steam raising.
The.principle of the combustor is relatively simple:
When a source of air is injected tangentially along 
the periphery of an open cylinder, it creates a friction- 
less potential field, which, increasing with reduction 
in radius, would eventually lead to an infinite velocity 
at the cylinder axis. However, such a situation is pre­
vented by a build-up of frictional forces around the 
rotational field as a reaction to the source.
The velocity of this build-up increases with increasing 
radius from the axis in direct opposition to the tangential 
velocity, up to a point where they both neutralize. It is 
at this position that a very active and turbulent boundary 
layer is realized, in which extremely intense combustion 
can be maintained.
High twisting forces that act in this layer create a 
tortional field around any injected fuel particle, enhancing 
the removal of combustion products as well as introducing 
fresh oxygen.
If an annular restriction is now attached to one end 
of the cylinder, axial forces are promoted in the chamber 
by the pressure across the output throat. The dynamics 
of the system are now changed such that any particles 
entering the system at the closed end initially follow a 
hellicoidal path at the periphery of the chamber, to be 
eventually ejected from the nozzle, but only after a series 
of traverses of reducing diameter between the injection 
point and the throat.
N o z z le  S e c tio n  o v e r
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o f  ch a m b er
Figure 3.1 Aerodynamic pattern of gas flow 
in cyclone chamber 111
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Figure 3.2 Representative full-scale vortex combustion chamber
It is this latter patticle movement that gives rise to 
the high residence times within the chamber, being some 12- 
15 times that of air through an open cylinder of the same 
dimensions.
This combination of high residence time and the removal and 
supply of burnt products and oxygen respectively to each 
fuel particle gives the vortex combustor its high performance.
The intensity of the vortex combustion process is deter­
mined by the temperature level, the tangential velocity and 
the degree of turbulence that is generated within the chamber. 
Each of these parameters can be translated into tangible 
operating requirements such as chamber type, fuel type, fan 
power and chamber dimensions respectively, and all have an 
influence upon the application, complexity and cost.
The purpose of the aerodynamic structure is to increase 
the supply of oxygen to the fuel particle, which is accom­
plished by virtue of the gas’ vortex motion and the delivery 
of fuel directly into the region of maximum tangential 
velocity where mixing is at its most vigorous. Unfortunately, 
the non-uniformity and the small degree to which such active 
gas and fuel streams fill the chamber results in an incom­
plete use of the volume, thereby limiting the possibility 
of reaching high specific loads. Therefore, in order to 
improve the efficiency, special attention must be payed to 
those parameters whose influence is manifested through the 
improvement of chamber aerodynamics.
One such parameter is the aerodynamic resistance - the 
difference between the total inlet and outlet pressures.
The resistance depends upon the constrictional character­
istics of the chamber, and, although independent of absolute 
dimensions, is identical for geometrically similar combustors 
operating with identical temperature conditions.
At least seventy percent of the pressure drop across the 
chamber is required to initiate the circumferential gas 
velocity and to maintain its radial movement from the outer
wall zone. As distinct from a straight gas flow, a drop in
aerodynamic resistance of a cyclone chamber does not indicate 
an improvement in aerodynamics and is not always advantageous 
for the vortex must be maintained 112 .
Although the effect of combustion leads .to a reduction in 
the pressure drop through a reduction in swirly the most 
important design feature influencing aerodynamic resistance 
is the cross-sectional configuration of the tangential input 
nozzles. With the intensity of the enclosed combustion also, 
in part, determined by the tangential velocity, an increase 
in the number and size of the nozzles will have the added 
advantage of improving combustion efficiency while reducing 
resistance
However, the displacing of combustion gases through the 
exit throat is responsible for 30% of the total 
chamber resistance. Therefore, any improvement in system 
turbulence is outweighed by an increase in circumferential
resistance brought about by an increase in swirl. In order
to maintain a constant tangential : axial momentum ratio,
any increase in tangential area must be balanced by an 
appropriate increase in throat area.
In practice, the use of a divergent nozzle can reduce the
pressure drop considerably. In swirl burner operation,
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Beer and Chigier found that such nozzles allow steeper
temperature gradients to be sustained near the burner at
lower degrees of swirl, enabling rapid and stable ignition
to be attained at lower pressure drops than equivalent
straight nozzle swirl burners.
Further resistance improvements can be achieved by 
positioning the tangential nozzles some distance from the 
roof as well as paying particular attention to reducing 
the roughness of the chamber interior surfaces, especially 
the base.
Despite the relatively high energy demand required to maintain 
the vortex, these improvements in aerodynamics can reduce the power 
consumption of a vortex combustor to that of a conventional 
burner, or only, marginally higher. In such.an efficient 
chamber, there is no advantage in using a higher tangen­
tial velocity than is warranted to secure control of the 
system through turbulent mixing.
For a swirl burner, the combustion efficiency is based 
upon the amount of swirl generated at the exit throat.
As internal reverse flows are only infrequently formed, 
very little dissipation of swirl energy occurs inside the 
burner; therefore, the efficiency of the swirl generation 
can be as high as 70-801.
On the other hand, the swirl efficiencies of vortex 
chambers are typically 8-151114 . However, provided the 
inlet losses are minimized, this relatively low efficiency 
is beneficial in that the energy balance is directed to­
wards the production of large internal reverse flows, high 
levels of turbulent mixing, and the creation of the vortex 
movement of the gases.
The degree of aerodynamic efficiency of the chamber 
can be characterized by the value:
iPCR
nAER —  (3.17)
P
where AP^ is the total pressure drop and A P ^  the critical 
pressure to maintain the vortex, given by: 
rl rl w 2
a p c r
& - x dx dy 115 f-7 -I R-|
o 2g (3-18:)
The terms used in the relationship show the effect of 
variation of constructional parameters on the efficiency 
of the cyclone chamber.
The optimum efficiency occurs for chamber sizes in the 
range 0.8-1.2 m, with any increase beyond 2-2.5 m found to 
be unjustified due to the associated reduction in swirl.
For a non-isothermal system, this reduction manifests it­
self through a considerable increase in ash carry-over from 
the chamber due to poor combustion brought about by reduced 
turbulence114.
It is apparent that the most important control on chamber 
performance is afforded by the quality of the tangential flow.
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Figure 3.3 Dependence of aerodynamic efficiency on
constructional parameters of cyclone chamber112
A second important characteristic is that of angular spread 
of the nozzle output. Unlike efficiency and pressure drop, 
the jet angle is almost independent of tangential flow, 
relying on the fixed design ratio of chamber length to dia­
meter, L/D., and increases in spread as the ratio decreases.
The length and diameter of the nozzle also affects the 
spread again being maximized for ’short and stubby* 
sizes. Where applicable a further, albeit, marginal in­
crease in angle is brought about by a large reduction of 
axial flow into the chamber.
It is evident that the performance characteristics of a 
vortex chamber can be established on the drawing board.
The next step is to analyze the methods and problems asso­
ciated with fuel, firing in a prototype.
3.2;'I. Operational Characteristics
Operational combustor design is divided into two types - 
slagging and non slagging. In the former, the high ash 
content injected fuel is thrown outwards and onto the cham­
ber walls where it becomes imbedded in a thin protective 
slag coating. In such a position these particles remain 
relatively stationary, with the enhanced volatilization 
of the particle with oxygen, near the wall, leading to 
further volatilization. The excess slag formed gradually 
moves down the walls and out through a tapping in the 
chamber base.
Slagging type combustors are generally vertical, with 
only one tangential input. Typical De/D0 and L/D0 values 
are 0.4-0.5 and 0.9-1.2 respectively.
In the non-slagging type, the aerodynamics are such that 
the fuel burns well inside the chamber and not on the.walls. 
Each injected particle is stabilized at a radius dependent 
on its mass and as it burns, gradually moves to a new 
equilibrium position closer to the central axis, until at 
a pre-determined size,.it eventually escapes through the 
nozzle. As combustion is taking place well within the chamber 
the wall temperatures are very much lower than those of 
the slagging unit.
Non-slagging chambers usually operate with relatively 
low swirl numbers, 3-10 compared to 10+, and differ 
physically in design, having multiple symmetrically positioned 
tangential ports around a cylindrical rather than the 
archemedian spiral of their slagging counterparts. (Fig.3. 4)
It is the non-slagging unit that is .considered to be 
the most applicable to this research.
As part of the Soviet MHD research, Kalishevskii and
.112,115,116
Ganchev carried out detailed investigations into
the change in operational characteristics of chambers for - 
changes in fuel input position. Within the chamber, the 
coal is heated by all three modes of heat transfer, although 
the conductive component in negligible compared to the 
radiative and convective contribution, -the .latter dominating 
in circumstances where combustion products are recirculated.
Fuel inlet
Flue
Cross-section of a slagging type cyclone combustor
Flue
Fuel inlets
0 from tangential
Cross-section of a \non-slagging type cyclone combustor
Figure 3.4 Comparison plan view of vortex combustors
From their work they found that the convective
component could be affected by the proportion of volatiles 
in the coal, especially if axially injected into the chamber.
In axial firing?the fuel, introduced through an axi- 
symmetric nozzle in the base of the combustor, is initially 
directed into the hotter central core region, where it is 
also acted upon by the centrifugal force and takes up a radial 
position according to its mass. This type of injection not 
only provides conditions for the optimum heat transfer to the 
fuel initially but also permits the use of a more loosely 
crushed variety in non-slagging units.
Tangential fuel firing is ideally suited to slagging 
combustions as the coal is injected close to the chamber 
walls. However, in the non-slagging unit the walls are 
relatively cold, therefore any large particles injected 
tangentially will not encounter a hot central core but cold 
air, therefore taking a longer time to burn. The heat losses 
for tangentially fired systems are attributed to unburnt 
gases, while for the axial system, losses are higher and 
are generated by the greater proportion of carbon leaving 
the exit throat.
Typical chamber outputs for each configuration are:
CO 0.1-0.9%
H 2 0%
CO 5.6%
H 2 0.5-0.81
Axial fifing 
Tangential
with combustion efficiencies varying from 0.65-0.92 respect-
ively, although, more importantly, a variation in these values 
of 10-15% had an insignificant effect on the total performance
117Panoui et al have developed an equation to predict the 
quantity of fuel which burns within a cyclone furnace after 
an element of time:
dG 7T Yp dp0 ^a
0*7 8
dt 6 Br Kp ( - 0.64) - 1.23
dr 
 ^ dt
0 - 3 2
(3.19)
where Yp is the specific weight of the particle; 
dpQ is the particle diameter; .
T is the environment temperature;
Ta is the air preheat temperature;
Br is a constant function of fuel type;
Kp is a constant of combustion of carbon residues
and
CO 2 is the system concentration; 
a t
is the velocity of radial burning,
Solving such a relation by analog computer methods led 
to several important conclusions:
(i) Preheating the air increases the interior temperature 
of the cyclone, thereby accelerating the combustion of the 
solid fuel particles and reducing the combustion time;
(ii) Because larger fuel particles (> 500 ym) burn near 
the furnace walls, this area requires a sufficiently high 
oxygen concentration.
(iii) Where the particle diameter decreases during the time 
of combustion, a corresponding increase in the degree of 
combustion in the cyclone-furnace volume is to be expected
compared to the theoretical results.
From these conclusions and the Soviet investigations, 
it would appear that the ideal combustor for our purposes 
is either non-slagging tangentially fired with 10% of the 
combustion air introduced axially or axially fired with 
loosely crushed fuel. The axial process is characterized 
by an appreciable quantity of free oxygen throughout 
almost the entire chamber.
Seidl1*18 used similar operating conditions to Kalishevskii 
et al in developing a tangentially fired slagging combustor 
capable of burning black coal with an ash content up to 40%. 
One important observation from the work was the increase in 
flue gas losses and decrease in chamber temperature brought 
about by an increase in moisture content of the fuel. The 
slagging combustor used produced relatively clean output 
gases, with 85% of the ash admitted with the fuel being 
retained. Such.a high retention rate introduced slag 
formation problems, necessitating the addition of a tapping 
facility. In Seidl's combustor the slag from the black coal 
began to form at.about 1600°C. Another problem associated 
with acid corrosion from the high sulphur content of the poor 
fuel was aleviated by increasing the excess air .rate to about 5
With such problems in mind, it is worth mentioning the 
work of Roberts and Wilkens119 in providing an extremely 
useful source of data on the slagging properties of twenty - 
or more types of coal, giving a complete analysis and maximum 
advisable operating temperatures-.
Although nearly all the information gathered deals with 
slagging units, the criterion of clean output need not 
be rigidly adhered to in the case of a vortex unit being 
used in the calciner section of a Lepol grate. The higher 
heat and ash outputs from axial , fired non-slagging units 
are ideally suited to the system - the ash being discharged 
with the product,as is the case with conventional coal burners.
One aerodynamic problem associated with swirling flow 
is that of core precision. In the same manner as a spinning 
top, if upset, nuates and precesses about its original' axis, 
so too can a similar perterbation affect the rotational axis 
of the vortex. This phenomenon, vortex core precision or 
PVC, occurs when the central core is displaced from the axis 
of symmetry of the combustor and starts to precess about it, 
thereby enclosing a large toroidal recirculation zone.
The primary causes of such an instability are either a 
chamber that is too long, with L : D > 6, or where the 
tangential inputs are too near the nozzle. For a fixed Re 
in a system above 1.8 x 10**, and relatively low S values, 
the core will initially break-down in the exit. As the swirl 
increases above 0.6, the breakdown begins to move towards 
the base of the chamber
PVC could be a considerable problem in a high swirl 
system with axial firing as the central core maintains the 
combustion reaction - a lengthening of the chamber being 
recommended to ensure the complete combustion of all the 
fuel. Fortunately, due to the possible damping factor inside
1560 MW therm cl
-—  3 m.
+  primory air
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E qu iva lence ratio , first stage <> 1 .6 0
A ir  p reh eat tem perature °K 1200
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Char heating value M J /k g  (ash free) 3 3 .5 4
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Therm al in put from  coal supplied M W 1560
Th erm al in put to second stage M W 560
Assumed loading, second stage M W /m 1 atm 15
Area required, second stage m* 7 .4 7
D iam eter o f second stage (one cham ber) m 3 .0 8
Coal as fired kg/sec 4S .0 7
Ash carried downstream kg/sec 0 .3 7
figure 3. 5 Schematic of two-stage MHD combustor
^the system, the large PVC generation predicted by model 
investigations does not appear to be a problem in prototype 
combustors.
A great deal of the empirical data relating to vortex 
systems has been established by British and Soviet researchers 
involved in the development of Magneto-Hydrodynamic electri­
cal power generation. Although not directly relevant to this 
investigation the MHD work illustrates the ultimate in vortex
chambers, .capable of developing high volumes of clean 3000 K
120
gases (Figure 3.5)' . The advantages of such a system are 
the promise of efficiencies in the range of 60-65% by using 
the rapid movement of the gas through a nozzle as the con­
ductor to generate electricity directly, thereby eliminating
the capital cost and complexity of low efficiency conventional
plant requiring boilers, turbines and generators.
3.2.3 Similarity for Swirl
When comparing the isothermal model flow distribution
to that of its parent prototype burner, a suitably modified
Thring-Newby parameter,
A + ih r 1
6 = °. a -2- (3.20)
s ino L
can be used to determine the proportion of recirculation asso­
ciated with a swirl jet. The equivalent nozzle radius in such 
a relation is given in the form:
r0 ’ = (1 + S)"* (3.21)
which reduces to its original form as swirl is reduced to zero 
Therefore, in an analogous treatment to that of confined jets:
from which it appears that increasing the amount of swirl 
from 0 to 3, increases the proportion of recirculation by 
100$ - all other values remaining equal.
In the case of vortex, combustion, isothermal model research 
has suggested that, although the effective swirl number of 
the chamber is reduced by about 80-85$ under actual combustion 
conditions, the character of the velocities and pressure 
distribution in the scale representation is similar to that 
in the working prototype.
However, such cannot be said of the characteristics of 
the output profiles in the hot system, for the reduced swirl 
effects on the combustion gases accelerating through the 
nozzle reduce the size of the recirculation zone in this 
region. For a gas fired system, Najim et al.? 7 found that the 
effect of combustion on swirl can be related to the mean 
density of combustion gases by the simple empirical equation:
P outlet TOir,°KS = S x uuii-e i _ q in f-z
combustion isothermal p inlet i-s0 <p° °K
out
-Fhr downstream the temperature profile at podnt a is given 
by a form similar to that of Thring and Newby27' as:
T -  T ( n 1 *
 ____12 Cd p
T. - T ^
max p° x+a m
(3.2 4)
From these results it would appear that the large effects 
of the temperature changes in the jet causes a slower decay 
of velocities than is found in the isothermal model.
3.3 Heat Transfer and Bed Temperatures in the Lepol grate 
and Vortex Combustion Simulation
FERGUS has long been involved in applying scale modelling 
methods to industrial process research. Its reputation has 
been founded upon its ability to support recommendations 
promoted by such laboratory orientated methods with on site 
plant investigations, eventually leading to successfully im­
proved prototype operation. The Group became accomplished .in 
research related to the cement industry during the. early.1970* 
being originally involved with the Associated Portland Cement 
Manufacturers Limited, but more recently with the Rugby 
Portland Cement Company.
rr
In the earliest investigations, Lain established the 
aerodynamic flow patterns in the clinkering zone of a long 
wet process kiln using isothermal air and water modelling 
techniques. The work adopted the recommendations of Winter 
and Deterding30 regarding flow visualisation - a trend which 
has continued to the present.
A more theoretical study on the effect of buoyancy on 
the flame path in such a kiln was carried out by Smith 
using the original method developed by Horn and Thringi8 and 
discussed earlier. From an observation of the inverted jet
t
flame, an expression was developed to predict the path of 
an enclosed jet issuing horizontally into the kiln with 
initial density differences, up to a point at which the 
effect of buoyancy ceases and the jet is no longer deflected.
In recent years it has been realized that the rate of 
reaction governing the combustion of fuel in the rotary
kiln is primarily dependent on the aerodynamic mixing of the 
constituents. Ruhland 16 used Hottelfs acid/alkali technique 
to simulate such mixing as part of his development of a
universal flame length formula. Jenkins89,and Moles, Lain
8 8and Shaw have up-dated and extended Ruhland's limited and 
often inaccurate kiln data and have redeveloped the formula 
in the light of results from plant trials in which flame 
performance was recorded for changes in kiln parameters such 
as burner diameter, excess secondary and primary air levels. 
Their combined research has resulted in a more accurate predict­
ion of flame profiles and heat transfer for the kiln flame.
The neutralization technique has been further refined to
encompass Coanda nozzle design investigations for use in
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burning refinery gases and for observation of the gas burner 
flame characteristics in glass manufacturing tanks, as ori­
ginally performed by Inman. The remarkable similarity 
between the alkali 'flame' and its prototype counterpart.make 
the method an ideal demonstration unit for teaching, at a 
glance, the principles of turbulent diffusion jet combustion.
However, not all FERGUSLs work has been confined exclu-
122sively to isothermal models. Patterson has investigated 
the heat transfer mode involved in the network of chains 
often used in the drying sections of long wet-process kilns.
In a scale reconstruction of a typical kiln section, hot 
gases, supplied from an associated research furnace, were 
fed into a rotating cylinder, against the co.-flowing cement 
slurry. The temperatures of each component in the system 
were recorded,leading ultimately to the construction of a 
mathematical interpretation of the system.
At the opposite end of the process, Manuelpillai has 
simulated the heat transfer characteristics of a grate cooler
12*4
using similar techniques to those of Saunders and Ford and 
Lof and Hawley 125 for packed bed heat transfer studies.
The unique Lepol grate model was originally built, in 
unmodified form, by Meerabux and was an integral part of 
the development of a mathematical model capable of predicting 
heat transfer coefficients and temperature profiles along 
the calciner section. The polystyrene bead tracers in the 
model exhibited flow patterns that supplied visual evidence 
as to why there is a limited interaction between the hottest 
kiln exit gas with the bed material and caused the mathema­
tical model to be altered accordingly.
In the Lepol grate, at steady state, the gas and nodule 
movement is relatively slow. The temperature of the nodules 
will vary with position in one dimension only - that being the 
longitudinal bed axis. Such ah assumption forms the foun­
dation of the Meerabux’ construction of a theoretical model 
to predict bed temperature and heat transfer coefficients on 
the grate.
The design equations used the algebraic heat balance:
enthalpy risie of solids on the bed total heat transfer by con-
• ' . vection+ T
energy used for calcining energy radiated from furnace
walls
+ +
energy re-radiated from an increment = energy radiated from
furnace gases
but rearranged in terms of the Enthalpy rise of solids.
The model was simplified by making several further 
assumptions:
(1) The bed was divided into four equal strata, the upper­
most stratum, No. 1, receiving heat by radiation and 
convection, while the remaining three received heat by 
convection and radiation from the adjacent layer above;
(2) Conduction in both horizontal and vertical directions 
was negligible;
(3) Particle resistance to heat transfer was negligible;
(4) Each stratum was divided into 15 horizontal increments;
(5) Plug flow of gas through the bed was assumed - only to be
modified later' in the light of physical model observations.
This enthalpy rise in each stratum, .illustrated in Fig.3.6 
was expressed as
(Ti - Tq ) me = a - Y + 6 + c - n (3.25)
for stratum 1, and
(Tf - T q ) me = a - Y + V (3.26)
for strata 2, 3, 4, 1
where a = heat transfer by convection 
= h . A . Tg - T kcal/hr
Y = energy used for calcining
= fraction of mass flowrate through calcined 
increment x calorific requirement kcal/hr.
6 = energy radiated from the furnace walls 
= A^ F ^ 2  ew a T** kcal/hr 
e = Ai F^^ ° T 1* kcal/hr
r) = A^, a T1* kcal/hr
V = energy transferred by radiation between the
increment being considered and the one above.
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Figure 3 ,6 Heat balance for strata at steady state 3
An iterative program, illiustrated in Figures 3. 6 and 
3.7/ was used to evaluate the solids temperature in each 
stratum and increment. The kiln gas and meal temperatures 
recorded by Weber at the end of the grate were used to 
establish initial data conditions in the program. Various 
heat transfer coefficients were inserted into the calculation 
in order to produce curves of best approximation to W eber’s 
empirical grate temperature versus position results.
The coefficients used were:
n 125
18.68 kcal/hr m 2 C Lof and Hawley
124
54.05 kcal/hr m 2°C Saunders and Ford
oO l26
48.51 kcal/hr m 2 C Gamson et al.
77.80 kcal/hr m 2°C Denton et al. 127
The passing of a stream of gas through a granular bed is 
mathematically very complex due to :the variation of tempe­
rature in both gas and solid phases with respect to time 
and position. Thus the large variation in coefficients is 
due to the assumption that each group made in attempting 
to solve such a problem.
However, from the computer simulation, the Lof and 
Hawley co-relation gave temperatures of closest fit - the 
remaining coefficients overestimating temperatures by up 
to 391 (Figure 3.8 ) • It is' apparent that any influence 
increasing the resistance to flow by making the gas stream 
follow a more.tortuous path thereby leading to more head-on 
collisions with the solids in the bed .win/increase the heat
gout
For 1=1 to 15
ENTER PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
OF FURNACE WALLS,BED AND GAS.
1 ’ gout
m  goutgm
= (T,-T )/ln.CT1/T }
PRIN 1 * gout
[NEXT I
Figure 3.7: Iterative programme for solids temperature.
transfer. Thus gas velocity and bed voidage are of prime 
importance.
The results were later modified in the light of iso­
thermal water model observations. These revealed a loss of 
201 of the bed to the transfer of ex-kiln gases. This 
phenomenon implied an increase in Lof and Hawley’s transfer 
coefficient by 16.31. The predicted temperatures for plug 
and modified flow conditions in strata 1 and 4 is illustrated 
in Figure 3.9.
The radiation contribution to each level of the bed
was also estimated:
Initial incre- Final increment
ment (kiln end ) (drier end)
Stratum 1 19.441 22.661
Stratum 2 1.75% 9.6%
Stratum 3 0.188% 9.5%
Stratum 4 0.097% 7.6%
These results give a final average contribution of 5.26% of 
the total heat transfer in the calciner section, which re­
presents some 6.35 x 10 5 kcal/hr.
Unfortunately, there are several limitations in the
program which make it unsuitable for auxiliary firing
-temperature prediction. The most prominent is the total
“5 '
reliance upon Weber’s data which limits the applicability 
to one particular prototype, while the introduction of an 
auxiliary flame would invalidate the principal assumption 
supporting the program.
STRATUM 1
1000
800
W e b e r ’s measured values.600
Predicted values.
Lof and Hawley
Saunders and Ford.
400
Gamson
200
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F I G U R E  'S. 8 Predicted temperature of solids :
along calcincr under plug flow conditions?
STRATUM I
End of gas flow.lOOO-i
 A ^
800-
End of gas flow.
STRATUM
600-
400
Weber’s measured values.
Plug flow prediction.
Modified flow prediction.
Solids temperature
Log mean gas temperature 
in stratum.
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Figure 3.9 Predicted temperatures under p l u g flow and
modified flow using the Lof and Hawley 
cor re] at ion .3
Isothermal modelling of swirl combustors has been well 
established, with flow patterns, velocity profiles and re­
circulation zones giving good agreement with those in 
operational prototypes. At certain gas:air mixture ratios 
the relative size and shape of such phenomena such as reverse 
flow zones have been accurately simulated by isothermal 
techniques.
The main source of modelling information was provided
by the research carried out for FERGUS on the aerodynamics
128
and particle kinetics in Vortex Incinerators by Tate.
Although the work is primarily concerned with vortex incin­
eration, it provides an understanding of the general field 
of confined vortex flow. The experimental investigations 
from the associated models established equations of transverse 
velocity in the form:
m
v=l/rn (l-e'ar) , a=X/rm . (3.27)
in dimensionless terms as a function of radius(r) and a constant 
(a) which was determined by the radius of peak velocity (r).
The constants (m,n,X) were theoretically derived to be 
(m=2, n=l, X=1.2564), but in the light of experimental data 
were found to be more accurate as (m=3, n=3/4, X=2,3367).
From the work it was possible.to quantify the effect that 
geometric and operational parameters of vortex chambers 
have upon the resultant confined vortex flow generated 
within them.
Such a knowledge of the velocity pattern within the 
chamber was used to predict the path and combustion rate 
of both liquid and solid fuel,injected into the vortex, 
from a solution of the equations governing both combustion
and motion of the particle:
Volatile fraction burning time-
where
Solid
where
and
ty = Mw/0.059TmX0 2 (1800)0 -75d 2_d2 (3.28)
^  V Sm ^
dy = do (82xl0:5Xv ppTm+l)1/3 (3.29)
M w  r
dv = Initial diameter of volatile sphere (m). 
dQ = Initial particle diameter (m).
3
pQ = Initial density of solid particle (kg/m ). 
Tm = Mean temperature.
Mw = Molecular weight of volatiles.
Xq 2 = C> 2 mass 'fraction in ambient air.
fraction burning time-
t = pRT d^s H m o  (3.30)
144<f>Dp
R = Gas constant (atm/m^/kg mole K°)
$ = Mechanism factor, =2 for 0<dQ<400y.
2
D = Diffusion co-efficient of oxygen (m /sec) 
p = Partial pressure of oxygen in gas.
T 1*75
D = 3.13 — ----  . -  (3.31)
1500 p
Equations of motion:
x = Fx y = £x , z = Fz. (3.32)
m ’ m m
Denoting the initial velocity of each particle at time 
zero as ( x , f , Z ), the velocity of the particle at 
any time (t) was:
t
* = *0 + o Z * ‘d t > (3.33)
m
f = Sr0 + ^ Z Z - d t ,  (3.34)
m
2 = 2 + jtFz.dt. (3.35)o o
Denoting the initial position of the particle as 
(x ,yQ ,z ), th0 position of the particle at any time (t) was
x = x^ + ;tx.dt, (3.36)o o 9 ■ v *
t.
y = yo + !o 5r-d t » (3.37)
z = z + (3.38)
From equation 3-36 by integration, the particle motion 
was mapped out against time given the initial conditions 
(xo ,yo ,zo), (x0 ,yo >zo ) ’ ^unct^ons of force on the particle 
(Fx,Fy,Fz) and the particle mass(m).
Two resultant computer simulation paths of coal and oil 
particles are illustrated in figure 3-10.
EIev q tionP I an
150u Oil Droplet 
Radius .5000
Axial Injection 
Height 1.0000,
Plan Elevation
150u Coal Particle Axial Injection
Radius .5000 Height 1.0000
• 1 0 ft
Figure 3-10 Computer simulation of Burning Droplet
CHAPTER 4
Plate 4.1 Overall view of water model

CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION OF THE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM
An overall view of the apparatus and its construction is 
illustrated in Plate 4.1. The model i t s e l f . was fabricated 
in perspex, with water being used as the operating fluid.
Plate 4.2 is a line flow diagram illustrating the 
arrangement of the closed primary and intermediate loop and 
the open auxiliary circuit.
In the closed loop, pump A supplies adequate flow to the 
calciner section of the model through the kiln tube. The 
intakes below the grate in the calciner section and an ”alkal 
by-pass” offtake set in the model roof supply fluid to the 
input side of the intermediate pump B .and on into the drier 
section via a brass manifold in the roof. As in the calciner 
section, three suction tubes situated below the grate with­
draw fluid from the drier section, directing it to the input 
of pump A - thereby completing the circuit.
The auxiliary firing arrangement was provided by a . 
separate, independently controlled flow system, consisting of 
a sump, positive displacement pump and associated conduit.
By using water as the operating fluid, the similarity 
between the isothermal scale model and the prototype could be 
achieved at a. very much reduced velocity compared with air 
modelling techniques. Such a reduction enabled the recording 
of qualitative resukts at the time the flow existed.
Plate 4.2 Line flow diagram of Lepol grate model
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4.1 Flow Visualization
i - 30Following the recommendations of Winter and D e t e r d m g  
polystyrene beads were used for establishing the flow,visual­
ization within the model. The small beads, referred to 
commercially as packaging medium, are the primary material 
in the manufacture of polystyrene drinking cups, packaging 
foam, surf board blanks, etc. In their untreated, pre-expanded 
form they exhibit the following qualities:
(i) They remain as discrete bodies within the system;
(ii) They possess a specific gravity close to that of the 
medium, along with a relative density ranging from 0.93-1.05;
(iii) They are spherical;
(iv) They possess the optical property of having highly 
proportional reflection or re-radiation of light normal to 
the incident beam.
In order to supply a simple indication of direction 
in the flow regime , black or white household cotton thread 
was tied to the individual strands of the stainless steel 
mesh representing the fixed voidage grate bed.
4.2 Design and Construction of the Apparatus
The 1 : 24th scale geometric model, originally constructed 
by Meerabux3 was based on a 20.1 m. long, 4.1 m. wide Lepol 
grate preheater prototype. As the chief area of interest of 
investigation was of the aerodynamics around the grate, only 
1/3 of the associated prototype kiln length was modelled.
Plate 4.3 Close-up of truncated rotary kiln, calciner 
section and vortex burner

Plate 4.3 is a close-up of the calciner section, reduced length 
kiln and auxiliary swirl burner.
Construction of the preheater was carried out using 1"
thick, clear^perspex. To provide sufficient strength in 
areas of high pressure variation, all joints normally glued, 
were given added protection with screw fastenings.
The calciner, drier and alkali-bypass intake tubes, 
along with the drier section manifold,.were all fabricated in 24 
guage corrosion resistant s.tainlessstee 1 plate. The permanent 
end-section of the model was drilled-out and replaced by any 
one of three, easily removable,perspex burner platforms, their
design and construction illustrated in Plates 4.4 -4.7.
Each of the burners was turned from or 1" O.D. stain­
less steel tube, with the "firing” end of each being tapped 
to accept one of a number of brass nozzles of different 
size or angle.
The Vortex chamber, Plates 4.8 and 4.9, was fabricated 
in thin wall Cl") perspex, with tangential and axial inlets 
of the same material. The output nozzle was again of standard 
1" O.D. stainless tube.
Unlike the "convention burners" the unique velocity 
profile of the vortex unit precluded the use of angled nozzles 
in order to simulate firing through a virtual, position in 
the calciner roof . . It was ^therefore .necessary to machine a 
ball and socket mounting for the burner.
Plate 4.4 Calciner end-sections - parallel burners

Plate 4. 5 Calciner end-sections - angled burners, 
unit and false roof plate
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Plate 4.6 Twin burner end-section and nozzles
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Plate 4.7 Single burner end-section and nozzles

Plate 4.8 Vortex chamber and ,fball and socket" arrangement

Plate 4.9 Vortex combustor in position

Plate 4.10 Aluminium false roof and perspex under-grate 
baffle plates

The brass ball, with an off-set orifice, was held firmly 
against the perspex socket by a plate and four spring loaded 
brass studs. A channel was milled into the perspex socket to 
provide a seat for a rubber "0".ring seal.
Passive modifications were also introduced into the 
calciner section of the grate in an attempt to change the' 
overall flow distribution above the bed. An aluminium plate 
was installed above the grate to represent a sloped roof, while 
two thin '(]"). perspex baffles, cut to the shape of the suction 
chamber were installed in various positions below the grate. 
Plate 4.10 is an illustration of these passive devices.
4.2.1 Fluid Delivery
The complicated flow scheme, illustrated in Plate 4.2 
was fabricated using materials that satisfied the require­
ments of operational flexibility and corrosion resistance.
"Le Basn UPVC piping was used for the rigid conduit in the 
system, with 4" diameter for the ex-kiln delivery and collection 
dircuit. The-reduced wall thickness of this tubing nece­
ssitated the gluing of all joints for bends and valves.
The intermediate, alkali by-pass and auxiliary flows 
were conducted through thick-walled 2" diameter PVC piping, 
being suitable for threading to accept associated plastic 
fittings such as bends, valves, blanks and reducers.
Polythene tubing was used to connect the auxiliary 
burners to the rigid conduit via a valved manifold. Such 
an arrangement allowed for quick and easy configuration
arid position changes. One other advantage, realized later in 
the investigation, was the tubing's resealing properties, 
allowing nigrosene dye tracer to be injected through the 
flexible walls by means of a syringe.
Two polythene tanks, each capable of holding 295 gallons, 
supplied water to the model - one for the main system, one 
for the auxiliary. A recycle return pipe to both tanks gene­
rated enough turbulence to adequately disperse the polystyrene 
bead tracers added to the water.
To maximize available laboratory floor space, as well as 
provide adequate head for the pumps, the sumps were mounted 
atop a 2m tower - the access ladder and one leg visible in the 
background of Plate 4.1. The characteristics of the three 
pumps were:
(i) Main system. A. 40 m/35 5HP 300 gpm Worthington Simpson,
30 ft head centrifugal;
B. 20 m/2/39A 5HP 100 gpm Worthington-Simpson, 
90 ft.head centrifugal.
(ii) Auxiliary system. 100 gpm Monopump
positive displacement.
The positive displacement unit was found to be necessary to 
provide constant volumetric flow for the various nozzle sizes.
The main sump isolater, kiln delivery and collection 
duct flow were all controlled using 2M or 4" rubberlined 
butterfly valves and 2” UPVC ball or globe values. An out­
put recycle system was incorporated into each pump, providing 
a measure of coarse flow control as well as reducing the
Plate 4.11 Kiln and intermediate pumps, calciner section 
and alkali by-pass flow control
2000
Rotameter
Plate 4.12 Positive displacement auxiliary pump,
auxiliary and drier section flow control

possibility of cavitation in the pump from a throttling of 
the output. Fine control was provided by 2" angle seat 
valves, with quantitative measurement displayed through the 
aid of 35, 47 or 60 mm diameter Rotameter® flow meters or 1 " 
orifice plates and associated ,!Un tube manometers.
Plate 4.11 illustrates the main system pumps, pipework 
and calciner suction and alkali by-pass Rotameters, while 
Plate 4.12 is of the auxiliary positive displacement unit 
and drier suction flow control.
4.2.2 Bed Resistance
The resistance of the nodule bed in the prototype, with a 
mean voidage of 0.40, was simulated by a stainless steel-mesh, 
spot-welded to a rigid stainless steel strip frame and 
slid into the model from the open end of the calciner.
Two perspex runners glued to the inside of the model support­
ed the frame and mesh. The dimensions of wire used are 
stated below:
diameter of wire length of enclosed
air space
0.010 0.020
0.020 0.060
4.2.3 Lighting and Permanent Record
Of all the operations involved in the investigation, 
lighting the model adequately proved to be the most difficult 
and irksome. The reasons for such a difficulty were:
voidage based 
on area
0.25
0.36
(1) The curved roof of the calciner section, although enclosed 
in a water filled perspex box section, reflected light directly 
into the camera lens, creating areas of overexposure on the 
still film.
(2) The stainless steel gauze, used to simulate the bed resist­
ance,reduced the light intensity from sources above the model 
to such an extent that there was one camera aperture stop 
difference between the above-grate and suction chamber of
the calciner section.
(3) The sloping surfaces, of the section, from the riddlings 
input to immediately below the suction tubes, generated 
excessive internal reflection, particularly when, in trying 
to reduce the effect in (2) above, an extra light source was 
introduced below the model.
(4) The calciner suction tubes and auxiliary burners obstructed 
light from the lamps, casting shadows across the lower section 
of the model.
(5) Bubbles of air, generated by pressure changes in the 
system from bends in the pipework, pump impel 1 ors and the small 
orifii in the auxiliary burners rendered.the water
opaque, thus reducing the all important contrast.
(6) The polystyrene bead tracers did not travel through two 
dimensions only, but moved back and forth in the camera 
lens's depth of field. To eliminate the problem required 
stopping down to f22 and increasing the intensity of the 
light sources. (See (l)i (2J* (3), (4), (5) above}
A permanent record of the flow streamlines of the white 
polystyrene beads was recorded on:
(a) high speed film, 200 fps, using a Hycam K20 camera;
(b) 400 ASA, 35 mm still film, using a Pentax SP1000 single 
lens reflex camera, at 1/30 sec, f22, and fl6 with 55 mm 
macro lens;
(c) VHS format video film on a JVC recorder by a ’Link’camera. 
Playback on a compatible monitor incorporated a standard, 
slow and still frame facility.
The video camera was specifically adapted by the manu­
facturer to suit FERGUS' requirements for all isothermal model 
work; exhibiting high resolution and contrast under adverse 
lighting conditions - Link's main activity is concerned with 
security monitoring and night-time surveillance systems.
The results were recorded and replayed on a high resolution 
monitor, to be then hand-traced onto paper./ A hard-copier 
linked to the recorder is proposed for future work.
The video format has several advantages over other 
techniques:
(1) instantaneous recording, playback and erasure;
(2) instantaneous focus, aperture and exposure correction;
(3) still, slow and fast motion playback;
(4) voice-over recording for pertinent comments;
(5) funning costs.
Plate 4-13 shows the video recording system in operation.
The lighting for the video and still filming was provided by 
two fan-cooled, quartz halogen spotlamps, giving a total of 
2400 watts at a distance of 12 inches from the top of the model.
4.3 Operation of the Model
Although perspex is an ideal material, continual operation 
of the model had, over the course of the investigation9
flwork-hardenedMthe components leading to a . weakening of 
many of the joints. Therefore starting and run-up was likened 
to driving a veteran car, requiring care and constant vigilance. 
All the valves were slowly opened to gradually fill the model 
with water, and remained so for at least 10 minutes after 
start-up in order to allow most of the air to bleed from the 
system and also prevent any sudden build-up of pressure or suctio
The polystyrene beads were emptied into the sumps, where 
a vigorous stir and return flow from the model proved enough 
to ensure a relatively even distribution. Due to the high 
heat output of lights, illumination was provided only when 
required as a precaution against melting the model surface 
or the rigid PVC piping.
4.3.1 Reynolds Numbers in the Model
The Reynolds number in the prototype kiln based on the 
calciner grate area was 4.13 x 1 0 h . This figure, however, 
was far beyond.the capacity of the pumps and the physical 
integrity of the model. Throughout the investigation, the 
Re was maintained below 2.2 x 104 - some 501 of that in the 
prototype.. Re for the burners were well above the turbulent 
threshold limit of 1 x 101*.
Plate 4.13 Link camera, JVC recorder and monitor in operation

4.3.2 Operational Problems
The difficulties encountered were:
(1) Lighting problems, as already discussed;
(2) Eliminating air from the system;
(3) Vibration of the model from pumps and other laboratory 
equipment transferred to the system through the pipework and 
concrete floor;
(4) A high incidence of fungal growth in the sumps and 
occasionally in the model. Although the model was regularly 
cleaned and the entire system continually flushed with mains 
water, the green algae persisted. The problem was solved by 
removing a mercury vapour light source immediately above the 
tanks - the combination of polystyrene beads, environment 
dust and lighting being responsible for the growth.
(5) Probably the most unexpected^ and potentially the most 
insidious problem was encountered with the quality of still 
film. Poor batch control during manufacture led to the 
situation of not only losing contrast between two different rolls 
but also between successive frames on the same roll. Although 
the video recorder is now the primary recording medium, any 
future still—work will be undertaken using a different brand
of emulsion film.
CHAPTER 5
EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS
In commercial Lepol preheaters the raw material, in 
nodular or extruded form is introduced into a preliminary 
chamber and commences its travel along the length of the 
unit on a moving grate. This mechanical platform is com­
prised of individual interlocking slotted plates that per­
form the dual role of supporting the raw meal, whilst allowing 
the maximum transmission of hot gases from above the bed 
through to drier and calciner suction chambers below.
Maintaining a small pressure differential betwreen the 
two chambers initiates a flow of gases directly into the 
drier section,helping to prevent the disintegration of the 
partially dried meal b y .creating a. thermal buffer prior-to 
it being directly “exposed to the hot ex-kiln gases.
However, because of the mechanical action of the grate, 
a proportion of the meal is broken up and the dust particles 
generated fall through the slots and drop into the suction 
chamber. Any subsequent problematic build-up of this 
material is avoided by inclining the walls of the section, 
thereby directing the fine, partially calcined dust to the 
-lowest level of the chamber, from where it is collected by 
a scew’ feed and transferred by elevator to be re-introduced, 
through a duct in the kiln/preheater interface.
This conveying system | ' responsible for the retrieval
of undergrate dust, ref erred to as "riddlings" , is also the 
major source of unwarranted false air inleakage into the 
system. At the end of the grate, the partially calcined 
nodules tumble down the shute and into the rotary kiln.
The steepness of this shute angle is an operational compro­
mise between the prevention of material build-up and high 
dust pick-up - both phenomena leading to a serious reduction 
in preheater throughput.
The original experiments undertaken by Meerabux 
established the overall flow regime existent within the pre­
heater. Figure 5.1, which illustrates the flow patterns 
observed in the original unmodified calciner section, lends 
visual support to Weber's comment that a proportion of the 
hot gases entering the calciner from the kiln do not inter­
act directly with the hottest material on the bed.
In the water model the fluid leaving the kiln was 
accelerated due to the reduced cross-section of the throat.
On gaining the calciner section proper, where the channel 
diverged, the fluid moved towards higher pressure and commenced 
to decellerate. The boundary layer generated by such a 
reaction increased in thickness at a faster rate than the 
decelleration, eventually establishing a region of reverse 
flow and separation above the kiln shute and above the end 
of the grate.
Although now slowed, the undeviated ex-kiln flow 
impinged upon the curved chamber roof and was deflected.
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Figure 5-1: 450 L/min Zero Inleakage.
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From two-dimensional observations, this flow is seen as a 
"criss-cross” pattern of the polystyrene tracers. In reality, 
however, the flow was characterized by two counter rotating 
spirals of approximately equal size, with their axes parallel 
to the grate. Below the grate the influence of the sloped 
walls produced a sweeping anti-clockwise flow such that a 
vast proportion of the fluid flowing down through the rear 
half of the bed was observed to re-emerge in the separation 
zone near the kiln shute.
The original conditions were repeated in order to establish 
control flow patterns in an unmodified grate. It is inter­
esting to note that the interpretation of the results obtained 
with the video format was somewhat different to the original 
still results. Although both suggested a loss of some 20% 
of the "hottest" part of the grate to the direct transmission 
of kiln gases, the areas above the shute and drier end of 
the grate, thought to be stationary by the previous investigator, 
do, in fact, possess a distinct circular flow regime, albeit 
slow.
A further example of this difference occurred near the 
drier/calciner interface wall, where the dead zone is in 
reality two counter— rotating spiral flow schemes, their 
mutual axes perpendicular to the grate.
However, the overall conclusions drawn from both formats 
are the same - that the combination of reduced grate trans­
fer and poor aerodynamic.flow throughout the calciner chamber 
severly reduce the efficiency of the prototype.
5.1 Identifying and Isolating the Influences
As a preliminary to the auxiliary firing investigation 
a series of experiments were undertaken in an attempt to 
isolate the type and magnitude of influence certain ' 
design features of a prototype calciner section have over 
the overall flow regime.
5.1.1 Ex-Kiln Flow
The first of these experiments concentrated on the 
change in grate aerodynamics brought about by a variation in 
ex-kiln velocity through an associated change in bed suction. 
From the subsequent results (Figures 5.2 - 5.4 ) it became 
evident that, between 90 and 450 1/min maximum flow, the 
change in the overall flow pattern was minimal, thereby 
suggesting that the aerodynamics were effectively indepden-
25dent of that flow. Such a conclusion agrees with Philbrook’s 
suggestion that once fully developed turbulent flow (re >10^) 
has been obtained, flow patterns, mixing and dynamic pressure 
losses are essentially independent of Reynolds number.
Figure 5.5 illustrates calculated Re values for various parts 
of the calciner section for increasing ex-kiln flow. The 
observations proved invaluable for they prevented the model 
being damaged by allowing a reduction in fluid flow without 
sacrificing the validity of the aerodynamic patterns exhibited.
Figure 5-2:360 L/rain Ex-Kiln Flow.
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Plate 5.1 225 1/min ex-kiln flow - zero riddlings inleakage
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Figure 5-3 270- L/min Ex-Kiln Flow.
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Figure 5-4 90 L/min Ex-Kiln Flow
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TURBULENT
KILN SHUTE.
CALCINER SECTION
■PLUG FLOWNON-PLUG FLOW
Calciner Reynolds number 
calculated using hydraulic 
mean diameter:
D _ 4x cross-section 
m wetted perimeter
103 LAMINAR
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Figure 5.5 Re values in calciner section
.5.1.2 Riddlings Inleakage
By contrast to the previous experiment, the effect 
induced on the undergrate flow through the introduction 
of inleakage was significant. Each riddlings duct behaved 
as a jet issuing into a confined space and so entrained 
slower moving surrounding fluid. Areas of high recirculation 
were thereby evolved between each jet with the result that 
the influence of the undergrate flow was lessened while the 
jet penetration into the chamber increased.
The overall effect of the entrainment caused a physical 
deviation in the path of the flow sweeping along the lower 
portion of the chamber, forcing it up towards the grate.
Under the new conditions, the once high negative flow between 
suction tube 1 and the end of the grate was deviated to 
emerge to the left of that tube, only to be split into two 
distinct streams - one clockwise below the grate towards the 
right-hand end of the chamber, the other to reinforce the 
anti-clockwise flow about suction tube 2 (Figures 5.6 and 5.7 ) 
A further increase in flow was also observed about tube 3 
which also increased the amount of fluid through the latter 
part of the grate.
This change was not instantaneous and required a 
threshold of approximately 51 of ex-kiln flow to initiate. 
However, once established, any increase in.the proportion 
of inleakage above this level had no further influence. 
Throughout subsequent experiments the riddlings contribution 
was set at 101 - a somewhat conservative limit considering
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Plate 5 . 2 225 1/min ex-kiln flow - 10% riddlings inleakage

that some poorly sealed prototype plant have been known to 
operate with 100% false air, most of it being attributed 
to riddlings inleakage. The model observations are manifested 
in such plant by the unexpectedly high oxygen levels in 
suction tube 1 through the entrainment of external ambient 
air.
5.1.3 Pressure Drop
The influence of pressure drop across the grate repre­
senting the bed of nodules was assessed by operating the 
model with three different voidage presentations - 0.25,
0.36 and zero. Although this latter configuration bore no 
real resemblance to prototype kiln conditions, the similarity 
of the flow patterns associated with both it and the other 
mesh sizes supported the conclusion that the aerodynamic 
pattern of the Lepol. grate calciner is effectively independent 
of bed pressure drop, albeit with reduced flow velocity.
Figures (5.8)to (5.10) illustrate the recorded results.
5.1.4 Undergrate Baffles
The dissemination of the undergrate flow into individual 
components about each suction tube through the aerodynamic 
influence of riddlings inleakage prompted a modification by 
which a similar regime could be generated mechanically by 
blocking or deviating the sweeping anti-xlockwise flow along 
the bottom of the chamber, thereby improving the transfer 
through the grate.
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Figure 5-8: 225 L/min, Fine Grate f. 2 5), Riddlings(10%)
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Figure 5-10: 225. L/min, _ Grate Removed fl.CH . Riddlings. (101).
With this end two perspex baffle plates were installed 
in the suction chamber., each with a machined gap to simulate 
the space required for the grate return linkage and supporting 
mechanism.
Figure (5.11) illustrates the flow pattern associated 
with such a modification for an ex-kiln flow of 225 1/min.
The sub-dividing of the suction chamber produced individual 
flow regimes about each tube. The most important change was 
observed at the kiln end, with a reduction in negative bed 
penetration near the shute along with an associated increase 
in the positive flow throughout the remainder of that section - 
the overall effect of the modification leading to an improvement 
in the total grate area, available to fluid flow.
No significant change in this pattern in the kiln-end zone 
was observed when the down-grate baffle was removed (Fig. 5.12), 
although the original anti-clockwise motion of fluid was re­
instated in the larger section, with high negative flow directed 
up through the bed to the left of the remaining baffle.
In the third experiment (Figure 5.13), two baffles were 
installed as before, but in positions such that each chamber 
formed contained a riddling inleakage duct. It was evident 
from the configuration that the proximity of the baffle to 
its associated suction tube was the most important feature, 
for as this distance was increased, the flow about that tube
f
was reduced, thereby increasing the upward component nearer 
the end of the grate.
The flow patterns in the two other chambers remained 
the same, although the reduced dimensions of the zone surrounding
Figure 5-11: 225 L/min. Two Baffles. Riddlings— f-10%*) .
Figure 5-12: 225 L/min « Single Baffle. Riddlings flO
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tube 2 reduced much of the upward flow through the bed to 
the left of the baffle. Again, as illustrated in Figure (5.14), 
no significant change was observed in the area about the end 
of the grate on removing the down-grate baffle, while, with 
only that baffle in position, much of the flow in the original 
was reinstated, ( Figure 5-15), but with an increase in the 
downward flow near the end of the grate .
The influence of riddlings inleakage is indicated on 
some of the figures.
With the grate return slot removed, the flow regime 
was completely altered. (Figure 5-16). It was possible to 
produce a nett zero flow in some of the under-grate regions 
through the manipulation of the riddlings component.
From these preliminary experiments, it became apparent 
that, except for a substantial improvement in the available 
bed area produced through the introduction of appropriate 
baffles, the design of the interior surface of the calciner 
section is largely responsible for the poor inherent aero­
dynamics of the Lepol Grate. Of the various incorporated 
components, the problems attributed to the shute design 
remain the most significant. The velocity of gases exiting 
the kiln through this zone are so great that they are 
unsusceptible to the influence of the undergrate suction, 
while the two "dead flow" separation zones created above 
the end of the grate and above the shute effectively reduce 
the overall chamber efficiency.
%
This slow or random movement of gases is of particular 
importance in the Lepol prototype, for in the majority of 
kilns with appropriate temperature profiles, such a zone 
provides the ideal environment for the problematical alkali
Figure 5-16: 225 L/min. Single Baffle fSlot Removed')
Riddlings flO%l.
precipitation. If allowed to increase unchecked, such a 
build-up eventually leads to a restriction in the kiln inlet 
thereby necessitating close-down. ' ......
The flow regimes originating from the geometry of these 
regions can be explained theoretically by boundary layer theory.
5.2.1 Boundary Layer Generation and Removal
-129
According to Rouse the characteristics of a boundary 
layer are that:
(i) Within a very small distance normal to the boundary, the 
fluid velocity increases from zero to almost that of the 
potential.stream flow;
(ii) The intensity of the pressure throughout the layer is 
governed by the surrounding flow.
The separation of the flow from a boundary layer involves 
a complete change in the velocity distribution within that 
layer, with the pressure downstream, at a certain position, 
being equal to the stagnation pressure of the slower moving 
fluid. Such a situation is .illustrated sequentially in Fig. 
(5.17 ), with separation and flow reversal occurring at a 
point where the forward viscous flow , due to the layers 
further from the boundary, is less than the backward force 
of the reversed pressure gradient. This point of separation 
may often be determined by the theory as the point at which
is equal to zero, with y being measured in the direction 
away from the boundary.
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Once separation has occurred the rigid boundary no 
longer exerts a continuous influence over the flow. If fluid 
is being accelerated by motion down a pressure gradient, as 
is the case in the converging channel of the kiln exit throat, 
the thickness of the boundary layer is reduced. However, once 
inside the calciner section proper, the channel diverges sharp­
ly, with a resultant deceleration of the fluid due to its 
movement towards higher pressure. In this situation, Figure 
(5. 18 ), the boundary is thickened, the reduction in shear 
stress decelerating the fluid at a greater rate than in uni­
form flow, thereby creating the separation.
One interesting example of this phenomenon.of relevance
130
to the Lepol grate design . is quoted by Scorer m  his text on 
Environmental Aerodynamics. The mechanism cited was that of 
an Olympus turbo-prop engine in which the design reversed the 
air flow so as to feed it into the rear of the engine.
Unfortunately, as in Figure (519a), a slow moving boun­
dary layer was formed on the outside of the bend, at a position 
where the pressure was greater and the velocity less. When 
the aircraft flew into cloud containing snow or soft hail, 
ice was accumulated in the slow moving region, becoming 
tightly packed as it was driven downstream, to eventually 
break up into large lumps and extinguish the flame in the 
combustion chamber. In the Lepol grate, the alkalis in the 
•hot cases are analogous to that ice, but remain stuck to the 
walls, .rather than breaking away.
One solution to the engine problem, also adopted in 
wind tunnels, was the installation of cascade aerofoils into
Plate 5.3 Close-up of kiln shute 225 1/min ex-kiln flow
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Figure 5-18: Fluid Flow up a Pressure Gradient
Causing Separation.130
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Figure; 5<L9: Separation and Prevention in a Channel 
Bend through the Introduction of 
Cascade Aerofoils.13° ’
the corner or bend to shear the flow as it passed through 
them, thereby allowing it to re-emerge as a uniform stream 
(Fig. 5.i9£). Unfortunately, such a solution is unfeasible 
in the calciner section due to the highly abrasive nature 
of the hot dust laden kiln gases (1000°C).
Separation can however be prevented in two ways:
(1) Addition of momentum to the boundary layer to increase 
the shear by:
(a) Causing the boundary layer itself to move, as in Fig.
5.20 > through the introduction of a circular cylinder
rotating in the direction of the flow at the point of 
separation;
(b) Introducing a fast moving jet of fluid into the boundary 
layer in the direction o f mot ion, where it - would otherwise , 
separate. This is referred to as the Coanda effect and is 
illustrated for the particular case of a jet flap on a wing 
(Fig. 5.21) - the unmodified section resembling the flow 
distribution existent above the end of the grate;
(c) Placing vortex generators upstream of the separation
point in order to bring faster moving air from outside the
layer close to the surface so as to prevent stagnation, 
or
(2) Removal of the boundary layer by suction. Separation 
can be prevented by maintaining the velocity gradient at 
the surface if the fluid composing the boundary layer is 
removed by suction, either through holes or slots and re­
placed by fluid from the mainstream.
Figure 5-20: Addition of Momentum to the Boundary
Layer.130
V
Figure 5-21: The Coanda Effect.
The remainder of this section deals with experiments with
passive devices in an attempt to improve the aerodynamics of
the Lepol calciner section.
5.2.2. The False Roof
In an attempt to deflect the ex-kiln shute flow and
break up the twin corkscrew distribution down the grate, 
an angled roof plate was installed in the section, running 
from the bottom of the calciner/drier interface wall up to the 
roof of the section at the kiln-end wall.
With such a modification the flow below the grate was 
divided into two oppositely rotating flows about suction tubes 
1 and 3, while little improvement was observed in positive trans­
fer nor in a reduction in the size of the separation zone 
and .boundary layer, near to the end of the grate, (Figure5-22) . 
while the zone above the shute increased in size.
.The introduction of riddlings inleakage (Figure 5-23) 
influenced only that flow below the grate, creating zones 
of random flow below the kiln end of the grate in place of 
the former high velocity upward flow.
Figure 5-22:225 L/min. Angled Plate, Zero Riddlings.
Figure 5-23: 225L/min, Angled Plate, Riddlings Inleakage (10%).
5.2.3 Swirling the Ex-Kiln Flow
Throughout the investigation the author has maintained 
relatively close contact with the prototype process through 
on-site trials and frequent visits to several of Rugby Portland 
Cement Companys' kilns. Two reports emanating from such contact 
partly verified the isothermal model results, in that areas 
of random or dead flow coincided with those on the prototype 
associated with a problematical build-up of alkalis.
131
However personal observation inside the Rochester grate
1 32
and a cold trial undertaken on Ferriby Wor k Ts No.2 kiln 
indicated that the phenomenon of the two equal size '-counter- 
rotating flows is unique to the model. A single spiral dominates 
the flow regime in these particular grates - . the left-hand 
vortex being considerably enlarged and supressing the other 
thereby reducing the flow through one side of the grate.
In order to simulate such a flow, a simple cruciform 
blockage plate was installed in the kiln section. The 
results of left and right-hand swirl direction are illustrated 
in figures 5-27 and 5-28. Although the modifications 
suggest an improvement in flow through a reduction in 
the influence of the boundary layer and shute, the manner 
and magnitude of the swirl generated are not practible 
in an operational grate. It does, however, establish a r. 
connection between the swirling movement of ex-kiln.gases 
and the nature of flow in the calciner section, and 
demands further investigation.
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Figure„5-27: Clockwise Swirl, 225 L/min. Zero Riddlings^
Plate 5.4 225 1/min clockwise ex-kiln swirl - zero riddlings
inleakage
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5.2.4 The Alkali-By-Pass Duct
The Lepol grate presents itself as the ideal system 
for producing a low alkali product from a high content raw meal. 
Such a benefit comes from the filtering effect of the bed and 
the dumping of any dust-laden material in the intermediate 
gas cycle. An even greater reduction is afforded through 
the introduction of an alkali by-pass duct in the calciner 
roof.
Problems at one of the works stemmed from this extractor 
becoming blocked due to a build-up of dust picked up from 
the kiln shute and deposited directly in the intake.
The by-pass in question was situated approximately 1/3 of the 
way down the grate at a position in the model where the high 
velocity flow from the kiln first impinges with the chamber 
roof.
In view of this problem and in the light of Scorer’s 
suggestion regarding the removal of the boundary layer 
by suction, a .duct .was installed in the model at '
a position equivalent to 1.5 metres from the kiln end 
wall.
Unfortunately under normal operating conditions with 
20% of the ex-kiln flow directed through the by-pass, 
no significant change was observed in the overall flow 
pattern. Only under extreme conditions, where nearly all 
the ex-kiln flow was directed through the intake, did 
its influence become apparent.
Further investigation is deemed necessary to locate 
an ideal position for the by-pass duct, thereby allowing 
it to withdraw the required amount of alkalis without 
suffering from restriction problems due to dust build-up.
It now had become evident that passive modifications to 
the kiln, other than the baffle plates or complete changes in 
design, had little effect on improving the overall flow.
The redundant area above the shute, which provides the 
ideal flow conditions for alkali build-up, could be theoretic­
ally eliminated completely by making the channel in this area 
convergent through the installation of a suspended roof or cast 
refractory section, thereby preventing the ex-kiln gases to 
decellerate enough to produce flow separation. Unfortunately, 
such a modification may well increase the separation zone above 
the end of the grate, as well as amplifying the spiral motion 
down the chamber.
Therefore the next step was to attempt to eliminate the 
separation zones through the introduction of a jet.
5.3 Auxiliary Firing '
It was at this stage in the experimentation that, the option 
of introducing auxiliary firing, not only as a means of 
improving the heat consumption of the Lepol grate but also as 
a possible way of eradicating the separation zone problems, 
as suggested by Scorer, was advanced.
Thus the benefits of precalcining could be complemented 
by.a more aerodynamically efficient grate.
With this end, three experiments were undertaken using 
single and twin 1 burner! configurations, in order to observe the 
resulting change in'the flow pattern. In the first of these, two 
j ets were, installed in a position representing existingunspection 
doors in the prototype, the nozzles being the maximum 
burner size possible through such ports (.4m)• The single burner 
used was located centrally in the end wall, with a diameter 
double that of the twin system..
Throughout all subsequent experiments the following 
criteria, either requested or existent in the prototype were 
adhered to:
(1) up to 301 of the total kiln volume delivered through 
the auxiliary burners;
(2) 20% of the flow in the calciner chamber directed through 
the alkali by-pass duct;
(3) 10% of ex-kiln flow introduced as riddlings inleakage.
5.3.1 Double Burner.Configuration - 1 Metre Above Grate
The most immediate change in flow pattern with in­
creasing auxiliary flow occurred beneath the grate, with 
the influence of the riddlings inleakage being overwhelmed 
by the increasing momentum of the flow directed along the . 
lower surface of the suction chamber (Fig. 5.29) - similar 
to that in the unmodified system without inleakage (Fig. 5.1).
However, above the. grate, such a response was not 
apparent. The confined auxiliary burner jet entrained
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Figure 5-29: 225 L/min. Ex-Kiln, 30% Aux. , 201 Alk._,Twin Jets.
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fluid from the relatively quiescent zone above the shute so that 
as the primary flow increased, the zone started to recirculate 
with an increasing velocity.. Beyond 16% auxiliary flow, 
this recirculation was enough to entrain fluid from the main 
ex-kiln flow, resulting in its deflection, with an increase 
in the angle of attack between this flow and the grate.
The point at which the flow hit the roof was drawn back 
towards the alkali by-pass, and deflected either into the 
duct itself or to re-inforce the recirculating flow about 
the burner nozzle. Downstream of this impingement point 
the flow became random.
The resulting increase in angle and higher negative bed 
penetration between the first suction tube and the grate end 
produced an even larger separation zone and loss of available 
grate area. Down the grate, the flow beyond suction tubes 
2 and 3 was greater, while at the back wall the increased 
momentum flow was again deflected into two counter-rotating 
flows of larger magnitude.
In subsequent runs the burners were moved into the 
chamber, up to a maximum distance of 10 cm - representing 
2.4 m in the prototype (Figs. 5.30 - -5.33 ). This action 
gradually shifted the anti-clockwise flow below the bed 
towards the right - the effect seen by the change in flow 
about suction tube 1. Above the grate the burners1 influence 
on the fluid in the dead flow zone, decreased until at maximum 
distance the ex-kiln flow remained virtually undeviated, 
although it tended to adopt a less definite path and was 
observed to oscillate.
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Figure 5-30: Twin Jets. (Plus 2.5 cm.)
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Plate 5.6 225 1/min ex-kiln 30% twin auxiliary jets
10% inleakage 20% alkali by-pass
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Figure 5-33: Twin Jets.(Plus 10.0 cm.)
5.3.2 Single Burner Configuration - Centrally Located
The flow regime associated with different lateral 
positions of the centrally located single auxiliary burner 
is illustrated in Figures 5.34 to 5.37. As with the double 
configuration, the auxiliary flow originally behaved as a 
confined jet, but in this instance produced a somewhat'elongated 
recirculation zone that did not encompass all the area above 
the shute. Beyond this zone the momentum of the single jet 
remained high enough to penetrate the ex-kiln flow undeflected 
resulting in an increased impingement on the drier/calciner 
interface wall. This increased back end contribution caused 
a division of the flow below the grate between tubes 2 and 3, 
with the majority of fluid being directed up through the 
grate near the shute.
The introduction of this single auxiliary jet again increased 
the size of the separation zone above the grate while increasingth 
momentum of the.gas down through the latter half of the bed.
Moving the burner inwards reduced the recirculated zone, ~ 
while increasing tb% impingement on the calciner/drier wall.
At 10 cm (2.4 m equivalent) the most significant aspect of 
the flow was a swirling motion of fluid down through the 
bed between.tubes .2 and 3 and up before tube 1, to be r e ­
entrained by the auxiliary jet.
5.3.3 'Double Burner Configuration - 3 Metres Above Bed
The installation of two burners near to and parallel 
with the roof had no prototype equivalent, but was used as 
an interim configuration, prior to the introduction of burners
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Figure 5-34: Single Jet. 225 L/min. Ex-Kiln. 50% Aux.
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Plate 5.7 225 1/min ex-kiln 30% single auxiliary jet
10% inleakage 20% alkali by-pass
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aimed directly at the bed, in an attempt to physically
deviate the ex-kiln flow, without creating a large recircu­
lation zone above the shute.
From the results [Figs. 5.38 -5.42 ) it was apparent 
that only the upper portion of the model was affected by the 
auxiliary flow. Although, as expected, the recirculation and 
entrainment was limited to that area about the burner, it 
still caused a deviation in the kiln flow, but in excess to 
that in previous configurations. With the burners fully 
withdrawn, very little flow direction was observed below the 
suction tubes, while that above the bed appeared to be almost 
entirely composed of auxiliary fluid and exhibited very little 
bed penetration. A high turbulent zone of fluid flow was also 
established along the bed. Bed penetration was slightly 
improved with the auxiliary burner fully inserted, with 
suction.tube 1 breaking up the undergrate flow. As .in previous 
experiments, the recirculation zone above the shute had all 
but disappeared as a response to the limited proportion of 
quiescent fluid available for entrainment by the jet.
The introduction of two .parallel jets close to the 
chamber roof reduced the amount of fluid transfer through 
the greater part of the grate.
From this reduction it would appear that any burner 
installed in this upper position would rely upon radiation 
as the major mode of heat transfer instead of gas convection 
through the bed, except in the area between tubes 2 and 3.
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5.4 Direct Grate Impingement
It had become apparent that the methods suggested by 
Scorer to prevent flow separation could not be adopted in­
side the calciner section. A development of the Coanda 
principles would necessitate the introduction of air ducts 
in the shute crown , capable of directing fluid of high 
momentum down the grate. The feasibility of such an approach 
would be suspect due to the dust blockage problems, while 
the modified entrained shute flow would be directed parallel 
to the grate, thereby reducing the transfer area even more.
As to the use of a rotating body situated at the point 
of separation, the mechanical support and drive arrangement 
of such a system would create unnecessary operational problems, 
while such an arrangement at the end of the grate would be 
required to rotate, in the opposite direction to the flow of 
bed material. Hence all subsequent experiments with 
auxiliary firing did.not deliberately attempt to improve . 
shute flow, but merely satisfy the 'precalcining operational criteria, 
while at the same time deleteriously affecting the already 
poor calciner chamber aerodynamics.
;In response to this approach^brass nozzles were used to 
give the burners, a virtual position-in .the roof'.of the cal­
ciner and enabled flow.to be directed through, the separation 
zone.and onto the grate.
5.4.1 Double Burners
The previous experiments had indicated that with auxiliary 
firing parallel to the grate, a threshold level of 151 of ex­
kiln flow was required to initiate a change, after which any 
increase (up to 301) had little further effect. With the 
angled nozzles, the increased back pressure encountered in 
the system limited the auxiliary fluid volume to a maximum 
of 201. However, this reduced value easily exceeded the 
Reynolds turbulent limit of 10^, so the flow regimes exhibited 
remained applicable.
By using nozzles angled at 45° to the horizontal, the 
penetration of the ex-kiln flow was maximized with the 
incidence between jets and shute approximately perpendicular. 
Figure 5.43 illustrates the pattern observed with both burners 
fully withdrawn.
The interaction of the high velocity jet with the shute 
surface caused the flow to be split into two directions - 
one along the grate and .the other down the shute against 
the ex-kiln flow. This phenomenon created two recirculation 
zones in these areas, with a third appearing about the nozzle 
in the dead flow zone as previously.
With most of the flow, both auxiliary and ex-kiln, 
being concentrated in the shute, the above grate chamber 
remained relatively quiescent; below the grate there appeared 
to be no overall trend, a s .each suction tube was able to 
exert its influence over relatively slow moving fluid. The 
only pronounced transfer through the bed occurred at the
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shute end and was predominantly auxiliary fluid moving 
parallel to the bed and into or around tube 1, ..where it was 
entrained and recycled.
On moving the burner to a position 2.5 cm (60 cm) from 
the wall (Fig. 5.44) the undergrate regime changed such that 
flow about tube 1 now predominated ^ while elsewhere the flow 
remained relatively random.
Beyond the 5 cm (120 cm) configuration the burner 
impingement point had moved from below the crown of the shute 
to a position near the end of the grate. The auxiliary jets 
were no longer split, but were deflected by the grate 
support. As a consequence, the fluid deflected up to­
wards the chamber roof, =was divided into two recirculating 
flows - one down through the bed to the left of tube 2, the 
other back towards the kiln.shute to be entrained, along 
with ex-kiln fluid,by the jets.
Under the grate the fluid was again split into two 
directions with the larger proportion being directed anti­
clockwise and up through the bed to the right on tube 1.
The most dramatic change occurred with the burner at 
10 cm (Figure 5.4 7) where the jet directly penetrated the 
bed with little lateral deviation. Below the grate the 
auxiliary fluid deflected by tube 1, split into two counter 
rotating patterns. With such a high momentum flow the 
riddling inleakage jets made little impression, while the 
remainder of the ex-kiln fluid was responsible for the 
random flow above the grate.
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Plate 5.8 225 1/min 20% twin angled auxiliary 
10% inleakage 20% alkali by-pass
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Figure 5-45:Twin Angled Jets. fPlus 5.0 cm.)
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Figure 5-46:Twin Angled Jets. (Plus 7.5 cm.)
Plate 5.9 225 1/min ex-kiln 20% auxiliary twin jets
(plus 12.5 cm)
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Figure 5-47:Twin Angled Jets. fPlus 10.0 cm.)
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Figure 5-48:Twin Angled Jets. CPlus 12.5 cm.)
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Similar observations were recorded with 30° angled
nozzles but with direct bed entrainment occurring at 8 .cm
1 * -
with a slightly higher proportion of fluid being directed 
down the grate than in the preceding configuration.
5.4.2 Single Burner
Figures 5.49 to 5.53 illustrate the flow patterns produced 
^•following the introduction of a centrally located 
auxiliary burner with a 45° angled nozzle. Much of the 
fluid movement was similar to that associated with the 
double burner configuration, but with a very much higher 
velocity due to the same volume flow being directed through 
only one auxiliary nozzle.
As with the earlier experiments using nozzles parallel 
to and 3 m above the grate (Section 5.3.3), it would appear 
that significant influence formerly exercised by the ex­
kiln flow had all but disappeared, having been interrupted 
by the auxiliary jet.
Unfortunately, the effect on the flow through the 
grate reduced the area of positive transfer significantly, 
while that zone in the direct line of such a coal flame would 
soon suffer severe overburning a n d .mechanical deterioration 
due to thermal stress. The question as to whether or not 
such a flame .could be maintained, is discussed in the sub­
sequent section.
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Figure 5-50:Single Angled Jet. CPlus2.5 cm.’)
4a
Plate 5.10 225 1/min ex-kiln 20% single auxiliary jet
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Figure 5-51:Single Angled Jet. (Plus .7,5 cm)
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Figure 5-52:Sinele Angled Jet. CPlus 10.0 cm.)
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Figure 5-55:Single Angled Jet. (Plus 12.5 cm.)
Results from the angled burner configurations illustrated 
a total disruption of the "normal" calciner flow regime.
With.the jet impinging on the shute, it was impossible to 
predict any flow trend above the grate, while aiming it 
directly at the bed produced a complete reversal of fluid 
flow direction both above and below the grate.
As an interim measure two baffles were installed 
below the grate, with the auxiliary jets set at a position 
of maximum penetration of the ex-kiln flow.(Figure 5-54)
The resultant flow regime illustrates a significant 
increase in flow about suction tube 1, while the under­
grate baffles prevented the flow reversal with the auxiliary 
jets in the same position as seen in Figure 5-47.
Above the grate the auxiliary jets were deflected from 
the bed in a similar fashion to those in figure 5-46,with 
a high proportion of this fluid being returned to the 
jets. However, although the flow through the drier-end 
of the grate also resembled that in the former configuration, 
much of the flow in the middle of the grate was random 
with no discernible trend.
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Figure 5-54: Twin Angled Jets and Underprate Baffles.
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5.5 A,Critical Appraisal of Auxiliary Firing in the Lepol
Grate Calciner Section
The flow regime existent in the preliminary experiments 
clearly illustrated that the gas flow within the prototype 
is far from ideal. Therefore, if an auxiliary firing system 
is being promoted as an interim approach to the improving the 
specific heat consumption of the preheater, without the need 
for drastic modification, such inherent aerodynamic problems 
associated with the grate must be accepted.
From the results of subsequent auxiliary burner experi­
ments it became obvious that the introduction of a high velocity 
jet had an extremely large impact on the overall calciner flow - 
at best merely amplifying the problem areas (Figure 5.29), at 
worst completely changing the direction of the fluid flow 
through the grate (Figure 5.48). Moreover, the type and scale 
of interaction between that auxiliary jet and the surrounding 
fluid demanded by adherence to the operational criteria was 
more akin to that occurring at the firing end of the rotary 
kiln.
In this section, the reader is presented with a, hopefully, 
logical set of arguments based on empirical knowledge as to the 
reasons why a non-conventional coal-fired burner is necessary 
as a source of auxiliary heat in Lepol Grate, while gas and 
oil are rejected on economic grounds.
5.5.1 The Problem
The greatest restrictions placed upon the successful 
operation of a coal fired auxiliary burner are the physical 
dimensions of the chamber, being only 16.0 metres long by 
4.1 metres wide. Added to this limit are the consequences 
of investigations by Chigier et al135 on the characteristics 
of fuel-oil droplets within highly luminous hollow cone 
pressure jet oil flames.
It was observed that for diameters less than 100 ym, the 
trajectories of the fuel particles confirm to the prevailing 
aerodynamics. However, in the range of 100-200 ym their tra­
jectories became almost linear (Figure 5.55). More signifi­
cantly, this latter observation of the independence of parti­
cle velocity and trajectory on existing furnace aerodynamics 
was also observed in coal, flames by FERGUS during plant trials1
The phenomenon was manifest by unexpectedly high coal 
particle velocities down the kiln and suggested a possible 
reduction in particle drag brought about by the liberation of 
volatiles and gases during combustion. Accepting such a 
concept implies that an injected coal particle of 100+ ym 
would only decelerate.appreciably once all of the initial 
combustion stages have-been completed.
Therefore, if the burnout time of a 100 ym particle i s • 
approximately half a second, the maximum primary air/fuel 
velocity of a burner in the calciner chamber would be limited 
to 32 m/.sec, or preferably lower. The model results suggest 
that any coal not burnt within the prerequisite time would be
directed below the grate where its heat content would be 
dissipated into the intermediate gas system.
The prototype ex-kiln gas flow w a s :
I.88 x 10s m 3/hr at 1000°C,
through an exit diameter of 2.37 metres, giving an average 
gas velocity of:
II.7 m/sec.
However, with the theoretical increase in the amount of CC^ 
liberated in the rotary kiln with precalcining, this value 
could be reduced by approximately 20% to
9.4 m/sec. . (Appendix II)
This modified figure gives a velocity ratio:
V ua = 3 -4 ’
which is well below the minimum value of 20 established by
Moles et al.65 as well as creating modelling problems due to 
buoyancy effects19.
Another approach is to accept that if a stable flame is
to be maintained, the recirculation level in the system must 
be well established, with the Craya-Curtet parameter m ex­
ceeding 1.5112. Theoretical calculations based on this figur 
for the twin and single jet systems give velocity ratios of 
between 12 and 21, which give totally unacceptable primary 
jet velocities of 100-220 m/sec.
The final calculation involves the semi-empirical flame- 
length formula:
From the associated family of curves (Figure 2.40), the 
desired flame length/kiln diameter ratio is possible only 
for a 60% primary air burner, with 9% excess air. The nozzle 
size for such a flame is approximately 33 cms. Unfortunately, 
under normal operating conditions, the ex-kiln gas is low in 
oxygen (2-31). Therefore, an extra source of air is required 
either ducted from the cooler or through an increase primary 
air contribution.
If the secondary air excess is very high the flame length 
can be minimzed to:
Lf 1)2 _ dn
—  = 20..02 + 0.39 ---------- , giving nozzle sizes of 12.5
o o
and 50 cm respectively.
Figure 5.56 illustrates the flame length and nozzle sizes 
versus nozzle velocity.
From the calculated values, u = 32, d = .33, 12.5 and7 o 7 o 7
.50 metres, it was found that to maintain a 16.0 m coal flame 
within the chamber was only possible by the adoption of ex­
tremely high excess air levels (^350%) at the back end.
For gas flames the air requirement of the primary jet is 
usually near its maximum value as it is inadvisable to pre­
mix gas flames to any appreciable extent. Under these con­
ditions the ratio of (1/n-l) is the same as 1/excess air.
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Fig. 5.56 Flame length vs. nozzle diameter and velocity65
Under operational conditions an equivalent coal consumption 
gas burner produces a flame some 30% longer, which implies 
an even greater excess air contribution83.
For gas firing the GEFGN formula can be applied:
6.65 (1 +R) mQ
L = ---------- j-- --------- -—  for free flames
(p£ )5 d 0)5
and Lc = (0.32 /in + 0.45)LQ for enclosed flames.
Over the desired m values the enclosed flame is 20% 
greater than is its free counterpart. Thus,
4.52 (1 + R) 'm
L — 0.8 L — -------i  — ■— =j- ,
° , (pt)5 ci0y2
giving a burner momentum of 1.1 x 10“3 kg m/sec.
There are several proprietry gas burners - recuperative, 
"wall hugger" etc. - capable of burning the required amount 
of gas within the required limits.
The simplest oil flame.length calculation is that of . 
Thring and Newby27:
L _ .10.-6 ro' +: 10|
A s
(*o + m a 5where r ’  -------- —^
O  r  t a 2( I  T T P t )
and A = ^  +
5 15
Thus r t - 1 + a
10
Such a relation is applicable to free jets where — jj— < .05, 
thus r 1 must be less than 20 cms, giving an a value of 2 kg/ 
kg air required for atomization. It should be pointed out
1 + ct
that the use of mass concentration constant = -n r- ~—  can-s 15 + a
not be used as steam is not readily available. This also re­
stricts the choice of burner covered in Reed and Wallins’ 84 
work.
However,because of the complex construction of oil burners 
the primary air air value is of less importance as its main 
requirement is that of fuel atomization. From personal ob­
servation and available literature the flame produced can be 
maintained within the calciner section.
If oil and gas are used as alternatives it should be 
noted that:
(a) The flame temperature of fuel oil and natural gas are lower 
than coal;
(b) Higher exit gas volumes and higher heat losses are expected 
using natural gas.
The final consideration is given to the economic feasi­
bility of operating a pre-calcining grate using coal versus 
oil and gas.
Using 1983 fuel prices,
1 tonne coal = 7.78 x 10'2 m 3 natural gas 
= 812 litres of fuel oil
The cost ratio of the three fuels is :
£ 1 coal :£1.67 gas : £1.84 oil
This ratio can be modified in terms of gross calorific values 
to:
£ 1 coal : £1.55 gas : £1.63 oil.
The table below gives a very rough estimate of production 
costs based on an unmodified grate consuming 3.9 tonnes/hr 
of coal to produce 30.1 tonnes/hr of clinker at a cost of
£173.55/hr.
Fuel type Auxiliary % Kiln % % increase cost
coal 10 90 nil
gas 10 90 5.5
oil 10 90 6.0
coal 20 80 nil
gas 20 80 11.0
oil 20 80 12.0
coal 30 70 nil
gas 30 70 16.5
oil 30 70 18.0
The Dunbar study found that 241 oil on the grate pro­
duced a 10% increase in kiln production. From the table 
this improvement would be offset by a 151 rise in fuel costs,
while the same output could be maintained by "pushing" the 
unmodified kiln while still benefiting from an 8% cost ad­
vantage over the precalciner system.
The argument against using oil or gas is further 
strengthened when nett calorific fuel values are used:
1 tonne coal = 7.78 x 102 m 3 = 812 litres
2.72 x 10** mJ = 2.71 x lO4 mJ = 2.97 x 101* mJ
£1 = £1.67 = £1.65.
Although this modificated slightly enhances the use of 
fuel oil over gas as an auxiliary fuel, the ability to burn 
coal on the grate remains as the prime objective.
5.5.2 The Vortex Combustor
The major requirements for a coal burner installed in 
the Lepol calciner section.are those of high output, very 
low forward momentum and short flame length - matching the 
properties of pressure jet oil burners in which the flame 
length is largely dependent on the atomizer employed.
The advantages of a coal fired vortex combustor, whose 
properties resemble those of a swirl burner in a confined 
chamber, are that it generates hot gases rather than a con­
ventional flame with negligible CO evolution. Any ash or 
coal particles that are emitted from the chamber effectively 
aid the overall heat balance either by direct transfer to 
the. material on the grate or an indirect contribution in the 
kiln respectively. ,
5.6 Auxiliary Firing Using a Vortex Combustion Chamber
Probably the most obvious difference between the con­
ventional and vortex burner experiments was the ease with 
which a 30% auxiliary fluid flow rate could be attained 
using the chamber without affecting the integrity of the model. 
The start-up procedure was slightly different in that the 
chamber exhibited a type of hysteresis associated with the 
generation of vortex flow. However, once this was established 
the control was relatively straightforward.
An indication of the jet profile is illustrated in Fig 
5. 57(a&b) with only the chamber in operation and at an 
angle to the horizontal of 10° and 18° respectively.
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Figure 5-57:Vortex Chamber Jet Profile.
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Plate 5.11 225 1/min ex-kiln 30% auxiliary vortex chambe
jet, 10% Riddlings, 20% alkali by-pass

Clearly, the most important aspect of the output was the area 
to which the highly recirculatory flow was confined even at 
401 of total kiln flow.
The auxiliary jet was semi-conical in shape with an 
angle of approximately 55°. Although not apparent in the 
illustration, two recirculation regimes were established 
about the jet - one on the outside, the other returning 
fluid into the middle towards the nozzle. Only a small in­
crease in jet angle was observed when axial flow was reduced 
to zero,whilst it remained relatively constant for changes 
in tangential flow, provided the vortex was established.
The remaining figures (5.58 to 5.63 ) give an indication 
of the- overall change in fluid behaviour with an increase in 
the vortex nozzle angle from the horizontal.
With the nozzle axis parallel to the grate, the flow 
above the grate was similar to that of the unmodified system. 
The high entrainment capacity of the vortex jet had replaced 
the dead flow zone above the shute with a region of highly 
active or recirculatory flow. As with a conventional jet, 
the increased entrainment slightly altered the path of the 
ex-kiln flow, thereby increasing the size of the separation 
zone above the end of the grate. However, unlike the con­
ventional auxiliary firing configuration, the flow below 
the grate again resembled that of the original grate with 
riddlings inleakage, although the increased penetration 
distance of the central duct suggested a much slower overall 
flow, especially to the right of tube 1.
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5-58: Vortex Chamber Jet-Horizontal. 30% Auxiliary
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Figure 5-60: Vortex Chamber Jet-8° From Horizontal
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Figure 5-61: Vortex Chamber Jet-12 From Horizontal
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Figure 5-62: Vortex Chamber Jet-160 From Horizontal
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As expected, an increase in the angle of the nozzle 
led to an associated increase in the fluid flow through 
various sections of the grate, although the velocity of 
fluid to the right of tube 1 remained relatively low, while 
above the shute the increase produced an area of high cir­
culatory motion.
A more significant change occurred at about 12° from 
the horizontal when the lower stream from the semi-conical 
combustor output impinged upon the end of the grate and 
was deflected in a similar way to that of the angled jets. 
This interaction lifted the flow from the shute crown and 
directed it along the top of the grate.
The impingment of auxiliary fluid on the shute in­
creased with jet angle, , while the flow in the remainder of 
the calciner was seen to be relatively slow moving. At 16° 
the unique vortex flow behaved as if it were comprised of 
two individual jets - one directed at the crown and inter­
acting with the kiln shute flow, with the other just hitting 
the end of the grate and being deflected upwards towards 
the ceiling as for the 18° configuration.
From the vortex combustor experiments, it became evident 
that to ensure a limited interaction with ex-kiln flow on 
the shute, the maximum'nozzle angle was 10-12° from the 
horizontal. Below this limit the increased entrainment 
capacity of the unique burner increased the angles at which 
the shute flow intercepted the grate, thereby increasing 
the size of the separation zone. However, the most important
conclusion was the observation of relatively unchanged 
undergrate flow with 30% auxiliary firing compared with 
the conventional jets investigated.
The final experiments looked at the effect of intro­
ducing undergrate baffles in association with the vortex 
combustor. Figures 5.64-65 illustrate.the flow with such a 
modification for a nozzle angle of 11° so as to minimize 
the shute interference and direct the maximum amount of 
fluid towards the grate.
From the results it would appear that the baffles 
were of no additional benefit, as any advantage was 
balanced by the increase in size of the separation zone 
on the shute.
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Figure 5-64:Vortex Chamber Jet-Horizontal
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I From the observations made in the preliminary experiments, 
it was concluded that, once established,the flow patterns 
obtained in the Lepol grate were essentially independent of:
(a) the turbulent Reynolds number used;
(b) the voidage used to represent the resistance of 
. the bed;
(c) the degree of undergrate suction.
II. The geometrical constraints within the calciner section - 
that of the kiln interface shute in particular - led to the 
formation of a redundant area above the shute and a restrict­
ing of the flow to approximately 801 of the grate. Such 
areas could be explained by boundary layer theory. The fluid 
flow in the above - grate calciner cross-section was double 
vortex in nature. Below the grate, the sloped walls generated 
a high anti-clockwise flow of fluid along the lower portion
of the chamber and up through the grate between the shute 
and the first suction tube. From these observations the 
originallassumption of plug flow of fluid through the suction 
appeared to be erroneous.
III. Riddlings leakage had a considerable influence on the 
flow regime below the grate, with each duct behaving as a 
confined jet and forming associated recirculation areas.
IV. The introduction of baffles below the grate significantly 
improved the overall flow distribution through the grate
by breaking up the flow into individual chambers around each 
suction tube. The proximity of the baffle to the associated 
tube increased the flow.
V. From on-site observation it would appear that the flow 
in prototype Lepol systems is far from ideal and agrees 
well with the model observations, especially regarding the 
spiralling nature of flow above the bed.
VI. The introduction of a sloping roof - from the bottom 
of the calciner/drier wall to the top of the calciner 
section at the kiln end - succeeded only in increasing the 
fluid velocity in latter part of the grate, while the flow 
in the chamber below was divided into two counter-rotating 
components near tube 3,.
VII. Although not feasible in practice, due to the highly 
abrasive nature of dust loaded kiln gases and the detrimental 
effect of kiln flow due to back pressure, the high swirling 
flow generated by the angled blockage plate situated in the 
kiln tube significantly improved the flow through the grate. 
This was achieved by accelerating the kiln shute fluid, 
thereby reducing the size of the separation zone, especially 
above the shute. Such a modification in flow could be 
achieved by laterally offsetting the grate exit and kiln 
entrance and by installing an' appropriately designed shute
to swirl the flow.
VIII. The removal of slow moving fluid from the high 
pressure dead flow zone above the shute through the alkali 
by-pass intake - as suggested by Scorer - had a minimal 
effect on the overall flow, except under extreme conditions 
where almost all the flow was directed through the duct.
IX. The introduction of conventional "coal" burners firing 
parallel only exagerated the existing design faults. r 
Above the grate, the entrainment capacity of the jets in­
creased the movement of fluid flow above the kiln shute as
well as the size of the separation zone above the grate -
the latter being brought about by the deviation of the kiln 
flow. Towards the end of the section below the grate the 
influence of the .riddlings inleakage was overweighed by
the increased auxiliary contribution. No improvement was 
observed in positive transfer through the grate.
X. The introduction of conventional "coal" burners firing 
perpendicularly to the kiln flow changed the overall direction 
of fluid flow in the suction chamber. .Depending upon their 
position the predominant auxiliary flow was either directed 
down the shute, deflected from the end of the grate and up
towards the ceiling or through the grate.
XI. The theoretical considerations necessary for the intro­
duction of a coal, burner within the calciner section required 
the adoption of a 1001 primary air burner, whilst the use
of suitable oil or. gas burner.: was rejected on economic 
grounds.
XII. The auxiliary vortex combustor, although not improving 
the overall flow above the bed, satisfied all the criteria 
demanded without affecting the suction chamber aerodynamics.
XIII. The positioning of the vortex chamber in the end 
wall of the calciner section was a necessary operational 
compromise. At angles above 12°, the flow on the kiln shute 
was affected, while at nozzle angles below 12° the high 
entrainment capacity of the unique burner deflected the 
ex-kiln flow, thereby increasing the size of the separation 
zone.
With most of the aerodynamic problems in the Lepol 
grate calciner section stemming from the design of the shute, 
it is interesting to re-assess the original patent accorded 
to Lellep in 1927. Although the kiln shute in the system 
was very much steeper than that in present day operation, 
there also appears to be separate pathways for gases and the 
solids.
The smooth curve at the entrance of the calciner 
directed gases into a convergent channel - reducing the 
effect of boundary layer separation. One further feature 
of interest was the shallow curve of the roof compared to 
the later prototype, with the result that the spiralling 
flow down the chamber may have been less influential.
With most of the laboratory investigation completed, 
the next stage of the work involved the proposed adoption 
of certain recommendations within the prototype. During
the latter stages of the thesis, the Ferriby plant suffered 
from severe clinker strength problems associated with too 
large a grain size due to the existing flame profile with 
the kiln. In order to aleviate this problem, an auxiliary 
liquid fuel burner was positioned in the Lepol section roof - 
with the intention of providing a better prepared raw meal 
to the kiln.
The original intention had been to operate the auxiliary 
fuel on solvent waste - stocks of which were unfortunately 
destroyed in a subsequent explosion and fire at the waste 
.disposal contactors, along with the accidental death of an 
operative.
In the present depressed market (1983), increased product­
ion is of low priority; however, the results from the baffle 
work have generated great interest and have prompted further 
model work to simulate their effect on the aerodynamics of 
the Rochester grate in Kent, which has eight suction tubes 
below the bed. At the time of writing, both Southam and 
Rochester had been modified, but unfortunately operation data 
was as yet unavailable.
At present, the economic climate is such that the 
.capital investment involved in developing the vortex burner 
would not be justified.
However, as a postscript to this investigation, the plant 
trial under taken by FERGUS-1:32 in the Ferriby Lepol grate 
^rier section, found that the hot gas distribution .in this
area was also far from uniform, resulting in an uneven and 
inefficient interaction with the nodules in the bed. This 
flow distribution, with the highest gas velocities at the 
edge of the grate, was created by the shape of the manifold 
bringing gases into the chamber.
In the laboratory model, a different design of manifold, 
based on another prototype, produced a different distribution 
but with the same resultant problem that not all of the avai­
lable grate area wsa being used effectively. As the drying 
reaction is of vital importance to the energy consumption of 
the process such a loss is significant.
One method suggested to break-up the flow of gases from 
the intermediate fan, was the installation of a blockage in 
the duct in the form of a bluff body, thereby allowing the 
suction tubes to fully exert their influence and even-out the 
bed transfer.
Future work is to be performed on the model as a re­
presentation of the Ferriby drier section with an aerodynamic,j 
rather than physical, blockage above the chamber through the 
use of the vortex chamber. This.modification would "reduce the 
velocity of gases in the duct without significantly increasing 
the pressure drop by utilizing the unique jet profile of the 
chamber, minus the axial fuel input.
NOMENCLATURE
In view of the wide range of subjects covered in this 
work resulting in various terms appearing in different guises, 
a formal nomenclature is not included. However the meaning 
of each term used has been presented where an associated new 
equation is introduced into the text.
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Evaluation of Three Basic Variables:t
BZ-Burning Zone Temp erature.. 
OX-Percentage of Oxygen in Exit Gas. 
BE-Back-end Temperature.
Condition ACiton to Of tusrn ----
B Z low W hen B Z  is drastically low
O X  low a. reduce kiln speed T o  increase burning zone and back-end temperatures
BE low b. reduce fuel T o  move the oxygen percentage into range
W hen B Z  is slightly low
c. increase I .D .  fan speed T o  raise the back-end temperature and the oxygen percentage for action (d)
d. increase fuel rate T o  raise burning zone temperature and to return oxygen percentage into range
B Z low a. reduce kiln speed T o  raise burning zone temperature
O X  low b. reduce fuel ra.g T o  raise ox\gen percentage for action (c)
Be O K c. reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  m aintain back-end temperature
B Z low a. reduce kiln speed T o  raise burning /o ne temperature
O X  low b. reduce fuel rate T o  increase oxvgcn percentage for action (c )'
BE high c. reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  reduce back-end temperature (But be sure the BE is in a definite downw
trend)
BZ low W hen B Z is drastically low
O X  O K a. Reduce kiln speed T o  raise both the back-end and burning zone temperatures
BE low
W hen B Z is slightly low
c. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o  raise back-end temperature and oxygen percentage fo r action d.
d. Increase fuel rate To  raise burning zone temperature
BZ low W hen B Z  is drastically low and oxygen is in lower part o f range
O X  O K a. Reduce kiln  speed T o  raise burning zone temperature
BE O K b. Reduce fuel rate T o  raise oxygen percentage for action c
c. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  m aintain back-end temperature
W hen B Z  is slightly low' and oxygen percentage in higher part o f  range
d. Increase fuel rate T o  raise burning zone temperature
B Z low W hen B Z  is drastically low
O X  O K a. Reduce kiln speed T o  raise burning zone temperature
B E high b. Reduce fuel rate T o  raise oxygen percentage for action c
c. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  lower back-end temperature
W hen B Z  is slightly low and oxygen in higher part o f range
d. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  reduce back-end temperature and raise burning zone temperature
BZ low W hen B Z  is drastically low
O X  high a. Reduce kiln speed T o  raise both back-end and burning zone temperatures
BE O K b. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  m aintain back-cnd temperature
W hen B Z is slightly low
c. Increase fuel rate T o  raise burning /o n e  tem perature and lower oxygen percentage. Back
temperature should be rising also; if not, continue increasing fuel rate.
increase I .D .  fan speed.
BZ low W hen B Z  is drastically low
O X  high a. Reduce kiln speed T o  raise burning zone temperature
BE O K b. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  m aintain back-cnd tem perature. I f  oxsgcn is still available after this m
increase fuel rate also.
W hen B Z  is slightly low
c. Increase fuel rate T o  raise burning zone temperature and lower oxygen
B Z low W hen B Z is drastically low
O X  high a. Reduce kiln speed T o  raise burning zone temperature
BE high b. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  lower back-end temperature and oxygen percentage
c. Increase fuel rate T o  raise burning zone temperature and lower percentage o f  oxygen
W hen BZ is slightly low
d. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  raise burning zone tem perature and reduce back-cnd temperature and ox
percentage
B Z O K  
O X  low
a. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o  raise back-end temperature and increase oxygen percentage fo r action *
BE Jow b. Increase fuel rate T o  m aintain burning zone temperature
B Z  O K a. Decrease fuel rate slightly T o  raise percentage o f oxygen
O X  low
BE O K
B Z O K a. Reduce fuel rate T o  increase percentage o f  oxygen fo r action ‘b’
O X  low b. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  lower back-cnd temperature and m aintain burning zone temperature
BE high
B Z O K a. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o  raise back-end temperature
O X  O K b. Increase fuel rate T o  m aintain burning zone temperature
BE low ,
BZ O K N O N E . How ever, do not get overconfident.
O X  O K and keep all conditions under close observation.
BE O K
BZ O K W hen oxygen is in upper part o f range
O X  O K a. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  reduce back-cnd temperature
BE high W hen oxygen is in lower part o f range
b. Reduce fuel rate T o  rise oxygen percentage for action ‘c’
c. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  lower back-cnd temperature and m aintain  burning zone temperature
BZ O K a. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o  raise back-end temperature
O X  high b. Increase fuel rate T o  m aintain burning zone tem perature and reduce percentage o f oxygen
BE low
B Z O K a. Reduce I .D .  fan speed T o  lower percentage o f oxygen
O X  high slightly
BE O K
18 B Z O K  a. Reduce I .D .  fan speed
O X  high b. Reduce fuel rate slightly
BE high
19 BZ high W hen B Z  is drastically high:
O X  low a. Increase kiln speed
BE low b. Increase I .D .  fan speed
c. Reduce fuel rate 
W hen B Z  is slightly high
d. Increase I .D .  fan speed
20 B Z high W hen B Z  is drastically high:
O X  low a. Increase kiln speed
BE O K  b. Decrease fuel rate
c. Increase I .D .  fan speed 
W hen B Z  is slightly high:
d. Reduce fuel rate
21 BZ high W hen B Z  is drastically high:
O X  low a. Increase kiln speed
BE high b. Reduce fuel rale
W hen B Z  is slightly high: 
c. Decrease fuel rate
22 B Z high W hen B Z is drastically high:
O X  O K  a. Increase kiln speed
BE low b. Increase I .D .  fan speed
c. Reduce fuel rate  
W hen B Z  is slightly high:
d. Increase I .D .  fan speed
T o  lower back-end temperature and percent oxygen 
T o  m aintain tu rn ing  zone temperature
T o  avoid overheating the burning zone
T o  raise back-end temperature and oxygen percentage
T o  lower burning zone temperature and raise both oxygen percentage and back- 
cnd temperature.
T o  avoid overheating
T o  lower burning zone temperature
T o  increase oxygen percentage and m aintain back-end temperature  
T o  lower burning zone temperature and raise oxygen percentage.
T o  lower back-end temperature and avoid overheating
T o  lower burning zone and back-end temperatures and increase oxygen per­
centage
T o  lower burning zone and back-end temperatures and increase oxygen per­
centage.
T o  avoid overheating 
T o  raise back-end temperature 
T o  lower burning zone temperature
T o  raise back-end temperature and lower the burning zone temperature. See 
N ote  A .
23- BZ high W hen B Z  is drastically high:
O X  O K a. Increase kiln speed T o
BE O K b. Decrease fuel rate T o
c. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o
W hen B Z  is slightly high:
d. Reduce fuel rate T o
24 B Z high W hen B Z  is drastically high:
O X  O K a. Increase kiln  speed T o
BE high b. Decrease fuel rate T o
W hen B Z  is slightly high:
c. Decrease fuel rate T o
25 BZ high W hen B Z is drastically high:
O X  high a. Increase kiln speed T o
BE low b. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o
W hen B Z  is slightly high:
c. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o
26 BZ high W hen B Z  is drastically high:
O X  high a. Increase kiln  speed T o
BE O K b. Increase I .D .  fan speed T o
c. Decrease fuel rate T o
W hen B Z  is slightly high:
d. Reduce fuel rate T o
27 B Z high W hen B Z  is drastically high:
O X  high a. Increase kiln  speed T o
BE high b. Decrease fuel rate
W hen B Z  is slightly high:
c. Decrease fuel rate T o
d. Decrease I .D .  fan speed T o
N O T E  A : I f  the percentage o f oxygen increases during this a<
 lower burning zone temperature. See N o te  A .
 lower both burning zone and back-end temperatures. See N ote  A .
 raise back-end temperature and lower burning zone tem perature. See N ote  A
APPENDIX II.
With precalcining on the Lepol Grate, the back-end 
temperature of the kiln does not vary appreciably, thus 
any change in the gas velocity through the shute is 
due to a change in volume of combustion gases or carbon 
dioxide from the raw materials.
The following results were obtained from the Dunbar 
precalciner system:
Without auxiliary burner.
Assuming 33t.p.h @11.S% specific coal consumption(see), 
the gas volume from combustion = 16,460 cfm @ NTP.
The gas volume given off from the raw materials in the
kiln, (assuming 401 decarbonation on the bed)
= 3280 cfm @ NTP.
Therefore the total kiln exit volume
= 19740 cfm @ NTP.
With auxiliary burner.
Assuming 37.5 tph @ 9.2%scc in the kiln, 
the gas volume from combustion = 14970 cfm @ NTP.
The gas volume given off from the raw materials in the
kiln (assuming 801 decarbonation on the bed)
= 1240 cfm @ NTP.
Therefore the total kiln exit volume
= 16210 cfm @ NTP.
Thus the ratio of Kiln Exit.Volumes/Velocities with and 
without auxiliary firing is 1:1.22.
Taking the hypothetical case when the same output 
(ie 37.5 tph) was achieved from normal burning at the same 
coal consumption, then the gas volume from combustion
= 18700cfm @ NTP.
The gas volume given off from the raw materials in 
the kiln ( assuming 40% decarbonation on the bed)
= 3 730 cfm @ NTP.
Therefore the total kiln exit volume
= 22,430 cfm @ NTP.
Thus the Kiln Exit Volume/Velocity with the auxilairy burner 
in use is approximately 70% of that if the same output were 
to be achieved without auxiliary firing but with increased 
kiln burner consumption.
APPENDIX III
The swirl value of the cyclone chamber, based on design 
dimensions, was calculated from equation (2.102):
S =
7T D  De o 
4 A.
tangential flow rate
total flow rate
96
where
and
D = exit throat diameter e
= 1.94 x 10"2 m
D = chamber diameter o
= 1.00 x 10_1m 
A,p = tangential inlet area 
= tt/4 (1.3 x 10"2)2
tangential _ 66
total 75
Thus, S =.5.05.
